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Abstract
Functional two-dimensional nanomaterials with well-defined properties are of prime importance in
science and technology. Especially since the discovery of graphene, interest in large-scale molecular
layers of one atom thickness has surged. Adsorbed on transition metals, such monolayer sheets form
versatile functional heterostructures. They may be utilized for applications as catalysts for chemical
reactions, as substrates that direct and align adsorbed molecules and as insulating layers to decouple
adsorbates from the metal.
The first part of this work examines hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) adsorbed on nickel, copper,
and cobalt. At the outset, fundamental properties of these heterostructures are studied with methods
based on density functional theory. Depending on the nature of the substrate and the lateral position
of the sheet, chemi- and physisorptive interactions of varying strength are observed. Guided by images
from tunneling microscopy, the apparent corrugation of h-BN/Cu is then analyzed. Electronic structure
calculations of the non-commensurate surface show that the lattice mismatch of h-BN and Cu gives rise
to an electronic corrugation while the monolayer remains topographically flat. This corrugation also
affects the orbital levels of adsorbed porphine molecules, depending on their lateral position on the
surface. Furthermore, metal-supported h-BN is examined for use in oxygen activation and catalysis.
Particularly h-BN/Cu shows promise as a cathode material for O2 reduction in fuel cells. The predicted
overpotential for this reaction is lower than what is currently achieved on platinum.
The second part focuses on two-dimensional metal-organic networks. A tris-terpyridine derived
model molecule (TTPB) can be polymerized to form a well-defined monolayer on both metal surfaces
and an air-water interface. The properties of TTPB on gold and copper substrates are investigated
with respect to adsorption energies and electronic properties. The experimentally observed preferential
orientation of the molecules on Cu is confirmed. TTPB on liquid water is examined with extensive
simulations based on ab initio molecular dynamics. The water surface plays a central role in this system,
as it mildly stabilizes the molecule and allows metal ions to reach the surface from the solution where
they interlink the monomers. The metadynamics method is used to energetically quantify the uptake of
Zn ions from the liquid and the binding free energy of the TTPB dimer.
The results from this work provide important details on the structure, properties, and functionality
of selected two-dimensional materials. They highlight the importance of detailed simulations for the
interpretation of experimental results and for the modeling and prediction of properties.
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Zusammenfassung
Funktionale zweidimensionale Nanomaterialien mit wohldefinierten Eigenschaften sind von zentraler
Bedeutung für Wissenschaft und Technologie. Insbesondere seit der Entdeckung von Graphen besteht
reges Interesse an grossflächigen molekularen Schichten mit der Dicke eines einzelnen Atoms. Werden
solche monomolekularen Lagen auf Übergangsmetalle aufgebracht, entstehen vielfältige funktionale
Heterostrukturen. Diese finden potentielle Anwendung als Katalysatoren für chemische Reaktionen, als
Substrate, welche adsorbierte Moleküle definiert steuern und ausrichten können, und als Isolations-
schichten um Adsorbat und Metall zu entkoppeln.
Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit befasst sich mit hexagonalem Bornitrid (h-BN), aufgebracht auf Nickel,
Kupfer und Cobalt. Zunächst werden grundlegende Eigenschaften dieser Heterostrukturen mit Metho-
den basierend auf Dichtefunktionaltheorie untersucht. Je nach Typ des Substrates und lateraler Anord-
nung der Schicht auf der Oberfläche treten unterschiedlich starke chemi- oder physisorptive Wechsel-
wirkungen auf. Angeleitet von Tunnelmikroskopiebildern wird anschliessend die beobachtete Korruga-
tion von h-BN/Cu analysiert. Berechnungen der Elektronenstruktur der nicht-kommensurablen Ober-
fläche zeigen, dass die Fehlanpassung der Gitterkonstanten von h-BN und Cu eine elektronische Kor-
rugation hervorruft, während die Schicht topografisch flach bleibt. Diese Korrugation beeinflusst auch
die Orbitalniveaus von adsorbiertem Porphin, je nachdem wo sich dieses auf der Oberfläche befindet.
Darüber hinaus wird metallgestütztes h-BN hinsichtlich seiner Eignung zur Sauerstoffaktivierung und
Katalyse untersucht. Insbesondere h-BN/Cu zeigt vielversprechende Eigenschaften als Kathodenmate-
rial zur O2-Reduktion in Brennstoffzellen. Hierbei ist die vorhergesagte Überspannung niedriger als
derzeit auf Platin realisiert werden kann.
Im zweiten Teil werden zweidimensionale metall-organische Netzwerke untersucht. Ein tris-
Terpyridin-basiertes Modellmolekül (TTPB) kann sowohl auf Metalloberflächen, als auch an Luft-Wasser
Grenzflächen mit Hilfe von Metallionen zu einer wohldefinierten Monoschicht polymerisiert werden.
TTPB auf Gold- und Kupfersubstraten wird im Hinblick auf Adsorptionsenergien und elektronische
Eigenschaften untersucht. Die experimentell beobachtete bevorzugte Ausrichtung der Moleküle auf Cu
wird bestätigt. TTPB auf flüssigem Wasser wird mit umfangreichen Simulationen auf basis von ab ini-
tio Molekulardynamik untersucht. Hierbei kommt der Wasseroberfläche zentrale Bedeutung zu, da sie
das Molekül sanft zu stabilisieren vermag und Metallionen aus der Flüssigkeit zur Oberfläche gelangen
können, wo sie die Monomere verknüpfen. Mit Hilfe der Metadynamik-Methode werden die Aufnahme
von Zn-Ionen aus der Lösung und die freie Bindungsenergie des TTPB-Dimeres quantifiziert.
Die gesammelten Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation liefern wichtige Details zu Struktur, Eigenschaften,
und Funktionalität ausgewählter zweidimensionaler Materialien. Sie unterstreichen die Relevanz von
detaillierten Simulationen bei der Deutung von experimentellen Ergebnissen, sowie zur Modellierung
und Vorhersage von Eigenschaften.
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1Introduction
Since the discovery of graphene, interest in atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) materials has surged.1
They find possible applications in electronics,2,3 optical devices,4 and catalysts.5 Alongside experimen-
tal investigations, computational studies provide valuable insight into the structure and properties of
complex materials. Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a structural analog of graphene, exhibiting both
similar and complementary properties.3,6 A major part of this work is devoted to heterostructures com-
posed of h-BN adsorbed on metals. The second, also related, focus area is 2D metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs). These structures can be produced and tailored by linking together precursor molecules through
metal ions. This gives one very detailed control over the structure and properties of these sheets.
This thesis is subdivided into five chapters. This first chapter outlines the motivation for the pre-
sented work and provides an introduction into the investigated materials. The theoretical details un-
derlying Density Functional Theory and Molecular Dynamics are presented in Chapter 2 along with a
description of the employed computational set-up. Chapter 3 presents metal-supported h-BN, focus-
ing on the electronic corrugation of the material, molecule adsorption and O2 activation. Chapter 4
describes 2D MOFs prepared by linking precursor molecules on metal surfaces as well as the surface
of liquid water, with emphasis on the dynamics of the ligand molecules and the energetics of their
aggregation. Finally, Chapter 5 presents conclusions and an outlook to further research.
The rest of this chapter presents the motivation for this work, introduces the state of the art in
adsorbed 2D materials, and outlines some concepts and experimental techniques of relevance.
1.1 Motivation
2000 2005 2010 2015
100
200
300
400
Ng
 /102
Nbn
200
400
600
Figure 1.1|Number of articles about graphene (Ng) and
h-BN (Nbn) in Web of Science, 2000 – 2015.
Surfaces and adsorption processes are of prime impor-
tance in chemistry, physics, and nanoscience. They can
be used to catalyze chemical transformations, align and
confine molecules, and can be tuned to influence mate-
rial properties at the atomic scale. This enables one to
design and create versatile nanostructures.7
Graphene is a 2D material composed of a single in-
finite sheet of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms, essentially
a single layer of a graphite lattice. Since the discovery
and preparation of free-standing graphene in 2004,8,9
and the subsequent 2008 Nobel Prize, interest in atom-
ically flat monolayers has risen sharply.1 Fig. 1.1 shows
the number of articles published on graphene per year,
between 2000 and 2015. The rapid growth of research
activity in this field is remarkable, and new advances are continuously being made. Hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) is isoelectronic and isostructural to graphene, composed of a honeycomb lattice of alter-
1
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nating B and N atoms. Also h-BN has experienced a remarkable gain in popularity (Fig. 1.1), although
with a lower absolute number of publications than graphene.
A major contribution to the attractiveness of these two materials are their properties and the ease of
their fabrication.10 Graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor with a remarkable electronic structure and
extremely high electronic and thermal conductivity.1,10,11 Furthermore, the material is exceptionally
strong, flexible, leightweight and strongly optically absorbant.10 Producing graphene can be as easy as
exfoliating a graphite flake with adhesive tape. h-BN is also characterized by a high tensile strength and
flexibility, and is additionally chemically inert and electrically non-conductive.6 In combination with
suitable adsorption surfaces, h-BN forms diverse heterostructures with useful properties (vide infra).
In some instances, however, the properties of these 2D sheets may be unsuitable to a particular
application. Another class of sheet-like materials are 2D MOFs, which exhibit an extremely high degree
of tunability. They are composed of individual precursor molecules, interlinked by metal ions. Thus,
the entire toolbox of organic chemistry can be utilized to fine-tune any properties of the molecule, com-
pounded by the option to choose the linking ions. Furthermore, they can be prepared using chemical
methods, at easily accessible temperatures and without the need for complex vacuum equipment.
In order to utilize 2D materials, they need to be designed towards a particular purpose. To con-
trol and design them, one needs an in-depth understanding of their formation and properties. Modern
characterization techniques such as Scanning Tunneling Microscropy (STM), Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM), spectroscopic methods (angle-resolved photoemission, ARPES, and X-ray absorption, XAS), and
diffraction (low-energy electron diffraction, LEED, X-ray diffraction, XRD) can provide valuable high-
resolution information on surfaces and 2D structures. While these methods have advanced to con-
siderable maturity, theory and simulations can provide additional crucial insight. Computation offers
exquisitely fine control over every aspect of the investigated system. The position of each atom is known
and can be modified arbitrarily. Numerous quantities, including spectra and band structures, can be
computed and directly compared with experimental data. Thus calculations can serve as a valuable tool
for interpreting measurements.
The central theme of this thesis is 2D materials, particularly in combination with adsorption on
surfaces. Specifically, the focus is on h-BN adsorbed on Cu, in the context of recent experiments that
observed a corrugation of the surface using STM, in the absence of topographic buckling.12 Using
very large-scale DFT calculations, we rationalize this result in the presented work.13 The results also
serve to explain the electronic level alignment of adsorbed porphyrin on h-BN/Cu.14 Furthermore, we
investigate the catalytic properties of h-BN adsorbed on Ni, Co, and Cu, and find that the latter shows
promise for use as an oxygen activating catalyst for fuel cell cathodes. Related to 2D MOFs, we study
a recent experimental approach to produce extended 2D sheets from monomers confined on a water
surface.15 Using MD simulations, we characterize the dynamic structures of the molecules on the water
layer, and investigate the free energy of the formation of monomer-metal complexes and dimers.16 This
knowledge can serve to taylor the properties of monomers and guide the choice of metals in order to
optimize the material.
1.2 Two-Dimensional Sheets Adsorbed on Metal Surfaces
Hexagonal Boron Nitride
Replacing all the C atoms in graphene (Fig. 1.2(a)) with alternating B and N yields h-BN (Fig. 1.2(b)).
In terms of properties, graphene and h-BN have both commonalities and contrasts. The in-plane lattice
constant of graphene is 2.46 Å and that of h-BN is 2.50 Å,17 giving very similar bond lengths. In both
materials all nearest-neighbor distances are the same due to symmetry. In the bulk both materials
exhibit layered structures, graphene with an AB stacking and h-BN with AA’ stacking. Electronically,
2
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2|Sketch of (a) a single graphene sheet, (b) a single h-BN sheet, and (c) an h-BN sheet on a metal surface. Atom
colors: C, black; B, green; N, blue; metal, grey-green.
graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor, whose band structure is characterized by the peculiar Dirac cone
at the K point of the 2D Brillouin zone.10 In contrast, h-BN has a wide band gap of about 6 eV, making
it essentially insulating at room temperature.18,19
Crystalline h-BN has been known and used for a long time, but free-standing single layer sheets have
only been fabricated recently.20 Atomic-resolution characterization of h-BN is impeded by the fact that
most methods cannot distinguish between B and N atoms, but this limitation could be overcome using
high-resolution TEM.20 Individual layers of h-BN are more commonly prepared and characterized on
solid supports (Fig. 1.2(c)), especially transition metals (TMs).
Adsorption on Transition Metals
Interaction Strength
BN/Metal
Mismatch
Cu(111)
Rh(111) Ru(0001)
Ni(111)
Figure 1.3|Schematic plot of lattice mismatch
vs. interaction strength for various metal sub-
strates for h-BN.
A facile approach to produce atomically thin h-BN is through the
decomposition of suitable precursor molecules on TMs. Com-
mon starting materials are borazine,21 (HBNH)3 and ammonia
borane22 H3N:BH3, which are brought into contact with a hot
substrate (750–1000◦C). The molecules then decompose and
form an extended sheet. Since the metal catalyzes the reaction
the process automatically terminates once the surface is fully
covered by a monolayer. Numerous h-BN/metal heterostruc-
tures have been prepared following this approach, e.g., on
Cu(111),22,23 Ni(111),24,25 Co(0001),26 Ir(111),27 Pt(111),22
Ru(0001),28 Fe(110),29 Ag(111),30 and Rh(111).21 By tuning
the composition of the substrate it is possible to greatly increase
the grain size and thus the crystallinity of the layer.31
The choice of the stubstrate profoundly influences the struc-
ture of the resulting adsorption system. The properties of the
heterostructure are governed by two parameters, the (mis)fit of
the h-BN and metal lattices, as well as their interaction strength.
We define the lattice mismatch between the monolayer and substrate, αs,TM, as follows:
αs,TM =
as − aTM
aTM
, (1.1)
where a refers to the in-plane lattice constant of the sheet and TM, respectively. Metals with low α
are, e.g., Ni (α= 0.78%32) and Cu (α= -1.68%32), while Rh (α= -6.79%32) and Ru (α= -7.4%33)
have high mismatch values. Ni and Ru interact strongly with h-BN and Cu and Rh more weakly.34 This
3
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range of mismatch/interaction strength is visualized schematically in Fig. 1.3, based on h-BN adsorption
energies from ref. 34 (Section 3.1).
In the case of a large mismatch, the adsorption system has to compensate in order to restore peri-
odicity of the lattice. This results in superstructures with large repeat units. A significant example of
this is the BN nanomesh, formed by h-BN on Rh(111).21 Due to the strong mismatch, the monolayer is
deformed into a periodically corrugated sheet, with 2 nm “pores” of depth 1 Å.21 After its discovery, nu-
merous further studies examined the nanomesh, both experimentally35 and computationally.36–39 Aside
from fundamental interest in the properties and formation of the heterostructure, extensive studies of
the functionality and applications of the material have also been conducted: The pores of the nanomesh
may be used to confine water40 and catalytic Pd clusters,41 the surface orients molecules and catalyzes
their decomposition,42 can immobilize atoms under the BN layer43,44 and can be perforated by ion
bombardment to yield circular 2 nm holes.45
The substrates examined in this thesis are Ni(111) and Cu(111), with brief consideration also given
to Co(0001). Ni(111) is among the most studied supports for h-BN. Numerous spectroscopic studies
have investigated h-BN/Ni(111) to probe its electronic structure and adsorption properties.23–25,46–51
The relevant results are summarized in Section 3.1. In terms of functionality and chemical activity, re-
cent computational studies suggest significant potential for h-BN/Ni(111). Wasey et al. have suggested
that the surface favorably adsorbs molecular O2, with a binding energy of -1.87 eV and a concurrent
stretch of the O–O bond by ∼0.3 Å.52 This is sufficient to activate O2 for the oxidation of gaseous CO.52
Crucially, free-standing h-BN is not active for this reaction. In a related study, Lyalin et al. predict
a potential application for h-BN/Ni(111) to catalyze the oxygen reduction reaction as it occurs in a
fuel cell.53,54 The surface is found to selectively adsorb particular molecules (O2, NO2), but is inactive
towards others (CO(2), H2O, N(2)O).55
Cu(111) is somewhat less studied as a substrate for h-BN adsorption, but has recently received
increased attention. From spectroscopy it was conjectured that h-BN is much more weakly bound on Cu
than on Ni,23 with almost no change in electronic structure upon adsorption. Extended h-BN multi56-
and monolayers12,57 can be grown on Cu(111) by chemical vapor deposition. The h-BN monolayer
on Cu(111) was found to form Moiré patterns of corrugation with long range periodicity, as described
in detail in Section 3.2. The material has been shown to be useful for the preparation of large and
uniform graphene sheets, which can then be delaminated from Cu along with their BN support and
directly used in electronics applications.58 Furthermore, computational studies indicate the potential of
h-BN/Cu(111) to activate O2, similar to Ni(111).53
The experimentally and theoretically least characterized heterostructure is h-BN/Co(0001). h-BN
could successfully be grown by decomposition of ammonia borane and characterized with microscopy
techniques.26 The Co(0001) surface has a very similar lattice constant as Ni, and is also chemically
comparable. One can thus expect similar activity and properties as shown by h-BN/Ni(111).
Adsorption Registries
The h-BN layer can be laterally placed in various positions relative to the metal substrate. Most com-
monly, the monolayer is adsorbed on (111) facets of fcc-metals. In that case, the substrate consists
of layers that are stacked above one another in an ABC sequence: The second (“hcp”-)layer is shifted
relative to the first, the third (“fcc”-)layer relative to the second, and the fourth layer is at the same
lateral position as the first (“top”-)layer.
The surface unit cell of the metal has the same periodic structure as the monolayer. Thus, h-BN can
be placed in various high-symmetry positions laterally. An N atom can be directly above a top-layer
metal atom, causing the B to reside in a hollow site, either above an atom in the hcp or fcc layer.
4
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A: top
C: fcc
B: hcp
A: top
NtopBfcc
Figure 1.4|Schematic drawing of h-BN com-
mensurately adsorbed on a metal surface in
the NtopBfcc registry. Four metal layers with
ABC stacking are shown. Atom colors: B,
green; N, blue; metal, grey-green.
These configurations can be referred to as NtopBhcp and NtopBfcc.
Exchanging the atomic species yields the BtopNhcp and BtopNfcc
configurations, analogously. Lastly, N and B may both reside in
hollow sites, i.e. NfccBhcp and BfccNhcp configurations. To illustrate
this concept, the NtopBfcc configuration is schematically shown in
Fig. 1.4, all others can be deduced by shifting and/or rotating
the monolayer.
Moiré Patterns
Unless the mismatch α of the monolayer and substrate is zero,
the two lattices are incommensurate. For small values of α, the
BN layer may adapt to the metal and slightly stretch or compress.
Larger mismatches need to be compensated by the formation of
superlattices. The periodicity of the substrate and of the mono-
layer combine, or “interfere” to generate a secondary, long range
periodicity, leading to the formation of a Moiré pattern.59 Both
the lattice constant mismatch and a possible rotation (by an an-
gle φ) of the monolayer affect the properties of this pattern.
Fig. 1.5 shows a series of Moiré patterns generated by placing
a monolayer with a particular lattice constant onto a substrate.
The commensurate system (α = φ = 0, panel (a)) shows no
long range periodicity. Panels (b) and (c) are characterized by
different mismatch values, and both exihibit pronounced Moiré
patterns. The larger the mismatch, the shorter is the periodicity
of the resulting superlattice. The same can be seen in panels
(d) and (e), where the monolayer is rotated at different angles.
Larger φ gives rise to smaller superlattice constants.
A general formula for the lattice constant of the Moiré pattern as a function of mismatch was derived
by Hermann:59
κ =
p√
(1− p)2 + pφ2 , (1.2)
where p is the ratio of the surface lattice constants (i.e. α+1). κ is termed the Moiré factor, and expresses
the lattice constant of the superlattice as a multiple of the substrate lattice constant. Here, the adsorbed
monolayer is assumed to remain unmodified by adsorption, i.e. it does not stretch, compress, or buckle.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 1.5|Moiré patterns of an adsorbate (black) on a surface (orange) resulting from varying lattice mismatch or rotation:
(a) α = φ = 0, (b) α=4%, (c) α=8%, (d) φ=4◦, (e) φ=8◦.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.6|(a) Molecular structure of 2,2’:6’2” terpyridine (terpy). (b) Sketch of 1,3,5-tris(4’(2,2’:6’2”terpyridyl))benzene
(TTPB). Two metal atoms bound by terpyridyl groups. N–metal (dN,M) and N–N distances (dN,N, dMN,N) in bound and
unbound ligands indicated by black lines. (c) Two terpy ligands coordinating one metal ion. Atom colors: H, white; C, black;
N, blue; Metal, yellow.
1.3 Metal-Organic Frameworks and Two-Dimensional Networks
Another class of tailored materials are Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs). They are composed of or-
ganic molecules connected with metal ions to form a well-defined network (essentially a coordination
polymer), commonly in three dimensions.60,61 Countless materials have been prepared with this ap-
proach, useful for many applications, e.g., catalysis,62 gas (hydrogen) storage63–66 and separation,67
luminescence,68 and magnetism.69 MOFs are highly porous, and thus have large internal surface areas,
making them suited for heterogenous processes. Due to the high tunability of both the organic linkers
and the metal centers, one has a lot of flexibility in designing MOFs for a specific purpose. More-
over, since 3D MOFs are generally crystalline, characterization by X-ray crystallography is frequently
possible.60 As an example, catalysis in MOFs can be achieved in many different ways: incorporating
catalytically active centers into the linker backbone70 or attaching them to it, encapsulating catalysts in
the framework,71,72 or utilizing metal ions of the network nodes for catalysis.73
Frequently used functional groups in the linkers include61 carboxylates, pyridyls, nitriles, and ter-
tiary amines, which can coordinate to virtually any transition metals. Most commonly MOFs are pre-
pared in solution and obtained as 3D crystals.74 Thin films of MOFs can also be obtained, using various
materials (e.g., silica, alumina, graphite) as support. Films with low regularity have been prepared
by immersing the substrate in a solution of the MOF precursors,75 while well-defined multilayered
structures can be created by assembling precursors layer by layer.74,76 Especially the latter approach is
relevant in the context of 2D materials, where MOF membranes could be utilized as tailored functional
sheets.
2,2’:6’,2’-terpyridine (“terpy”, Fig.1.6 (a)) is a tricyclic molecule composed of three pyridyl groups.
The three nitrogen atoms can coordinate to a metal center, making terpy a versatile tridentate lig-
and.77,78 In recent decades, terpy and countless terpy derivatives have received a lot of attention in the
context of supramolecular and coordination chemistry.78 Compounds related to terpy and their metal
complexes have been used in luminescent systems such as light-emitting diodes,79,80 non-linear optical
devices,81,82 chemical sensors83,84 and catalysts for various reactions in organic chemistry.78,85
Molecules incorporating two or more terpy units are of particular interest for the formation of linear
polymers and sheet-like 2D MOFs, respectively. Extended chain-like oligo- and polymers have been
prepared based on ligands containing two terpyridyl units separated by a spacer.78 Two synthetic routes
for these materials are possible: one can either polymerize bis-terpy metal complexes, or link bis-terpy
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ligands with metal ions. Both of these approaches have been successful.78 Extending this concept to
molecules containing more than two terpy units (i.e. “dendrimers”), one can form metal-bridged sheets
with tunable properties.
1,3,5-tris(4’(2,2’:6’,2”terpyridyl)) benzene (TTPB, Fig.1.6 (b)) incorporates three terpy units around
a central phenyl ring (the 4’-phenyl-terpy fragment is referred to as a Kröhnke-type terpyridine78). The
molecule is topologically planar (having only sp2 centers), contains 10 rings connected by a total of
9 rotatable single bonds, and has 93 atoms giving a molecular weight of 771.9 g·mol-1. Each of the
“arms” of the terpyridyl groups can twist around the single bond to the central pyridyl, and adopt a cis
or trans conformation. The terpy units can rotate around their bonds to the central phenyl ring. Two
terpy moieties on different TTPB molecules can coordinate to one metal atom, forming a (distorted)
octahedral coordination environment as shown in Fig.1.6 (c).
TTPB is a very practical building block for 2D MOFs, as described in detail in Section 4.1. It can be
evaporated onto solid substrates, co-adsorbed with metal ions, and thus form a large 2D network. Fur-
thermore, it is also a suitable model for monolayered MOFs prepared by confining precursor molecules
on a liquid water surface and linking them with ions from the liquid phase (Section 4.1).
1.4 Research Questions
Recognizing the need for fundamental insight into the properties of 2D materials and adsorption sys-
tems, this thesis explores and seeks to answer a number of questions in two general areas: Metal-
supported h-BN and 2D MOFs assembled on liquid and solid substrates. The aim of this work is to (1)
help to interpret and rationalize experimental results and (2) investigate new applications and new ma-
terials with improved functionality. The following chapters and their underlying publications address
and answer a number of questions related to the two topic areas:
Metal-Supported h-BN
• What are the general properties of h-BN on metals, and can they be modelled with
dispersion-corrected DFT?34,86
• Where does the electronic corrugation of h-BN/Cu(111) originate from?12,13
• What is the influence of this corrugation on adsorbed molecules?14
• How reactive is metal-supported h-BN towards gaseous species such as O2?86
• What is the potential of h-BN/metal heterostructures as oxidation catalysts?86
2D MOFs on Water
• What are the properties of TTPB adsorbed on Au(111) and Cu(111)?
• What influence does the liquid substrate have on the structure of TTPB and vice versa?16
• How does the uptake of Zn2+ ions proceed from the liquid phase to surface-confined TTPB?16
• What is the free energy surface of this process?16
• How does formation of a metal-bridged dimer or network change the properties of TTPB and
what influence does the water surface have?
• What is the free energy gain associated with forming a TTPB dimer?
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2Computational Methods
2.1 Density Functional Theory
This section briefly introduces the main underlying concepts of Density Functional Theory (DFT). After
a cursory overview of the Kohn-Sham approach, some emphasis is placed on the particular approxima-
tions for the exchange-correlation energy (“XC functionals”) that are used in this work. In this context
a method for estimating the error of DFT calculations based on an ensemble of XC energies is intro-
duced. The final part of this section describes the various approaches used to account for van der Waals
interactions, which are not captured well with standard DFT.
Basics of Density Functional Theory
The foundation of all of (nonrelativistic) quantum mechanics is the Schrödinger equation. In its time-
dependent form it reads87
Hˆ(~r, t)Ψ(~r, t) = ih¯
∂Ψ(~r, t)
∂t
, (2.1)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian and Ψ(~r, t) the wavefunction of the system. In bound systems where
the potential energy is independent of time, also the Hamiltonian becomes time-independent and the
wavefunction can be separated,
Ψ(~r, t) = Ψ(~r) exp(−iEt) . (2.2)
The time dependency can thus be written as a simple phase factor, which can be neglected in time-
independent problems. One thus arrives at the time-independent Schrödinger equation,
Hˆ(~r)Ψ(~r) = EΨ(~r) . (2.3)
In a system composed of n electrons and m nuclei, the Hamiltonian is given by the following equa-
tion:
Hˆ(~r) = −1
2
n∑
i=1
∇2i −
1
2
m∑
A=1
1
MA
∇2A −
n∑
i=1
m∑
A=1
ZA
ri,A
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j>i
1
ri,j
+
m∑
A=1
m∑
B>A
ZAZB
rA,B
, (2.4)
containing the kinetic energy of electrons and nuclei and the Coulomb interactions between nuclei and
electrons, electrons and electrons, and nuclei and nuclei.88 rα,β is a short notation for |~rβ − ~rα|, where
~rα and ~rβ are position vectors of two particles, electrons or nuclei. MA and ZA refer to the mass and
core charge of atom A. The above equations, as well as all of the following are expressed in atomic
units. The square of the wavefunction can be interpreted as a probability of finding an electron at a
particular point ~r.
Atomic nuclei have a much greater mass than electrons and thus move at much slower velocities.
Therefore, electronic and nuclear motions occur on two different timescales. The Born-Oppenheimer
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approximation makes use of this fact and assumes a full separation of these degrees of freedom. Ψ
is factorized into electronic and nuclear parts, and electrons are subject to the potential exerted by a
set of stationary nuclei. The wavefunction thus depends explicitly on the position of the electrons and
parametrically on the positions of the nuclei. Hˆ simplifies to89
Hˆ(~r) = −1
2
n∑
i=1
∇2i −
n∑
i=1
m∑
A=1
ZA
~ri,A
+
n∑
i=1
n∑
j>i
1
~ri,j
(2.5)
= Tˆ + Vˆne + Vˆee . (2.6)
The internuclear repulsion is added once the electronic energyEel has been determined with this Hamil-
tonian, to yield the total energy:
Etot = Eel +
m∑
A=1
m∑
B>A
ZAZB
RA,B
. (2.7)
The electron density ρ(~r) of a system, i.e. the number of electrons per unit volume is given by the
following expression, based on the wavefunction:89
ρ(~r) = n
∫
· · ·
∫
|Ψ(r1, r2, · · · rn)|2dr2dr3 · · · drn . (2.8)
ρ is a function of only 3 spatial coordinates, x, y and z, drastically reducing the 3n-dimensionality of Ψ.
Integration of ρ over all space yields the total number of electrons,∫
ρ(~r)d~r = n . (2.9)
If the density could be used directly in electronic structure calculations, rather then the complicated
many-dimensional wavefunction, the computational complexity of quantum mechanics could be im-
mensely reduced.
According to the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem,88,90 the electron density uniquely determines the
Hamiltonian, and therefore all properties of a system. The ground state energy is a functional of the
ground state density, and can be decomposed into its constituents,
E0[ρ0] = T [ρ0] + Eee[ρ0] + Ene[ρ0] , (2.10)
where T is the electron kinetic energy, and Eee and Ene are the potential energies due to electron-
electron and electron-nuclei interaction. The first two terms are independent of the nuclear positions
and charges, and are collectively termed the Hohenberg-Kohn functional, FHK. If this functional were
known, it would be possible to solve the Schrödinger equation of the system exactly. However, for all
but the most simple systems,91 FHK is unknown and can only be approximated.
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem is the first step towards putting density-based calculations in
practice. According to this theorem, E0 is minimal only for the true ground-state density ρ0.88,90 In
other words, the energy is variational with the input density, ρ˜,
E0 ≤ E[ρ˜] . (2.11)
Any input density will be an upper bound to the true ground-state density, and ρ0 can be found by
minimizing E[ρ˜].
The problem has now been reduced to finding a trial density and iteratively changing it until the
minimal energy has been reached. A convenient way to do this is the Kohn-Sham Method.92 This ap-
proach (re)introduces a set of non-interacting orbitals {φi}, which make up a wavefunction represented
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as a Slater determinant. The orbital energies are determined by the one-electron Kohn-Sham operator:
fˆKSφi = iφi , (2.12)
fˆKS = −1
2
∇2 + Vs(~r) . (2.13)
The effective potential Vs now has to be chosen in such a way that the density resulting from the
summation of the Kohn-Sham orbitals equals the true ground state energy of the system of interacting
electrons.88
The total ground-state energy in Kohn-Sham DFT is given by
E[ρ(~r)] = TS [ρ] + J [ρ] + EXC[ρ] + Ene[ρ] . (2.14)
The non-interacting kinetic energy TS can readily be computed from the Kohn-Sham orbitals, as can
the electron-electron term J [ρ] and the electron-nuclear term Ene. No explicit form for the EXC term,
the exchange correlation energy, is known. This quantity contains the residual electron kinetic energy
(the difference between the non-interacting and “true” T ) as well as exchange and correlation energies
and a self-interaction correction.88 EXC is determined from the corresponding XC potential, XC :
EXC =
∫
ρ(~r)XC(~r) . (2.15)
The following section discusses the exchange-correlation contribution in greater detail.
Exchange-Correlation Functionals
Any practically usable implementation of DFT requires a sufficiently accurate approximation to
EXC [ρ(~r)]. The last four decades have seen a lot of effort in developing XC functionals of increas-
ing quality and sophistication. Following a scheme by Perdew, XC functionals can be classified in a
hierarchy, the “Jacob’s Ladder” of density functional approximations.93 At the lowest rung of this ladder
XC depends only on the value of the density at a given point in space, ρ(~r), termed the Local (Spin)
Density Approximation (LSDA). One step higher, XC also depends on the gradient of the density, ∇ρ(~r),
constituting the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA). As a further step towards higher accuracy,
meta-GGA functionals include also the orbital kinetic energy density τ , or the Laplacian of the density.93
The final rungs of the ladder contain fully nonlocal approximations: hyper-GGA, include the exact ex-
change energy density, and the random-phase approximation adds unoccupied orbitals.93 In practice,
GGA functionals, with the inclusion of possible corrections and improvements, are generally considered
a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy for applications in materials science with
systems of more than a few atoms. In the rest of this section, we therefore focus on the few GGA
functionals used in this work.
Different strategies may be applied when designing XC functionals.94,95 Firstly, fully non-empirical
functionals are derived by requiring a particular approximation to satisfy certain constraints that are
known to apply to the universal density functional. Such constraints might include sum rules for the
exchange and correlation holes, scaling relations, and correct asymptotic behavior.88 The PBE96 func-
tional is a well-known approximation of this type. Secondly, one can fit sufficiently flexible analytic
functions to experimental or quantum chemical reference data, in a slightly empirical spirit.94 One ex-
ample of this approach is the BEEF-vdW97 functional described below, but many other functionals have
also been reported.98–100 Thirdly, functionals can also rely on a mixture of these approaches, such as fit-
ting to reference data, while still respecting some constraints. The revised PBE functional, for instance,
forsakes one rigorously defined parameter from PBE in favor of a fitted one, leading to a claimed factor
10 improvement for atomic total energies (vide infra).101
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Figure 2.1|Exchange enhancement factors Fx of the
PBE,96 revPBE,101 and BEEF-vdW97 functionals as a
function of reduced density gradient s.
As a first improvement on the LDA, the Generalized-Gradient Approximation methods use the gradi-
ent of ρ(~r) as an additional variable in the integral kernel. As was already the case for LDA, EXC is
typically split into EX and EC , which are determined independently (eq. 2.16). The gradient typically
enters the expressions in the form of the reduced density gradient s(~ρ) (eq. 2.17):
EGGAXC = E
GGA
X [s] + E
GGA
C [s] , (2.16)
s(~r) =
|∇ρ(~r)|
ρ4/3(~r)
. (2.17)
The GGA exchange energy is typically expressed as a factor multiplied on top of the EX from LDA,
EX [s] =
∫
ρLDAX (ρ)FX(s(~r))d~r , (2.18)
where FX(s(~r)) is usually referred to as the exchange enhancement factor. In the zero-gradient limit,
FX should approach 1, to recover the LDA behavior. An upper bound to FX was given by Lieb and
Oxford, with a value of 1.804.102
PBE and revised PBE
The PBE functional, proposed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof, is fully based on obeying physical con-
straints, containing no empirical parameters.96 It is an improvement on the PW91-GGA,103 chosen to
satisfy fewer conditions in order to allow more flexibility in reproducing the features of the exact func-
tional. The functional provides separate expressions for EX and EC , and the form of the exchange
enhancement factor is shown in Fig. 2.1 and in the following equation:
FX(s) = 1 + κ− κ
1 + µs
2
κ
, (2.19)
where κ= 0.804 and µ= 0.21951. FX reduces to the LDA in the low-gradient limit and obeys the
Lieb-Oxford bound96,102 at large s.
The original paper finds no significant improvement of the accuracy of PBE relative to PW91. How-
ever, the ease of implementation and the fully non-empirical origin of all parameters have since made
PBE the most commonly used XC functional in solid-state physics and materials science.95,104
In a comment on the original PBE publication, Zhang and Yang101 proposed a different choice of the
parameter κ in the exchange term of PBE, resulting in a new functional termed revised PBE (revPBE).
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They choose κ= 1.245, based on data fitted to exact-exchange energies for the noble gases He, Ne
and Ar. This taints the originally fully non-empirical character of the functional. However, the mean
absolute error in atomic total energies was shown to decrease by a factor of 10 relative to the original
PBE formulation. For comparison, FX of revPBE is also plotted in Fig. 2.1.
By tuning the parameters in the PBE form, one can in principle generate a multitude of different
PBE-like functionals,104 and many have been proposed beyond revPBE. Among these, PBEsol105 and
RPBE106 are more commonly used. A recent study highlighted a fairly large variation between lat-
tice constants computed with different PBE flavors,104 but concluded that none of them represents a
universal improvement over the others.
BEEF-vdW
Numerous studies have evaluated XC functionals for their accuracy for particular systems.32,104,107–109
Depending on the problem at hand, different functionals exhibit very different errors, and no universally
accurate functional is available. The ability to estimate the error of a given DFT calculation is thus a
very important feature that greatly raises confidence in a functional. The van der Waals-corrected
Bayesian Error Estimation Functional (BEEF-vdW) provides a convenient way to quantify the accuracy
of the calculation using a large ensemble of computed XC energies.97
BEEF-vdW is predominantly designed for applications in surface science, following an advanced fit-
ting approach using regularization and validation methods from machine learning. The functional is
of the GGA-type and includes an additional nonlocal correlation term to account for van der Waals
interactions. Numerous data sets were used in the construction of the functional, in order to allow the
model to accurately describe many different types of interactions: The G3/99 data set of molecular
formation energies,110 the RE42 data set of reaction energies, the DBH24/08 data set of reaction barri-
ers,111 the S22 set of noncovalent interactions112,113 (including potential energy curves), the CE17 set
for chemisorption on solid surfaces and several data sets of solid state structures.97
The exchange enhancement factor FX is expressed as a linear combination of Legendre polynomials
Bm up to a degree m= 30, as a function of a modified reduced density gradient,
t(s) =
2s2
4 + s2
− 1 , (2.20)
giving:
FX(s) =
∑
m
amBm[t(s)] . (2.21)
Additionally, the correlation energy is expressed as a mixture of PBE and LDA correlation terms, as well
as the nonlocal correlation energy computed with the vdW-DF2 functional. The BEEF-vdW XC energy
is thus
EBEEF−vdWXC =
∑
m
amE
BEEF
X,m [s] + αcE
LDA
C + (1− αc)EPBEC + EvdW−DF2C , (2.22)
containing a total of 31 parameters [a0 . . . a29, αc]. They are fitted by minimizing a cost function contain-
ing an error term (deviation from the reference data) and a regularization term (to penalize spurious
“wiggling” of the parameters and thus reduce overfitting). The final functional has αc ≈ 0.6002 and
the form of FX shown in Fig. 2.1. At s = 0, the LDA limit, FX does not precisely obey the theoretical
requirement of FX(0) = 1, but overshoots by 3.4%. For large s, FX is only slightly greater than what
would be required by the Lieb-Oxford bound. The curvature of the exchange enhancement factor is
slightly different from that of the previously discussed functionals, and a change in slope can be seen at
s ≈ 1.3.
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The employed form of FX is sensitive to changes in the expansion coefficients am. By varying them,
one can arbitrarily generate a “new” XC functional. The reliability of a DFT calculation can be as-
sessed by comparing a number of functionals for the same system, and the generated set (“ensemble”)
of functionals differing in am allows one to do this in a systematic way, if the coefficients are chosen
systematically. This can be exploited to estimate the error of the functional in the following way: A
perturbation δa is applied to the set of coefficients am. The magnitude of δa is proportional to a “Boltz-
mann factor” based on its influence on the cost function. The ensemble is generated by constructing
2000 perturbed new sets am, from random numbers following a normal distribution. The spread of the
ensemble model predictions is chosen to reproduce the known computational errors for the training set.
FX can then be evaluated for all am non-selfconsistently for an available converged density, yielding a
set of XC energies. The standard deviation over these energies then gives a measure of the confidence
in the calculated results.97
BEEF-vdW has proven valuable for a number of problems in surface science and catalysis, particu-
larly for its error estimation capabilities. The original publication focused on graphene adsorption on
Ni(111) and trends in adsorption and surface energies of CO on TMs97 as case studies. The functional’s
accuracy was found to be similar to that of other GGAs, with the additional benefit of computing confi-
dence intervals for the results. Further studies of reactions in ammonia synthesis114 showed the uncer-
tainty of results to strongly depend on reaction conditions and catalyst materials. For this application
the BEEF-vdW ensemble originally presented was modified to more strongly emphasize chemisorption
energies in the training data. Consequently, errors obtained with the original ensemble are scaled by
a factor 0.684. Using the BEEF-vdW functional provides a straightforward and robust way to estimate
the error on calculated energies at negligible computational cost.
Van der Waals Interactions in DFT
Weak interactions are of particular importance in nanoscience. Many molecules on surfaces are only
physisorbed or weakly chemisorbed, with interactions governed by hydrogen bonding and van der
Waals interactions. H-bonds form between permanent dipoles and are thus electrostatic in nature.
This is generally well-reproduced in DFT.88 In contrast, dispersion or van der Waals interactions occur
between induced dipoles, and are not captured by DFT. In the long range limit, binding energy curves
calculated with DFT decay exponentially with rA,B , rather than proportional to 1r6
A,B
, which is the
correct behavior of van der Waals interactions.95 Due to the predominance of these forces in the regimes
at interest, they cannot be neglected, so that one is forced to use approximations and corrections beyond
DFT.
In analogy to Perdew’s Jacob’s Ladder, dispersion corrections have also been categorized in a hierar-
chy (“Stairway to Heaven”) based on their complexity and expected accuracy.115 Simple force fields
occupy the first step of this stairway, followed by force field approaches that utilize environment-
dependent coefficients. The third step in accuracy and complexity are van der Waals functionals, which
compute nonlocal correlation within DFT. Finally, the most involved methods to calculate dispersion
include many-body dispersion and the random phase approximation.115 The following sections briefly
introduce the first through third levels of this hierarchy, and approaches based on levels 2 and 3 are
used in the rest of this work.
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Pair Potential-Based Dispersion Correction
A way to correct for the missing dispersion interactions is to include (pairwise) force field terms on top
of the interactions computed with DFT.95,116 Generally, the dispersion energy is expressed as
EvdW = −1
2
∑
A,B
fdamp(rA,B , r
0
A, r
0
B)C6,ABr
−6
A,B , (2.23)
where f is a damping function, r0 stands for the van der Waals radius of an atom, and C6,AB is the
coefficient for the A-B interaction.117 Since r−6 diverges for r → 0, the damping function has to push
EvdW to zero for small interatomic separations. A simple force field does not depend and has no effect
on the electronic structure, and its parameters have to be fitted to reference data. Furthermore, one has
to balance the force field contributions with those from the XC functional, in order to avoid overbinding
or a wrong correction at short range.
This approximation can be improved by introducing environment-dependent coefficients into the
force field. Several approximate dispersion corrections based on this have been developed with varying
degrees of empiricism. Two popular and recent schemes are the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS)117 and
Grimme DFT-D118,119 methods.
The TS method computes the C6 coefficients from the ground-state density and thus has no empirical
parameters.117 Starting from the exact expression for C6,AB ,
C6,AB =
3
pi
∫ ∞
0
αA(iω)αB(iω)dω , (2.24)
with α(iω) the frequency-dependent polarizability of an atom, the authors derive a formula for com-
puting an effective C6 coefficient for an atom in a molecule. This Ceff6,AA is computed by scaling an
accurately determined C6 coefficient for a free atom, Cfree6,AA,
Ceff6,AA =
(
V effA
V freeA
)2
Cfree6,AA , (2.25)
where the volume of the effective atom in the molecule V effA is computed from a Hirshfeld partitioning
of the electron density. The interatomic coefficients C6,AB are then computed with a combination rule,
C6,AB =
2C6,AAC6,BB
α0
B
α0
A
C6,AA +
α0
A
α0
B
C6,BB
, (2.26)
where α0 is the static polarizability of an atom, taken from reference data.117 Coupled with a suit-
able damping function, these calculated C6,AB coefficients can be used to define an almost fully non-
empirical force field for van der Waals correction according to eq. 2.23. The TS method has been
shown to significantly improve interatomic distances and binding energies over those computed with
non-corrected functionals for various systems.120 However, the method does not allow for a straightfor-
ward computation of the dispersion contribution to the interatomic forces.
Another family of force field based van der Waals corrections was introduced by Grimme et al., called
the DFT-D, -D2 and -D3 methods. The initial formulation, DFT-D,121 uses the following expression for
the dispersion energy:
Edisp = −s6
A<B∑
A,B
C6,AB
R6A,B
fdamp(rA,B) . (2.27)
This is essentially equivalent to eq. 2.23, with the exception of a scaling factor s6, that is chosen accord-
ing to the employed XC functional. The damping function is chosen to decay fast when rA,B is less than
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the sum of the two atoms’ van der Waals radii, so that interactions that are captured by DFT are not
double-counted with the DFT correction. The diatomic dispersion coefficients C6,AB are also calculated
from atomic C6 coefficients with a combination rule. C6 parameters for this method were obtained
from a previous van der Waals correction by Wu and Yang,116 determined by fitting to molecular data.
Two years after the introduction of DFT-D, a first “upgrade” was published, called the DFT-D2
method. The authors aimed to address issues with basic DFT-D, such as the lack of atomic parame-
ters for elements beyond the second row, and inconsistencies in thermochemistry calculations.118 The
employed form of the pair potential remains the same as in DFT-D, but the parametrization was signif-
icantly revised. Particularly, a new combination rule of atomic coefficients with a geometric mean was
introduced, and thus the functional-dependent s6 coefficients were updated. The C6,AA coefficients
were recomputed based on the London formula,
C6,AA = 0.05NIAαA , (2.28)
whereN depends on the row of the periodic table in which element A is found, I is the atomic ionization
potential and α the polarizability. The value 0.05 is a “fudge factor” adjusted to reproduce reference C6
coefficients. Of particular note is how the coefficients are calculated for TMs. Rather than computing
them from first principles according to eq. 2.28, they are set to the averageC6 coefficent of the preceding
group VIII and following group III elements. The authors remark that the error of this approximation
is negligible as long as the number of metal atoms in the system is small relative to the total number of
atoms.118 Furthermore, the C6 coefficients are still treated as constant, without adjustment to the local
environment of the atoms. This remains a significant source of error, since the C6 coefficients depend
on the hybridization of the atoms.
The third version, DFT-D3, is a further improvement over the preceding methods.119 The method is
less empirical, asymptotically correct and available for all elements. It explicitly determines atom pair-
specific C6 coefficients and uses coordination-number dependent coefficients to account for the chemi-
cal environment of an atom.119 The coefficients C6,AB are computed for pairs of atoms from calculations
of reference molecules (hydrides) using time-dependent DFT. The inclusion of environment-dependent
dispersion coefficients is a major improvement over the D and D2 methods, and brings DFT-D3 on a
comparable level with the TS approach. The D3 method uses the coordination number nA (from a
counting function) of an atom to quantify its environment,
nA =
∑
A6=B
1
1 + exp(−k1(k2(RcovA +RcovB )/rA,B − 1))
, (2.29)
with Rcov the covalent radius of the elements, k1 = 16 a steepness parameter, and k2 = 4/3 a scaling
factor for the covalent radii. Furthermore, Rcov are reduced by 10% for all metallic elements. The value
of C6,AB is then calculated with a two-dimensional interpolation scheme,
C6,AB(nA, nB) =
Z
W
, (2.30)
Z =
NA∑
i
NB∑
j
Cref6,AB(nA, nB)Lij , (2.31)
W =
NA∑
i
NB∑
j
Lij , (2.32)
Lij = exp(−k3[(nA − nA,i)2(nB − nB,j)2]) , (2.33)
where NA and NB are the number of reference molecules for the atoms and nA/B,j are the coordination
numbers of A or B in that reference molecule. Thus, the interatomic C6 coefficients can be computed
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for all elements in all bonding environments from the tabulated reference C6,AB values. The explicit
calculation of the coordination numbers for each atom can be replaced by a predefined value specified
as an input parameter from chemical knowledge of the system.
In addition to the C6 · r−6 term, the D3 method also includes a higher-order C8 · r−8 term.119 The
values of C8,AB are computed by scaling the C6,AB coefficients. Furthermore, a C9 three-body term is
also (optionally) part of the D3 approach. The final expression for the D3 energy correction is thus
Edisp =
A<B∑
A,B
∑
n=6,8
sn
Cn,AB
RnA,B
fdamp,n(rA,B) +
∑
ABC
fdamp,n(r¯ABC)
C9,ABC(3 cos θa cos θb cos θc − 1)
(rABrBCrCA)3
.
(2.34)
C9,ABC is computed from the C6 coefficients of the three atom pairs, s6 is unity and s8 is adjusted
according to the XC functional used in combination with the method.
Compared to non-corrected DFT, DFT-D3 improves the mean absolute error for reference databases
of non-covalent interactions by an order of magnitude and by up to a factor of 2 relative to DFT-D2.119
Nonlocal Correlation Functionals
An approach beyond classical pair potentials is to explicitly include nonlocal correlation effects, and
compute dispersion interactions from there.115 An obvious advantage of such methods is that they do
not rely on precomputed parameters, but operate exclusively on the data intrinsically available from
the DFT calculation at hand. The general expression for the non-local correlation energy Enlc is
Enlc =
∫ ∫
d~r1d~r2ρ(~r1)φ(~r1, ~r2)ρ(~r2) . (2.35)
φ(~r1, ~r2) is an integration kernel, with asymptotic behavior ∼r−61,2.115 This approach was first introduced
by Langreth and Lundqvist,122 but was initially only applicable to isolated fragments. Subsequently,
Dion et al.123 extended this method to work also for arbitrary geometries, termed the vdW-DF func-
tional. The approach uses a pretabulated kernel φ in eq. 2.35. However, vdW-DF has a tendency to
overbind in the long-range regime, as it overestimates C6 coefficients.115,124
A subsequent improvement to address the overbinding issue is the vdW-DF2 functional.125 It uses a
more accurate exchange functional and a gradient correction in determining the kernel φ. vdW-DF2 has
been shown to reproduce reference potential energy curves of van der Waals complexes quite well, and
binding energies are within 0.05 eV of reference values for most of the benchmarked systems.125 Further
studies highlighted a good accuracy of vdW-DF2 also in a surface science context, for the adsorption of
hydrogen on Cu(111).126
2.2 Molecular Dynamics
Typical static DFT calculations yield ground-state energies, forces and properties of systems consisting of
stationary nuclei at zero temperature. Optimization techniques can be employed to find (local) minima
corresponding to stationary points on this energy surface, in order to obtain quantities like relative
energy differences and determine equilibrium bond lengths. Many materials properties, however, are
of a dynamical nature, and thus cannot be properly described by such a static approach.
Condensed-phase systems at finite temperature (i.e. chiefly liquids) need to be treated with simula-
tion methods that sample the phase space at finite temperature. In this context, both Monte Carlo (MC)
and Molecular Dynamics (MD) methods are commonly employed. The former is a stochastic approach
based on acceptance/rejection of trial moves, requiring only the computation of total energies, and
yielding only time-averaged properties. This section, as the rest of the thesis, is concerned with the
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latter, where – based on calculated forces – a system evolves in time, yielding a dynamical trajectory,
starting from specified initial conditions. One can then extract dynamic properties of the system from
this trajectory.
We first describe the basic approach to (classical) MD and then extend the idea to forces computed
from quantum mechanical calculations (ab initio MD, AIMD). Finally, we briefly describe the metady-
namics (MTD) method, used to accelerate the sampling of a free-energy surface in order to observe rare
events in MD and determine energy barriers.
Basics of Molecular Dynamics
In its basic form, MD is concerned with the time evolution of a system of classical particles, based on
defined interactions between them, starting from initial conditions. One solves Newton’s equations for
all constituents of the system, and (numerically) integrates them over time. This results in a trajectory
of a certain length, an ensemble of configurations that samples the phase space. The trajectory is then
analyzed using statistical mechanics to quantify properties of the ensemble.127
A system ofN particles at a time t is specified by a set of positions ~ri(t) and momenta ~pi(t) = mi~vi(t),
where mi is the mass and ~vi(t) the velocity of each particle i ∈ [0 · · ·N ]. The positions of particles at a
later time t+ ∆t can be obtained by propagating it127
~ri(t+ ∆t) = ~ri(t) + ~vi(t)∆t+
~fi(t)
2m
∆t2 + · · · . (2.36)
Here fi(t) is the force acting on a particle, which is given from the potential that describes the system:
~fi = −∂u
∂r
. (2.37)
~fi
m is equal to ~a(t), i.e. the acceleration of a particle, following Newton’s Second Law. This procedure is
then repeated until a desired dynamic property of the system has converged, or the available computer
time is exhausted. Care has to be taken to choose a sufficiently small timestep ∆t to capture all relevant
motions of the system and keep the integration numerically stable.
In practice, more stable integration algorithms have to be used, rather than the simple Euler scheme
described above.127 A common approach – also used in this work – is the Velocity Verlet algorithm. The
positions at time t + ∆t are computed according to eq. 2.36, and subsequently the new velocities of
particles are determined according to
~vi(t+ ∆t) = v(t) +
~fi(t+ ∆t) + ~fi(t)
2m
∆t , (2.38)
where fi(t+ ∆t) is calculated at the new positions ri(t+ ∆t).
In an MD simulation of a closed system, without interaction with the external environment and with
a conservative force field, the total energy E and the total momentum P are constants of motion.127
Thus, such a simulation samples a microcanonical, i.e. NVE ensemble, where the number of particles,
the total volume and total energy remain constant. Assuming ergodicity, an average over the entire MD
trajectory is equal to an average over all the microstates of the ensemble. In many cases it is, however,
convenient to perform a simulation in a different type of ensemble, such as at constant temperature
(NVT) or constant pressure (NPT). Here, one typically uses thermostats and/or barostats to maintain a
desired temperature and/or pressure. Conceptually, for an NVT ensemble this corresponds to coupling
the system to a large heat bath, which adds or removes kinetic energy from a formerly NVE ensemble.
A commonly used way to sample an NVT ensemble is the Nosé-Hoover thermostat, which is based on an
extended Lagrangian formalism to restrain the system to a constant temperature.127 Frequently, several
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Nosé-Hoover thermostats are used together in a chain, improving the ergodicity of the sampling. In an
NPT ensemble both heat and work are exchanged with the bath as the cell volume fluctuates during the
simulation.
The basic steps to run and evaluate an MD simulation are the following:
1. Prepare the system in an initial configuration.
2. Run an MD trajectory to equilibrate the system. Atoms typically move to lower-energy positions,
molecules change conformation and the consituents of a liquid rearrange into dynamically stable
positions. The thermostat settles the temperature of the system.
3. Carry out the production run of the MD.
4. Postprocess the resulting trajectory to compute desired properties.
Care must be taken to minimize drift in the course of the simulation, i.e. to ensure the conservation of
the constants of motion of the ensemble.
Ab initio MD
The above description does not specify how the forces in the system are computed. As long as all
relevant interactions are described by a potential u, the derivative of which yields forces, MD can
be used to propagate the system in time and produce a trajectory. In the case of classical MD, u is
typically defined as a set of interatomic energy terms (a “force field”), descibring pairwise and many-
body interactions. One example of such a potential is the Lennard-Jones potential, containing two
parameters,  and σ that can be tuned to describe the atom pair AB in question:127
uLJ(|~rAB |) = 4
[(
σ
|~rAB |
)12
−
(
σ
|~rAB |
)6]
. (2.39)
A disadvantage of pair potentials is the fact that all interactions between all atoms must be
parametrized a priori. Any interaction that is not part of the force field cannot be computed, unless
the force field is fully re-parametrized for all pairs. Furthermore, qualitative changes of these interac-
tions during the simulation (e.g., bond breaking and formation) cannot be captured. An obvious way
to circumvent this problem is to compute the interactions with a general-purpose ab initio method that
requires no parametrized interactions.128
Various schemes to utilize ab initio energies and forces in MD have been designed and utilized:
• Ehrenfest Dynamics, is based on solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, while propagat-
ing the nuclei using classical mechanics.128 This method can in principle handle also nonadiabatic
transitions between electronic states, but may also be restricted to a single state, typically the
ground state.
• Born-Oppenheimer MD (BOMD), the method used throughout this thesis, assumes the electrons
to be fully decoupled from the nuclear motion, i.e. in the ground state at every MD step. Thus the
time-independent electronic Schrödinger equation can be solved independently at each step, and
the nuclei subsequently propagated according to the forces obtained from the electronic structure
calculation.128 Essentially, a BOMD trajectory is thus a series of ground-state DFT calculations,
with slowly changing atomic coordinates from timestep to timestep.
• The Car-Parinello (CP) method129 was arguably the first widely employed approach to combine
DFT and MD. This method introduces an extended Lagrangian, containing time derivatives of both
the orbitals and the nuclear coordinates. Equations of motion are introduced also for the orbitals,
which carry a fictitious mass or adiabaticity parameter.128 Hence, both nuclei and electrons are
propagated in time simultaneously, the latter having a ficititous “temperature”, i.e. they are not
on the the Born-Oppenheimer surface,129 but suffieciently close.
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A significant drawback to AIMD is its considerably increased computational cost. Assuming a simple
pair potential, the cost of a classical MD simulation of N particules will scale as N2 using the most naive
approach, and can be brought close to linear scaling for large N using methods such as truncation of
interactions, neighbor lists, and cell lists. In contrast the cost of DFT calculations typically scales as n3
with n being the number of basis functions, generally much larger than N , and the requirement for self-
consistency means that typically several SCF iterations will take place during each MD timestep (with
the exception of CPMD). Depending on the chosen AIMD method, the chosen MD timestep may also
have to be significantly smaller than what is needed in classical MD. In the extreme case of Ehrenfest
dynamics, ∆t has to be on the timescale of electronic fluctuations, on the order of attoseconds.130 In
CPMD, in order to keep the “hot” electrons sufficiently close to the Born-Oppenheimer surface, a typical
value for ∆t may be 0.1 fs. BOMD has the advantage that the magnitude of the timestep is determined
only by the nuclear motion, since the electronic wavefunction is not propagated, but recomputed at
each step. Due to these two factors, cost per step and step length, the overall length of obtainable AIMD
trajectories is orders of magnitude shorter than what can be achieved with classical MD.
Metadynamics
Taking advantage of massively parallel DFT implementations, large supercomputers, and algorithmic
techniques such as wavefunction extrapolation and the orbital transformation method, systems with
1000 atoms can be simulated for 105 timesteps with AIMD. However, certain fluctuations and pro-
cesses occur on longer timescales, as they require crossing high barriers or are composed of a small
number of microstates, making them statistically unlikely. These phenomena are referred to as rare
events, and require accelerated techniques to be accessible in MD (unless one is able to simulate suffi-
ciently long time scales for the event to occur spontaneously).
Several options exist for the sampling of rare events: Thermodynamic Integration131 samples a
system where one degree of freedom, described by a collective variable (CV), is constrained at sev-
eral constant values of the CV. The force that the system exerts against the constraint can then
be integrated to yield an estimate of the free energy of the system in that macrostate. The Um-
brella Sampling approach is closely related.132 Another way to simulate a system crossing a bar-
rier, provided that the initial and final states are known, is Transition Path Sampling.133 Alter-
native approaches to crossing a high barrier are Replica Exchange134 and Parallel Tempering.135
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Figure 2.2|Schematic depiction of the metadynamics
method in a one-dimensional potential with 3 minima
(black line). The bias potential (the sum of deposited
Gaussians) at certain time intervals (black numbers) is
shown in red. See text for details.
In both methods, a trajectory is simultaneously evolved
at different temperatures, and the coordinates of two
trajectories are periodically exchanged with a probabil-
ity proportional to a Boltzmann factor.
The metadynamics method, originally introduced by
Parinello and Laio,136 is a versatile approach to sample
free energy surfaces based on a history-dependent bias
potential. The FES is described through CVs, several
of which can be used simultaneously. The simulation
typically starts from an equilibrium in a local minimum
in the space of the CVs. As the trajectory progresses,
a bias potential is dynamically constructed by placing
Gaussian functions (“hills”) at positions on the FES.137
These functions give rise to a force that slowly increases
while the system remains in the vicinity of the hills.
Eventually, a local minimum in the FES is filled up with
Gaussians, at which point the system easily overcomes the barrier, escapes the minimum and falls into
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another nearby local minimum. Then this minimum gets filled up and the next one is entered. One
assumes that all Gaussians deposited up to a particular time t constitute an unbiased estimator of
the FES explored by the trajectory up to that point.137 Thus, the shape and depth of the FES can be
reconstructed from the deposited hills. The advantages of MTD are thus two-fold. Firstly, the trajectory
samples rare events, as the system is induced to escape local minima via the lowest-lying saddle points.
And secondly, the entire FES in the space of the CVs can be reconstructed with arbitrary accuracy from
the history-dependent potential.137
Fig. 2.2 shows a one-dimensional potential V (s) as a function of a single CV s. The system starts out
at the bottom of the central well. As hills are deposited, the minimum slowly fills up until, after about
10 Gaussians have been placed, the system can transition downhill into the leftmost minimum. Sub-
sequently this minimum gets filled up. After deposition of 80 Gaussians, the central and left wells are
full, and the system experiences a very flat potential landscape, essentially free to adopt any macrostate
with s ∈ [1.5, 6]. Once also this region of the phase space has been filled up, the system drops into the
final, rightmost minimum, having now crossed both barriers. This minimum gets progressively filled
up, until the FES once again is flat, and the system can oscilate within s ∈ [1.5, 9]. All relevant parts of
the FES have now been sampled, and the surface can be reconstructed from the 300 deposited hills.
The total bias potential of a FES with d dimensions (i.e. CVs) is given by137
VG(S(x), t) = w
∑
t>t′=τG,2τG,...
exp
(
−
d∑
α=1
(Sα(x)− sα(t′))2
2δs2α
)
, (2.40)
where τG is the interval of Gaussian deposition, S(x) is the value of the CVs at time t, s(t′) is the
position of the hill (in terms of CV) at a time t′ in the past and δs2 is the width and w is the height of
the Gaussians. Importantly, the number of Gaussians to fill a well of a particular size is proportional
to
(
1
δs
)d
, so that the cost of an MTD exploration scales exponentially with the dimensionality of the
reduced FES. For a truthful sampling of the process and reliable reconstruction of the FES, w and δs
should be as small as possible, while τG should be large. Evidently, the higher the desired accuracy, the
slower will be the progress in sampling the FES.
A CV can essentially be any continuously differentiable function that maps a particular microstate
of the system to a scalar. Common choices include interatomic distances, bond angles, dihedral angles
and the like.138 CVs can also be defined as linear combinations of these individual quantities. A very
versatile CV is the coordination number of a particular atom Y around a central atom X, nX,Y, if it
changes in the course of the simulated process. It is typically modelled with a distance-dependent
counting function,137
nX =
1
NX
∑
X,Y
1− (rX,Y/r0)n
1− (rX,Y/r0)m , (2.41)
with the sum running over all X and Y atoms and steepness parameters n and m. More specialized CVs
that describe subtle aspects of particular transformations have also been employed.139 On the other
hand, very general CVs such as the potential energy of the system are also useful.140
Numerous extensions and improvements to MTD have been proposed and developed, and there
is continuous progress in the field. Particularly, Lagrangian MTD can reduce potential temperature
inhomogeneity issues arising from the injection of large energy quantities into the degrees of freedom
described by the CVs.137 The method introduces auxiliary collective variables that are coupled to the
system through harmonic restraining potentials and associated with a fictitious mass. One can then
independently control the fluctuations of the CVs with a thermostat. Other improvements include the
concept of bias exchange MTD, where the bias potential is periodically swapped between independently
evolving trajectories141 and well-tempered MTD, using the potential energy as a CV, yielding the density
of states of the system.140
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2.3 Computational Set-Up
This section describes the particular settings and methods parameters used for the work presented in
the later chapters.
Adsorption Calculations with revPBE+D3
All calculations are carried out using DFT within the Gaussian-plane wave formalism as implemented
in the Quickstep module142 of the CP2K143 program package. The valence electrons (11, 5, and 3
electrons for Cu, N, and B respectively) are described using Double-Zeta Valence Polarized basis sets of
the MOLOPT144 type. Dual-space Goedecker-Teter-Hutter pseudopotentials145 are used to approximate
the atomic cores. The Brillouin zone is sampled only at the Γ point. The electron density is expanded
in plane waves (PW) up to a cut-off energy of 500 Ry. The same grid, as defined by the PW cut-
off, is also used to evaluate the XC functional and its derivative. Here, a nearest-neighbor smoothing
procedure is employed in order to improve the accuracy. In order to facilitate convergence, fractional
occupation numbers and a Fermi–Dirac smearing with electronic temperatures of 300–1000 K are used.
Furthermore, we employ Broyden mixing thoughout the SCF procedure. The exchange-correlation
energy is treated using the revised PBE functional,101 and the DFT-D3 dispersion correction119 is applied
to take into account long-range van der Waals-interactions.
Commensurate adsorption of h-BN on Ni(111) and Cu(111) is modelled with 7-layer slabs of lateral
dimension 6×6 unit cells, where the monolayer is placed symmetrically on both sides of the slab. For
systems of larger lateral size the slab is reduced to 4 vertical layers, with the bottom layer fixed at bulk
interatomic distances, not covered by the adsorbate. Slab calculations typically include at least 20 Å of
vacuum, in order to decouple the periodic replicas of the unit cell in the z direction.
Simulated STM images are produced using the Tersoff-Hamann approximation146,147 with an s-type
tip at an isolevel of 5·10-7 electrons/Å3. Here, the topography of the isocurrent surface is determined
by calculating the height at which the local electron density, modulated by an exponential of the local
work function, remains constant.39
Adsorption Calculations and Reaction Thermodynamics with BEEF-vdW
For all calculations we employ the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE)148 in connection with the
QUANTUM ESPRESSO 149 program package. The electronic wavefunctions are expanded in PWs up to
a cutoff energy of 500 eV, while the electron density is represented on a grid with an energy cutoff
of 5000 eV. Core electrons are approximated with ultrasoft pseudopotentials.150 We use the BEEF-
vdW exchange-correlation functional,97 that has been shown to accurately describe chemisorption as
well as physisorption properties on TM surfaces.114 Free energy corrections for adsorbed species are
based on the harmonic approximation and calculated vibrational frequencies. We use a corrected total
energy for gas-phase O2 based on the formation enthalpy of H2O.151 BN/metal surfaces are modelled
as slabs with 4 layers of metal (the bottom two layers are fixed at bulk atomic positions), one layer of
h-BN, and adsorbed species atop h-BN. In order to achieve commensurate adsorption, the BN layer is
fitted to match the surface lattice constant of the metal and used as a reference for adsorption energy
calculations. A vacuum region of about 20 Å is used to decouple the periodic replicas. For adsorption
studies we generally use supercells of lateral size 3×3, and sample the Brillouin zone152 with a mesh of
4×4×1 k-points.
We estimate the uncertainty of the presented DFT energies through an ensemble of 2000 exchange-
correlation functionals, derived by perturbing the BEEF-vdW exchange potential (see Section 2.1), rep-
resenting the known computational errors of the BEEF-vdW functional.97,114 This yields an ensemble of
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2000 energy values normally distributed around the DFT total energy. The error in the respective free
energy is taken as the standard deviation of this ensemble.
Error Estimation for Electrochemical Reactions
BEEF-vdW ensemble energies are determined for all species participating in a particular reaction. Each
ensemble contains 2000 non-selfconsistent energies, Ei. An energy difference for the reaction, ∆Ei, is
calculated for each energy i in the ensemble. For the simple case of h-BN adsorption on Ni(111), ∆Ei
is given as
∆Ei = Ei(h−BN/Ni)− Ei(h−BN)− Ei(Ni) , (2.42)
yielding a set of 2000 energy differences, {∆Ei}. The error bars on the calculated DFT energy are then
computed as the standard deviation over all elements in this set.
The same procedure is applied to compute the ensemble of overpotentials for the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR). For each ensemble member, potential differences are calculated for individual ORR
steps.
U1i = 1.23 V − [∆Gi(O∗2)−∆Gi(OOH∗)] , (2.43)
U2i = 1.23 V − [∆Gi(OOH∗)−∆Gi(O∗)] , (2.44)
U3i = 1.23 V − [∆Gi(O∗)−∆Gi(OH∗)] , (2.45)
U4i = 1.23 V − [∆Gi(OH∗)−∆Gi(∗)] , (2.46)
where ∆Gi = ∆G+∆Ei. ∆G is the free energy of a species and ∆Ei is the associated non-selfconsistent
energy difference from the BEEF-vdW ensemble as defined above. The overpotential for a particular
member of the ensemble is then given as
Ui = max(U1i, U2i, U3i, U4i), (2.47)
and the set {Ui} can then be analyzed and visualized using a histogram. Note that due to the max()
function, the resulting {Ui} does not follow a normal distribution any more as {U1i}, {U2i}. . . do.
We employ a BEEF-vdW ensemble optimized for chemisorption energies as described in Section 2.1
and in ref. 114.
MD and MTD of Water-Supported TTPB
We perform ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations based on DFT using the CP2K code.142,143
The entire system is treated quantum-mechanically, representing valence and core electrons with
Double-Zeta basis sets (including polarization functions) of the MOLOPT type144 and Goedecker-Teter-
Hutter pseudopotentials,145 respectively. The electron density is represented with plane waves up to
a cutoff energy of 500 Ry. The exchange-correlation contribution to the DFT energy is approximated
using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) XC functional.96 The D3 method119 is used to account for
dispersion interactions in an approximate way, which considerably improves the density of simulated
water.153,154
The AIMD simulations are carried out at 300 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat chain and a timestep
of 0.5 fs. We obtain NVT trajectories of at least 15 ps for all systems (starting from a pre-equilibrated
water slab and statically optimized TTPB). For calculations in the gas phase, the ionic charge is com-
pensated by a uniform background charge rather than solvated counterions.
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3Metal-Supported Hexagonal Boron Nitride
As discussed in Section 1.2, h-BN readily adsorbs on various TM surfaces, forming heterostructures of
varying stability and properties. Depending on the interaction and lattice mismatch, widely different
interface structures can be realized, ranging from strongly corrugated nanomeshes21,28 to extended flat
overlayers.12,23 This chapter presents the results of several computational studies of h-BN adsorbed
on TM surfaces. Section 3.1 describes the general energetic, structural and electronic properties of
commensurate h-BN heterostructures on Ni(111), Cu(111) and Co(0001). Motivated by STM results,
Section 3.2 then examines the electronic corrugation of h-BN/Cu(111) and its emergence without a
concomitant structural corrugation of the overlayer. The final section, 3.3, focuses on possible applica-
tions of h-BN-based heterostructures in chemical technology: utilizing supported BN as a catalyst for
the oxygen-reduction reaction in fuel cells.
3.1 Commensurate Adsorption
Based on references 34 and 86.
In the simplest case of small lattice mismatch and sufficiently strong interaction, h-BN forms a commen-
surate overlayer on TMs. This condition is satisfied on the three hexagonal surfaces Ni(111), Cu(111),
and Co(0001). We study the former two with two different DFT approaches using the dispersion-
corrected revPBE and the more recently published BEEF-vdW functional. Co(0001) is only examined
with BEEF-vDW. Both methods tend to agree with each other, and the results are in line with previously
published work.23,37,46,50,51,54,155 Generally speaking, h-BN binds to TMs with two different binding
modes, chemisorption or physisorption. Chemisorption is characterized by short monolayer-metal dis-
tances (< 2.3 Å), noticeable vertical buckling of the BN layer (∼0.1 Å) and stronger adsorption energies
compared to physisorption. Depending on the lateral placement of h-BN, both modes can be realized
on the studied TM surfaces.
In the following, each h-BN-metal heterostructure is characterized in terms of a few parameters, for
all six high-symmetry adsorption registries described in Section 1.2.
• The adsorption energy, ∆Eads, defined as 1nBN ·
(
EBN/metal − EBN − Emetal
)
where E denotes
the energy of the various components of the systems, each at corresponding optimized atomic
coordinates.
• The strain-free adsorption energy, ∆E∗ads, defined as 1nBN ·
(
EBN/metal − E∗BN − Emetal
)
where E
denotes the energy of the various components of the systems, each at corresponding optimized
atomic coordinates and E∗ is the energy of BN stretched to match the lattice constant of the
substrate (only for results obtained with BEEF-vdW).
• The interaction energy, ∆Eint, defined as 1nBN ·
(
EBN/metal − E′BN − E′metal
)
where E denotes the
energy of the total system, and E′ denotes the energy of the respective subsystems at the same
atomic coordinates as in the optimized full heterostructure.
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• The minimum distances between the metal surface and the B and N atoms, dM,B, and dM,N.
• The intra-layer buckling of the BN sheet, i.e. the vertical distance between B and N, dB,N.
• The work function, Φ, of the heterostructure surface (only for results obtained with revPBE). Φ is
calculated from the difference between vacuum electrostatic potential and the Fermi energy.
• The magnetic moment of atoms at the metal surface (only for Ni and Co).
These results provide fundamental insight into the properties and stability of h-BN/metal het-
erostructures. They set the stage for the following further studies in the later sections of this chapter,
where we explore subtle influences on the electronic structure, as well as applications in catalysis.
h-BN on Ni(111)
Table 3.1 lists the properties of h-BN/Ni(111) as obtained with the revPBE+D3 method for the six
lateral registries.34
A clear difference can be discerned between NtopBfcc and NtopBhcp and the other registries. The former
two are characterized by about 0.1 eV stronger binding energies, about 1 Å shorter adsorbate-metal
distances and dB,N around 0.12 Å. Furthermore, the surface magnetic moment and the work function
are both reduced in these two systems, compared to the four other monolayer registries. Already
from this cursory look at the data it becomes evident that h-BN adopts a chemisorbed or physisorbed
configuration depending on its lateral placement.
The two chemisorbed configurations are very similar to each other, as are the four physisorbed
ones. Within these two groups, energies vary only on the order of meV and distances by 0.1 Å. The
determining factor for chemi- vs. physisorption appears to be the on-top placement of the N atom.
Fig. 3.1 presents plots of the projected density of states (PDOS) for h-BN/Ni(111) in the NtopBfcc
registry. In particular, the left panel shows projections on the p states of N in the BN layer, for both
adsorbed and free-standing h-BN. Upon adsorption, states emerge in the band gap, as a result of the
interaction with the surface. As expected, the pz orbitals are most strongly affected by the binding to
the metal. The gap states are mostly of pz character, and the occupied pz states shift to higher energies
upon binding. The p states of free-standing BN are aligned to match the lowest-energy states of the
heterostructure. For the px,y states, there is little difference between the adsorbed and free-standing
systems, except for a small shift of all peaks. In contrast, the pz peaks are significantly more shifted
(by >1 eV) and have different intensities. This indicates that the orbitals perpendicular to the BN plane
respond more strongly to the binding of the surface, presumably due to interaction with the Ni dz2
states. Overall, however, the peak shape is not strongly modified, hinting at the limited magnitude of
the BN–Ni interaction. A very small spin polarization of the N orbitals can be seen in the PDOS.
Table 3.1|Adsorption and interaction energies (eV/BN), work function Φ (eV), adsorbate-surface distances and BN buckling
(Å), and surface magnetic moment (µB) for h-BN/Ni(111) in six adsorption registries. Results obtained with the revPBE+D3
setup presented in Section 2.3. Data published in ref. 34.
N B ∆Eads ∆Eint Φ dM,B dM,N dB,N µsurf per Ni
top fcc -0.390 -0.470 3.58 2.006 2.130 0.123 0.519
top hcp -0.392 -0.473 3.55 2.008 2.132 0.124 0.503
fcc hcp -0.285 -0.269 3.90 3.015 3.028 0.016 0.651
fcc top -0.283 -0.257 3.84 2.903 2.921 0.022 0.635
hcp top -0.283 -0.268 3.84 2.923 2.944 0.021 0.630
hcp fcc -0.293 -0.270 3.91 2.996 3.008 0.016 0.649
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Figure 3.1|Projected Density of States (PDOS) of h-BN/Ni (spin resolved). Left panel: Projections
on N p-states, total and separated by angular momentum. Comparison of adsorbed (blue) with
free-standing (green) h-BN. Right panel: Projections on Ni d states for various angular momenta.
Comparison of bulk (red) and surface (blue) atoms in h-BN/Ni with atoms on the bare Ni(111)
surface (green).
Figure 3.2|Electron density difference map
of h-BN/Ni(111). Isosurfaces of posi-
tive (i.e. electron accumulation) and nega-
tive (electron depletion) differences shown in
blue and orange, respectively. Isovalues at
±0.01 e/Bohr3 and ±0.005 e/Bohr3. Atom
colors: B, light green; N, blue; Ni, dark green.
An electron density difference map for h-BN/Ni is shown in
Fig. 3.2. The electron accumulation and depletion resulting from
the binding of h-BN to the surface is visualized as isosurfaces.
Most of the electron redistribution occurs in the h-BN layer and
the first metal layer; the second Ni layer is only weakly polarized
and deeper layers remain inert. In agreement with the interpre-
tation of the PDOS, most of the electronic effects of binding are
related to the Ni d orbitals. The dz2 orbitals lose electrons, while
the dxz,yz orbitals gain them. Some electron density is also trans-
ferred to the interlayer space. The N atoms become somewhat
polarized, losing electrons from the pz orbitals. The B atoms be-
have in an opposite way, as they become polarized towards the
metal and electron density accumulates in the fcc hollow site.
The B–N bonds lose some electron density.
Table 3.2 lists the properties of h-BN/Ni(111) as determined
with the BEEF-vdW method. Also in this case, the different
adsorption registries give rise to two different binding modes.
h-BN is chemisorbed in the NtopBfcc and NtopBhcp registries and
physisorbed in the others, as can be seen from the monolayer-
substrate distances and the buckling of the BN layer. The h-BN
layer resides about 2.2 Å and 3.7 Å from the metal surface in the chemisorbed and physisorbed cases,
respectively. The buckling of the monolayer is negligible in the latter case, even smaller than observed
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Table 3.2|Adsorption energy, strain-free adsorption energy and interaction energy (eV/BN), adsorbate-surface distances and BN
buckling (Å), and surface magnetic moment (µB) for h-BN/Ni(111) in six adsorption registries. Results obtained with the
BEEF-vdW setup presented in Section 2.3. Data published in ref. 86
N B ∆E∗ads ∆Eads ∆Eint dM,B dM,N dB,N µsurf per Ni
top fcc -0.005±0.102 -0.009±0.104 -0.062 2.146 2.233 0.087 0.351
top hcp 0.001±0.088 -0.003±0.090 -0.042 2.217 2.293 0.076 0.353
fcc hcp -0.079±0.021 -0.083±0.019 -0.078 3.699 3.701 0.002 0.390
fcc top -0.079±0.022 -0.083±0.020 -0.078 3.696 3.698 0.002 0.390
hcp top -0.078±0.023 -0.082±0.022 -0.077 3.616 3.619 0.003 0.389
hcp fcc -0.079±0.019 -0.083±0.018 -0.079 3.747 3.748 0.001 0.390
above. Again, the chemisorbed configurations exhibit lower surface magnetic moments of the metal.
Contrary to what would be expected, here the chemisorbed configurations have lower (i.e. more pos-
itive) ∆Eads than the physisorbed ones. This may partially be due to the energy cost of buckling the
BN structure (∼60 meV), which energetically penalizes the Ntop registries. When this value is taken into
account, all adsorption energies become approximately equal. The strain of the BN layer to match the
Ni surface lattice is negligible, as seen from the minute difference between ∆E∗ads and ∆Eads. In fact,
when free-standing BN at its optimized lattice constant is taken as the energy reference, the adsorption
energy is even slightly smaller.
Using the BEEF-vdW ensemble, error bars can be estimated for the calculated energies. The errors
are on the order of 0.02 eV for the physisorbed configurations, and around 0.1 eV for the chemisorbed
ones. Especially for the latter, they are large relative to the energy values. On an absolute scale,
however, they are roughly in the expected accuracy range of DFT calculations. The effect of larger
estimated errors at closer adsorption distances has been noted previously for the case of graphene on
Ni(111).97
Both differences and similarties between the revPBE+D3 and BEEF-vdW approach become apparent
from the presented data. Qualitatively, the two methods agree on the two regimes of chemisorption
and physisorption and find the same adsorption configurations in each category. Quantitatively, there
is quite good agreement for the adsorption distances in the NtopBfcc and NtopBhcp registries and for the
magnitude of the buckling. In general, BEEF-vdW finds equilibrium positions for the monolayer that are
further away from the metal surface, giving smaller buckling and reduction of the magnetic moment.
The largest difference between the two methods, however, is found for ∆Eads and ∆Eint. BEEF-
vdW predicts much smaller binding energies, and reverses the trend of higher ∆Eads for chemisorbed
species as noted above. A significant reason for this behavior is probably the different methods for dis-
persion correction employed in the two approaches. The force field employed in the D3 correction likely
tends towards overbinding in the present systems, giving too strongly negative adsorption energies and
compressed bond distances.
Several experimental studies have examined the h-BN/Ni(111) heterostructure. Using low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED), Gamou et al. determine a Ni–B distance of 2.04 Å, and a vertical buckling
of 0.18 Å.46 They propose that the h-BN layer adopts the NtopBfcc registry and note a fairly strong
interaction between the monolayer and substrate due to mixing of the h-BN-pi and Ni dz2 states.46
Values found with x-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) are in a similar range, dNi,B being 1.88 Å and
dB,N 0.07 Å.24,47 Also these results point to an NtopBfcc adsorption registry, elucidated by examining
scattering from surface metal atoms. Our results for the interlayer spacing and corrugation are in the
range given by these experiments, somewhat closer to the LEED data. The preference for Ntop registries
is also confirmed by the experiments.
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Table 3.3|Adsorption energy, (eV/BN), adsorbate-surface distances and BN buckling (Å), and change in surface magnetic
moment (µB) for h-BN/Ni(111) as determined with various computational and experimental methods. Value marked with * is
the metal–N, rather than metal–B distance. Extended based on ref. 34.
Method XC ∆Eads dM,B dB,N ∆µsurf per Ni Ref.
LEED – 2.04 0.18 – 46
XPD – 1.88 0.07 – 47, 24
DFT PBE – 2.08 0.11 -0.08 50
DFT PW91 -0.021 – +0.038 2.18 – 3.97 – -0.00 – -0.23 155
LDA -0.420 – -0.141 1.95 – 3.11 – -0.02 – -0.43 155
DFT PBE -0.04 2.04 0.11 -0.06 37
WC -0.19 2.03 0.11 37
LDA -0.27 2.01 0.11 37
DFT PBE -0.04 1.99 0.10 – 156
DFT WC -0.36 1.99 0.12 – 54
DFT PBE +0.02 2.16* – – 52
DFT PBE+D2 -0.28 2.00 0.11 – 52
DFT PBE+D2 -0.38 1.99 0.12 0.11 157
DFT PBE+D2 -0.29 2.82 0.02 – 157
Experimentally, the electronic structure of h-BN/Ni(111) has been investigated with numerous
methods.23,48–50 Initially it was reported that the interaction between the monolayer and substrate
is weak and occurs without substantial electronic mixing.51 Subsequent phonon spectra obtained with
HREELS, however, show evidence of electronic interaction due to 3d-pi hybridization.25 Preobrajenski
et al. applied a number of spectroscopic techniques to elucidate the electronic effect of h-BN binding to
Ni(111).48 They observe a strong hybridization between the 3d states of Ni and pi states of h-BN, and
suggest the emergence of interlayer conduction bands, causing h-BN to have a metallic character.48 In
later work, they observe gap states in h-BN due to adsorption on the surface, noting a strong modi-
fication of the XES spectrum of h-BN/Ni compared to free h-BN. The gap states fill the entire energy
range from the valence band maximum to EF , which the authors rationalize with strong mixing of N
2p states and the Ni d bands.49 Another study combining theory and photoemission found that no addi-
tional states emerge during adsorption.50 Our PDOS plots indicate some modification of the electronic
structure due to adsorption, gap states, and an increased metallic character of the h-BN sheet.
From the computational perspective, Ni(111) is probably the most investigated substrate for h-BN
adsorption, as it forms a commensurate heterostructure with fairly strong adsorbate-substrate interac-
tions. Initial work focused on the h-BN/Ni(111) system itself, characterizing the structure, energetics
and magnetic properties of the interface and seeking to relate them to experimental findings.37,50,155
Subsequently, studies also started including adsorbates atop h-BN, among them C60 156 and O2.52,54
Table 3.3 gives an overview of quantities published in recent theoretical work. Calculated adsorp-
tion energies vary rather widely, between -0.42 eV/BN and +0.04 eV/BN, depending on the employed
method and the adsorption registry of the monolayer. As is commonly the case, the LDA yields very
high ∆Eads.106,107,158 Among GGA methods, the spread of ∆Eads is also very large. In particular, the
use of dispersion corrections has a very large influence on the adsorption energies. Without employing
e.g., the D2 method, ∆Eads tends to be zero or even positive. An exception to this appears to be the
Wu-Cohen XC functional,159 which yields ∆Eads comparable to that of PBE+D2 even without an addi-
tional vdW correction. Dispersion-corrected GGA values for ∆Eads tend to be around -0.3– -0.4 eV/BN.
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Our results for ∆Eads are in the reported range with both the revPBE+D3 and BEEF-vdW methods.
However, as noted above, the two methods differ fairly strongly among each other as far as adsorption
energetics are concerned.
There appears to be less variation for the structural properties determined with various methods.
In general the Ntop registries are found to be the most stable for the h-BN layer. Energy differences
between NtopBfcc and NtopBhcp are too small, however, to distinguish between the two. The B atoms
typically reside at a distance of around 2 Å from the metal. The buckling of the monolayer is uniformly
predicted to be on the order of 0.1 Å, with the N atoms further away from the surface. Generally, our
results are in good agreement with these findings with both the revPBE+D3 and BEEF-vdW methods.
h-BN on Cu(111)
The properties of h-BN/Cu(111), as determined with the revPBE method, are given in Table 3.4. ∆Eads
ranges from -0.23 eV to -0.27 eV, dM,BN is typically around 3.0 Å and the BN layer is buckled by less
than 0.02 Å. Φ lies in the range from 3.62 to 3.71 eV, about 1 eV less than that of the free Cu(111)
surface (4.69 eV as calculated with the same method). The properties of the heterostructure show little
variation with the adsorption registry, and in all cases the BN–Cu interaction can be characterized as
physisorption.
The predominantly dispersive interactions that bind the monolayer to the surface are largely unspe-
cific, leading to small differences between the adsorbate configurations. Registries where N is placed
atop a surface atom are more stable by about 0.03–0.04 eV, likely due to a small electronic effect that
contributes in addition to the van der Waals interaction. Within the accuracy of the present calculations,
it is not possible to confidently distinguish which of the Ntop registries is more stable, and a definitive
hierarchy of stability cannot be established. In terms of electronic properties, differences between the
adsorption registries are also minor. However, in the PDOS of the nitrogen pz states in h-BN/Cu, one
can observe a shift of the bands above and below the gap, depending on the lateral position of the
monolayer. The difference between the NtopBfcc and NfccBhcp registries amounts to 0.3 eV, large enough
to be measured and impact the electronic corrugation of the material as described in Section 3.2.
Table 3.5 gives the properties of h-BN/Cu(111) as determined with BEEF-vdW. ∆E∗ads is around
-0.075 – -0.080 eV for all registries, monolayer-surface distances vary between 3.4 and 3.8 Å, and the
corrugation of the BN layer is negligible. The estimated error on ∆E∗ads is uniformly on the order of
0.025 eV. It should be noted that the ∆E∗ads values become slightly positive, when free-standing h-BN
is taken as the energy reference (as is done for ∆Eads). The interaction between h-BN and Cu(111) as
calculated with BEEF-vdW is evidently smaller than the strain energy needed to adjust h-BN to the Cu
lattice. Confidence in the ∆Eads values is also lower, as indicated by the error bars that are on the order
Table 3.4|Adsorption and interaction energies (eV/BN), work function Φ (eV), adsorbate-surface distances and BN buckling
(Å) for h-BN/Cu(111) in six adsorption registries. Results obtained with the revPBE+D3 setup presented in Section 2.3. Data
published in ref. 34.
N B ∆Eads ∆Eint Φ dM,B dM,N dB,N
top fcc -0.270 -0.298 3.62 2.962 2.977 0.015
top hcp -0.265 -0.262 3.63 2.966 2.980 0.015
fcc hcp -0.234 -0.281 3.71 3.023 3.036 0.013
fcc top -0.244 -0.284 3.66 2.959 2.976 0.016
hcp top -0.229 -0.273 3.67 2.969 2.985 0.016
hcp fcc -0.234 -0.280 3.69 3.019 3.032 0.013
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Table 3.5|Adsorption energy, strain-free adsorption energy and interaction energy (eV/BN), adsorbate-surface distances and BN
buckling (Å) for h-BN/Cu(111) in six adsorption registries. Results obtained with the BEEF-vdW setup presented in Section
2.3. Data published in ref. 86
N B ∆E∗ads ∆Eads ∆Eint dM,B dM,N dB,N
top fcc -0.079±0.029 0.075±0.072 -0.075 3.427 3.433 0.006
top hcp -0.080±0.027 0.074±0.072 -0.075 3.496 3.500 0.004
fcc hcp -0.077±0.024 0.077±0.071 -0.072 3.819 3.820 0.001
fcc top -0.076±0.025 0.078±0.072 -0.071 3.736 3.738 0.002
hcp top -0.075±0.023 0.078±0.072 -0.072 3.784 3.785 0.001
hcp fcc -0.076±0.023 0.077±0.071 -0.072 3.817 3.818 0.001
of the energy value itself. Differences between the adsorption registries are again minor. In terms of
adsorption distances, the Ntop registries are predicted to have 0.3–0.4 Å smaller dM,BN than the others.
A smaller difference can also be seen for the Btop registries, having almost 0.1 Å smaller dM,BN than the
registries with N and B in hollow sites. The Ntop registries are also slightly more stable energetically, but
differences are on the order of only 5 meV. BEEF-vdW also predicts all configurations to be physisorbed.
The differences between revPBE+D3 and BEEF-vdW are similar as noted for h-BN/Ni. Again, ∆Eads
values from BEEF-vdW are significantly smaller, while the monolayer-surface distances are larger. It
appears, however, that BEEF-vdW is more sensitive to the adsorption registry, as it gives much larger
differences of dM,BN.
Relatively few experimental characterizations of the h-BN/Cu(111) heterostructure exist. From
EXAFS data, Preobrajenski et al. conclude that the interaction between h-BN and Cu(111) is much
weaker than that between h-BN and Ni(111).23 Using scanning tunneling spectroscopy Joshi et al.
determine a binding energy of 0.0597 eV per BN unit cell.12 This value is between ∆Eads determined
with revPBE+D3 and with BEEF-vdW.
DFT studies have provided values of -0.296 eV (PBEsol+D2160), -0.0165 eV (PBEsol160), -0.19 eV
(LDA37), +0.01 eV (PBE37), -0.05 eV (WC-GGA37), and -0.07 eV (WC53). Our values obtained with
revPBE+D3 are at the strong-binding end of this range, while those computed with BEEF-vdW are at the
weaker end, or even somewhat repulsive, depending on whether the strain energy of BN is accounted
for. In this case, the importance of appropriate treatment of the vdW interactions is even greater
than for h-BN/Ni(111). Calculations without dispersion corrections give binding energies around zero,
contradicting the experimental observation of stable heterostructures. On the other hand, semiempirical
corrections such as the D2/D3 methods appear to overestimate the binding, and the vdW-DF as a part
of BEEF-vdW underestimates it.
Monolayer-surface distances have been reported to be 2.838±0.021 Å (PBEsol+D2160),
3.341±0.007 Å (PBEsol160), 3.10±0.02 Å (LDA37), 3.00±0.01 Å (WC37), and 2.65±0.03 Å (WC53),
expressed as dN,Cu ± dB,N. Also in this case the range of distances is rather wide, with dispersion-
corrected calculations giving much closer attachment to the surface. Our values of 2.98±0.015 Å
(revPBE+D3, NtopBfcc) and 3.43±0.006 Å (BEEF-vdW, NtopBfcc) are in the middle and far range of dis-
tances, respectively. Indeed, adsorption distances from BEEF-vdW are the largest among the reported
values, in spite of the included dispersion correction.
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Table 3.6|Adsorption energy, strain-free adsorption energy and interaction energy (eV/BN), adsorbate-surface distances and BN
buckling (Å) for h-BN/Co(0001) in six adsorption registries. Results obtained with the BEEF-vdW setup presented in Section
2.3. Data published in ref. 86
N B ∆E∗ads ∆Eads ∆Eint dM,B dM,N dB,N
top fcc -0.115±0.136 -0.097±0.148 -0.242 1.970 2.097 0.126
top hcp -0.100±0.136 -0.082±0.148 -0.228 1.973 2.100 0.127
fcc hcp -0.082±0.022 -0.064±0.028 -0.082 3.890 3.891 0.001
fcc top -0.082±0.021 -0.064±0.028 -0.082 3.898 3.899 0.001
hcp top -0.081±0.021 -0.064±0.028 -0.082 3.898 3.899 0.001
hcp fcc -0.082±0.022 -0.064±0.028 -0.082 3.812 3.813 0.001
h-BN on Co(0001)
The properties of h-BN/Co(0001) were calculated with the BEEF-vdW method, analogously to the other
two substrates. Table 3.6 lists the obtained properties of the optimized structure.∗ The Ntop configura-
tions fall into a separate regime from the others, as is the case for Ni(111). They are more stable by
0.2–0.3 eV and the monolayer is approximately 1.9 Å closer to the metal surface. Additionally, h-BN is
rather strongly buckled in these two configurations, which also indicates stronger binding.
The h-BN/Co system is very similar to h-BN/Ni. The monolayer is bound slightly more strongly
and closely in the chemisorbed cases, but somewhat further away in the physisorbed ones. Contrary
to h-BN/Ni, ∆Eads is stronger for the Ntop configurations, following the expectation for a chemisorbed
heterostructure. As seen above, the Ntop configurations have larger error bars for ∆Eads than the others.
Quite different values for ∆Eads have been published in previous work. Using dispersion-corrected
PBE, Joshi et al. obtained values between -0.42 and -0.73 eV for different adsorption registries.157 Zhou
et al. found a broad range of ∆Eads between 0.293 eV and -0.509 eV (using a 2-layer Co(111) slab and a
not further specified GGA approximation).161 In their extensive study of h-BN/metal heterostructures,
Laskowski and co-workers37 report values of -0.32, -0.06, and -0.23 eV with the LDA, PBE and Wu-
Cohen approximations, respectively. BN-Co distances tend to be more uniform, ranging from 2.1437
to 2.81 Å,161 but not all authors report this distance. The finding of two different binding regimes is
supported by previous work, although the energy differences between are smaller than those previously
reported.157 It should be noted, however, that other investigators typically either used force-field based
dispersion corrections with the danger of overbinding, or no dispersion corrections, giving larger dM,BN.
Experimental results for h-BN on Co are even more rare than for Cu. The available LEEM data
indicates that h-BN adsorbs in NtopBfcc and NtopBhcp configurations, supporting our results.26
Summary: Commensurate h-BN on Transition Metals
h-BN forms stable commensurate heterostructures on Ni(111), Cu(111), and Co(0001). Their
structure and energetics are governed by the placement of the monolayer on the metal: The NtopBfcc
registry is typically most stable. Ni and Co adsorb h-BN strongly, while Cu does so weakly. The
revPBE+D3 and BEEF-vdW functionals give somewhat different results quantitatively, but largely
agree in their predictions of chemi- and physisorption and interface structures. Our data show that
dispersion interactions are particularly important for these systems.
∗Properties were obtained with spin-restricted calculations, neglecting the magnetic properties of Co. While there may be
some influence of the monolayer on the surface magnetism of the metal, restricting spin polarization should not strongly affect
the adsorption energies and distances.
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Figure 3.3|STM image of an h-BN monolayer on Cu(111). (a) Large-scale image of the corrugated surface, showing different
coexisting domains. (b) Several domains of varying periodic corrugation labelled α–δ. (c) - (e) Modelled Moiré superstructures
due to superposition of the slightly mismatched (1.8%) and rotated (0–3◦) surface lattices (see 1.2). Image from ref. 12
3.2 The Electronic Corrugation of h-BN on Cu(111)
Based on references 12, 13, and 14.
While h-BN can form commensurate adsorption structures on Cu(111) as shown in the previous section,
experimental evidence indicates that there is more to this interface.
Using chemical vapor deposition, Barth et al. were able to grow monolayer films of h-BN on a
Cu(111) substrate.12 Subsequent STM investigation of this material revealed domains of periodically
modulated contrast across the surface. The periodicity of the pattern varied in different domains, which
was ascribed to varying rotation angles of the monolayer relative to the metal surface. This rotation
would lead to a Moiré-like interference of the h-BN and Cu lattices, therefore to contrast modulation
and thus an apparent corrugation of the surface. Figure 3.3 shows STM images of the surface, with
corrugation domains of varying periodicity. The surface exhibits a hexagonal array of bright “hills”
surrounded by darker “valley” regions.
During further investigation of this system, it was found that the contrast was inverted depending on
the bias voltage Vb. At low bias between -4 and 3 V, essentially no corrugation could be observed, while
at Vb = 4 V the corrugation reached a maximum value of 1.5 Å. Further increase of Vb led to inversion
of the contrast. At Vb = 3.7 V the hills appeared bright and the valleys dark, but with Vb = 4.7 V the
situation changed to the opposite. This observation led to the conclusion that the corrugation of the
surface was not topographic, but mainly electronic in nature.12
In the following, we explore the origin of the observed electronic corrugation using large-scale DFT
calculations.
Modeling Incommensurate Adsorption
As discussed in Section 1.2, when a periodic lattice is superimposed on one with a mismatched periodic-
ity and/or a rotation angle, long-range periodic superstructures are formed. Due to the small mismatch
between Cu(111) and h-BN, the smallest such Moiré superstructure is formed by a 24×24 cell of h-BN
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adsorbed on a 23×23 metal surface, with a rotation angle of 2.11◦. Here, planar lattice constants of
2.571 Å for Cu(111) and 2.515 Å for h-BN are used, in order to make the large supercell fully com-
mensurable. The additional BN units in the monolayer compensate for its smaller lattice constant. The
metal surface is modelled as a 4-layer slab, fixing the bottom layer at bulk interatomic distances. The
simulated system contains 3222 atoms in total, with 27 700 electrons treated at the revPBE+D3 level
(Section 2.3). The h-BN layer is placed at a distance of 2 Å from the surface and the system is fully
relaxed in a geometry optimization.
Energetics and Structure of the Adsorption System
Table 3.7 summarizes a number of structural and energetic parameters for the Moiré system. The
definitions of the various energetic quantities and distances are given in Section 3.1. In addition, the
reorganization energies, Er, are given for the metal and BN subsystem. This quantity is defined as
∆Er = Eopt − E0 ,
where E0 refers to the energy of the respective system at bulk (“unoptimized”) atomic positions.
There is a fairly large binding interaction between the monolayer and the surface, as indicated by
∆Eint of -0.243 eV. The predominant contribution to this is the van der Waals energy as determined
with the Grimme D3 dispersion correction. At this optimized geometry, the h-BN–Cu interaction would
be repulsive without the large dispersion term. It has been previously established that dispersion effects
need to be taken into account for such adsorption systems.34,162 However, due to the dominance of this
type of interaction, one can expect the monolayer–surface binding to be mostly laterally unspecific, as
shown in Section 3.1 for the case of commensurate h-BN on Cu(111). The comparatively much smaller
values for EBN,Cur indicate that both the monolayer and the metal are only slightly perturbed upon
adsorption.
The structural changes induced by the adsorption are also rather small. The average monolayer–
surface distance, dCu,BN, is approximately 3 Å, while the vertical buckling of the BN layer, dB,N, is
negligible. In this context, dB,N is defined as the average displacement of a B atom out of the plane
formed by its 3 surrounding N atoms, and vice versa. The maximum difference in h-BN–surface distance,
∆dCu,BN is also small compared to the large lateral dimensions of the cell. Interestingly, this difference
originates not only from a change of the vertical B and N positions, but to a lesser extent also from a
corrugation of the Cu surface on the order of 0.1 Å. ∆dCu,BN is smaller by a factor 10 compared to the
equivalent distance in graphene/Ru(0001), 1.5 Å,163 and h-BN/Rh(111), 1.0 Å.34 All these quantities
indicate that the monolayer remains flat both locally and over the entire supercell despite the variation
of the registry. All these quantities indicate that the monolayer remains flat both locally and over the
entire supercell despite the variation of the registry. We attribute this to the mostly unspecific and weak
Table 3.7|Energetic and structural characteristics of the Moiré system consisting of rotated 24×24 h-BN on a 23×23 4-layer
Cu(111) slab. Data published in ref. 13.
Interaction energy, ∆Eint, eV/BN -0.243
van der Waals correction in ∆Eint, eV/BN -0.351
h-BN reorganization energy ∆EBNr , eV/BN 0.001
Cu reorganization energy, ∆ECur , eV/BN -0.017
Average h-BN–Cu separation, dCu,BN , Å 3.006
Average B–N buckling, dB,N, Å 0.013
Difference min–max height, ∆dCu,BN, Å 0.120
B–N bond length min/avg/max, dB−N, Å 1.450/1.452/1.454
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Figure 3.4|Lateral variation of the adsorption registry of the N (left panel) and B (right panel) atoms in the rotated Moiré
supercell. The top, hcp, and fcc registries are shown in red, green and blue, respectively. Intermediate color shades indicate
atomic positions in-between those registries. The (11) diagonal of the surface as analyzed in the subsequent work is indicated
with the black line. The black frame shows the unit cell of the underlying metal substrate. The axis ticks are drawn every 10Å.
Data published in ref. 13.
h-BN–metal interaction, leading to a lack of preferential attraction of particular regions of the cell.
In contrast, similar systems of both large and small lattice mismatches tend to be either periodically
corrugated (h-BN nanomesh21) or locally buckled (h-BN/Ni(111)50).
Laterally, the B–N bond lengths, dB−N, are narrowly distributed around an average value of 1.452 Å,
corresponding to a planar lattice constant of 2.515 Å. The additional unit cell compared to the metal
(24-on-23) and the rotation of the monolayer thus make it possible to retain a commensurate lattice
without an appreciable stretching of bonds to accommodate the 2% mismatch with Cu(111). Also,
dB−N remains uniform across the entire surface area, exhibiting an almost negligible modulation.
The six high-symmetry adsorption registries present in the Moiré system, are described in detail
in Section 3.1. For those systems, ∆Eint ranges from -0.262 to -0.298 eV/BN, slightly larger than
what we obtain for the Moiré cell. However, the monolayer has to stretch by 2% in order to remain
commensurate in that case. For free-standing h-BN this stretching energy amounts to 0.045 eV/BN,
shifting the ∆Eint range to bracket the Moiré value. Structural parameters of the large system, such
as dCu,BN and dB,N, are also within the spread of values from the various 1×1 calculations. Thus, it
seems that the Moiré cell averages properties of the different single-registry structures (which are locally
present in the supercell). Commensurate adsorption, however, necessitates a much stronger stretching
of the overlayer and does not yield the intermediate adsorption registries of the extended Moiré cell.
Based on the mathematical relations for Moiré patterns derived by Hermann,59 the lattice mismatch
and overlayer rotation in the presented system give rise to a “Moiré factor” κ of 23.05, in very good
agreement with the actual dimensions of the supercell. Due to the misalignment of the layers, the
adsorption registry of h-BN varies across the surface of the cell. An atom in the monolayer can occupy
positions above one in the first (top registry), second (hcp), or third (fcc) substrate layer, as well as
intermediate (bridging) sites. Fig. 3.4 shows the registry of each atom in the N- and B-sublattices of
the monolayer by color. The lateral distance of an atom to its closest partners in the first three layers is
plotted as the red, green, and blue components, respectively. Thus, points with the brightest shade of
red indicate atoms closest to top positions, hcp are green and fcc blue. This allows for a straightforward
overview of the registries occurring in the supercell.
It is immediately evident that both B and N atoms occupy all three adsorption registries relative to
Cu in approximately equal proportions. Additionally, there are boundary regions (3 to 4 BN units wide).
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They indicate atoms in bridging and intermediate sites. Note furthermore the differences between the
two sublattices, which follow a cyclic pattern; regions with Btop contain Nhcp, Bhcp contain Nfcc, and
Bfcc contain Ntop. The strongest variation of the adsorption registry occurs along the cell diagonal.
Here, both atom species occupy all three registries and the corresponding transition zones. For future
reference, the diagonal starting at the top-right nitrogen atom is indicated in the figure with a black
line.
Simulated STM Images and Electronic Structure
Figure 3.5(a) shows a simulated STM image for the h-BN/Cu Moiré system at a bias of +1.0 V. The
image shows a pattern of rounded hexagonal regions with higher STM topography profile (brighter
color) surrounded by darker, lower areas. The area directly above the elevated “hill” region contains
more pronounced atom-like points with slightly greater height than the rest of the dark areas. The hill
is surrounded by a fringe of lower elevation.
The central hill area corresponds approximately to the region with mostly NtopBfcc adsorption reg-
istry. The other two discernable areas are those with NfccBhcp (dark red) and BtopNhcp (red–orange points)
registries. The overall variation of apparent height is approximately 0.3 Å, comparable to what is found
experimentally for these bias voltages. As the topographic height is calculated from both the electron
density and the electrostatic potential, the structural and electronic corrugations are convoluted. There-
fore, the peak-to-peak height difference is larger in the simulated STM than in the optimized structure.
The electrostatic potential (ESP) above the surface can give further insight into the electronic struc-
ture of the studied system. Expressed relative to the Fermi energy, it reflects the local work function
Φ. Fig. 3.5(b) shows a map of the ESP-derived work function across the surface of the supercell, cut
at a height of about 3.4 Å above the h-BN layer. The potential varies in a range of 0.14 eV, showing
an approximately circular minimum in the region of NtopBfcc configurations and a maximum further
along the cell diagonal, around the NfccBhcp atoms. The other areas (of different registry) show roughly
intermediate values for the ESP.
The three distinct regions of ESP are largely coincident with the three main areas of different contrast
in the simulated STM images, although their shapes tend to be more rounded. The lateral variation in
Φ is smaller than that indicated by experiments (0.3 eV12), but qualitatively comparable as the hill is
characterized by a lower work function than the valley. We find values of 3.64 eV and 3.78 eV for the
minimum and maximum work functions, respectively. These values are also somewhat smaller than
what is found experimentally (3.8 and 4.1 eV).
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Figure 3.5|(a) Simulated STM using Tersoff-Hamann approximation at a bias of +1.0V. Color bar is in units of Å relative to
the topmost Cu layer, x and y axis ticks at intervals of 10Å. (b) Lateral map of the electrostatic potential relative to the Fermi
energy (eV) at constant height, approx. 3.4 Å above the h-BN layer. Both panels show the same lateral area, the black lines
indicate the unit cell. Data published in ref. 13.
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Figure 3.6|Plots of the PDOS projected on various atoms in h-BN/Cu in the Moiré (top row) and commensurate adsorption
systems (bottom row). Data published in ref. 13.
Fig. 3.6 shows plots of the projected densities of states (PDOS) on various atoms on the cell diagonal.
We only indicate those states most strongly involved in the metal–substrate bonding, i.e. the pz states of
B and N and the dz2 states of Cu. We focus on two regions of differing adsorption registry, Ntop and Nfcc,
and indicate for comparison the PDOS of these atoms in the isolated BN or metal. The lower panels in
Fig. 3.6 show the PDOS from commensurate (6×6) calculations of NtopBfcc and NfccBhcp arrangements.
The PDOS on nitrogen appears to be the one most affected by binding to the substrate. Compared
to the pz states of the free-standing layer, the main band at approx. -3 eV broadens and lowers upon
adsorption, indicating some polarization away from N. An additional peak at about -1.9 eV appears in
the PDOS of N in the fcc position, absent from both the bare and the NtopBfcc curves.
As this N atom is closest to the underlying Cu in the topmost layer, this peak presumably appears
due to the increased interaction with the metal orbitals. Besides the emergence of this new feature, the
pz bands are also shifted by approximately 0.2 eV. The NtopBfcc curve remains closer to the Fermi level,
and is even somewhat up-shifted from the band of the free monolayer. Note, however, that the Ntop
region of the cell has a lower work function. The down-shift of the Ntop band and the emergence of the
additional small peak can also be seen in the corresponding 1×1 PDOS data. This would indicate that
the local environment within the Moiré pattern is the major influence on the PDOS.
The PDOS for the B atoms in the same regions are shown in Fig. 3.6(c). Here, amplitudes are
lower by approximately a factor of 2 from the nitrogen case, and the curves are generally flat, with a
gentle onset between -2 and -4 eV. The effect due to the adsorption is less visible, but we still observe
a lowering and broadening of the PDOS curve. It should be noted that here B is found in Bfcc and Bhcp
positions, being in both cases laterally distant from the topmost Cu, which presumably leads to weaker
interactions. Close similarities with the 1×1 PDOS are also evident here, such as the relative shift of
peaks and the position and width of the band gap.
The metal dz2 states (Fig. 3.6(e)) appear to be least affected by the adsorption of the monolayer.
The bands largely retain their double-peak structure and do not shift. Only a small depletion may be
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observed in the Ntop case, hinting at the polarization from N to Cu noted above. By and large, the
situation on the Moiré is comparable to the 1×1 case, with some small changes in the finer structure of
the features.
4 0
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0.04 Cu s
E−Ef, eV
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free
Figure 3.7|4s PDOS for Cu atoms on the diagonal of
the Moiré supercell in the Ntop and Nfcc regions and
a free surface for comparison. Vertical axis in units of
states/eV. Data published in ref. 13.
It has been suggested23 that the Cu dz2 orbitals
are largely unaffected by the h-BN–substrate interac-
tion, which is instead dominated by pz–4s hybridiza-
tion. In Fig. 3.7 we show the 4s PDOS of surface Cu
atoms on various positions of the cell diagonal and a
free surface. Our data support the notion that pz–4s
interactions dominate, showing on the one hand only
marginal changes in the dz2 bands, and on the other
hand, a lowering and broadening of the 4s states in the
range between -4 and -2 eV. This is indeed evidence of
some s–pz hybridization, which, although subtle, is the
major contribution to the binding between monolayer
and substrate aside from the van der Waals interaction.
Also these states remain mostly unaffected by a change
of the N registry, showing only slight broadening in the
Ntop configuration, compared to the Nfcc case.
Our results are in good agreement with electronic-structure data published by Laskowski and co-
workers.37 Qualitatively, our data confirm that the DOS of the metal surface remains mostly unchanged
upon adsorption and that changes are minor also in the adlayer. However, they only report adsorption
in one registry, so that the effect of the relative placement of h-BN cannot be directly compared. Also
quantitatively, our results are similar to theirs, with Cu-dz2 band onsets just above -2 eV, a N-pz peak at
roughly the same position, and the gentle B-pz onset between -4 and -2 eV.
Relationships Between the Geometric and Electronic Structure
As shown in the preceding sections, the electronic structure varies across the Moiré supercell, while the
adsorbed monolayer is largely flat throughout. Our results are thus in contrast to previous studies of
related adsorption systems, which have commonly rationalized a corrugation of the electronic struc-
ture with the pronounced concomitant corrugation of the monolayer.39,163,164 From a comparison of
Figs. 3.5(a) and (b) with Fig. 3.4, it becomes evident that the patterns of the electronic structure resem-
ble those produced by the lateral variation of the adsorption registry. It has already been suggested12
that the modulation of the registry is responsible for the observed electronic corrugation of the surface.
In this context our calculations serve to provide an atomic-scale rationalization for this observation.
The most pronounced variation of the adsorption registry occurs along the diagonal of the surface
(vide supra), which we therefore examine in greater detail as a model for the entire supercell. In the
top-left panel of Fig. 3.8 we plot the lateral distance of N atoms to their closest partners in the top, hcp
and fcc layers along the diagonal (black line in Fig. 3.4). For comparison, the vertical distance dCu to
the metal surface is also plotted on the same vertical scale (shifted down by 2.5 Å). This plot illustrates
the registry variation in greater detail than Fig. 3.4; the lower a point, the closer is a particular N atom
to the ideal registry of that layer. We observe three minima, corresponding to almost “pure” Ntop, Nhcp,
and Nfcc sites and three intersections of curves indicating interstitial positions. Over the same lateral
distance, the topographic height remains largely unchanged, with a peak-to-peak difference of 0.12 Å.
The right panel in Fig. 3.8 shows the analogous plot for the registry of B along the same diagonal. The
same picture emerges, with the exception of a phase shift, putting the Bfcc minimum at the position of
the Ntop minimum, corresponding to the co-occurrence of these registries noted above.
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Figure 3.8|Relationship between the geometric and electronic structure in the h-BN Moiré on Cu(111) along the cell diagonal
indicated in Fig. 3.4. Left panel, from top to bottom: Lateral distance (Å) of N atoms to the closest atoms in the underlying
top, hcp, and fcc layers and vertical distance dCu to the surface. Energy (eV) of the pz flank (continuous line) and peak (dashed
line) onsets of PDOS projected on N atoms along the cell diagonal. Local work function, Φ, from electrostatic potential at
3.4 Å above the surface. Horizontal axis shows distance (Å) from the bottom left N atom in the cell. Right panel, from top to
bottom: Lateral distance of B atoms, as in left panel. Energy (eV) of the pz flank onset in B-PDOS. Local work function as
in left panel. Data published in ref. 13.
In the preceding discussion of the pz PDOS of nitrogen, we remarked the shift of the band onset
and emergence of a small secondary peak for two registry extremes. The second plot in the left panel
of Fig. 3.8 shows the position (in eV) of the flank of the band onset and the position of the peak in
the PDOS projected on each atom along the diagonal. For this purpose, we have arbitrarily defined the
onset of the flank (Efl) as the point where the value of the PDOS is equal to 0.040 states/eV, and the
onset of the peak (Ep) as the point with a value of 0.020 states/eV. Efl varies in a range greater than
0.4 eV, with one pronounced minimum, while Ep follows an inverted trend with a somewhat smaller
range of onset energies. By comparing this plot with the variation of the surface registry, it is obvious
that Efl closely tracks the curve of the top registry, and Ep follows it with the opposite sign. Thus, at
the point where the N atoms are closest to an underlying Cu, their pz flanks are most strongly shifted
to lower energies, while the smaller feature is closest to the Fermi level. In the opposite extreme of a
large lateral N–Cu separation, the two features are closest together and the peak disappears into the
flank (note the shift of curves in Fig. 3.8).
Evidently, the distance between an N atom and its closest Cu strongly influences the local electronic
structure of that atom. In the present system, however, it is the lateral rather than the vertical distance
which is responsible for the shift of the PDOS features, as it is much more strongly modulated along the
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cell diagonal. Additionally, when the metal slab is removed, the variation of the electrostatic potential is
reduced by a factor of 3.5, confirming that the monolayer corrugation plays a minor role in modulating
the electronic structure.
For the B atoms along the cell diagonal, only the position of the PDOS flank (Efl) is modulated with
position, as shown in the middle right panel of the same figure. Here, Efl is defined as the position
where the PDOS has a value of 0.035 states/eV. The curve follows a similar trend as the corresponding
one in the left panel, but the magnitude of the modulation is approximately half of that observed for
the N atoms. Efl is minimal in the NtopBfcc region, and has a maximum at NfccBhcp. The modulation of
the B pz onset may be an effect related to the adjacent polarized N atoms that propagates to B.
The bottom panels in Fig. 3.8 show a cut through the electrostatic potential (cf. Fig. 3.5(b)) on
the cell diagonal, 3.4 Å above the surface. While the variation is smaller than that based on the PDOS
features, it also follows the same characteristic trend related to the Ntop registry. Thus, the work function
reaches a minimum at Ntop and a maximum at Nfcc positions. We relate this to the trend of Efl, indicating
that the conduction band is down-shifted furthest exactly at positions of smallest Φ, and vice versa. The
absolute value of the work function should decrease as cuts of the electrostatic potential are considered
further away from the surface. This is also the reason why the peak-to-peak difference of the ESP gets
progressively smaller at larger distances, as the local features of the electronic structure are increasingly
smeared out. A difference of 0.14 eV at 3.4 Å is reduced to 0.092 eV at 4.8 Å and 0.073 eV at 6.3 Å.
Based on these data, it becomes evident that the adsorption registry connects the electronic structure
with the underlying geometry. The lattice mismatch and rotation of the monolayer cause a modulation
of the adsorption registry over the cell. This in turn results in a periodic variation of the (lateral) B,N–
Cu distances, changing the hybridization between metal and BN. Consequently, features of the PDOS
change depending on the position of each atom, resulting finally in a modulated electrostatic poten-
tial at considerable distance above the surface. Therefore, the experimentally observed electrostatic
corrugation can originate without significant structural changes.
Adsorption and Electronic Level Alignment of Porphine on h-BN/Cu
The electronic corrugation of h-BN/Cu combined with the weak metal-substrate interaction and the
inertness of h-BN make this material a good candidate as adsorption substrate. Templating and se-
lective adsorption are essential for nanoscience applications.7 Here, the electronic corrugation and
topographical flatness consititute an ideal combination: adsorbed molecules are not sterically confined
by the substrate, but experience a modulated electronic environment that may serve to align them. On
the other hand, the h-BN layer serves as an insulating sheet that decouples adsorbates from the metal,
which can protect the substrate from degradation by reactive molecules, and the adsorbate from defects
in the metal.
A number of studies have investigated epitaxial graphene and h-BN for their potential of aligning and
supporting adsorbates. For instance, the topographical corrugation of the h-BN nanomesh has been used
to align and confine various adsorbates.40–42 The Moiré superstructure of graphene on Rh(111) was
used as an adsorption template for PTCDI molecules to align them as extended arrays.165 Ruthenium-
supported graphene was used to confine and separate individual TCNQ molecules and to induce long-
range magnetic order.166 Schulz et al. investigated cobalt-phthalocyanine on Ir-supported h-BN, a rather
similar system to the one presented here.27 At low coverage they observed that the Moiré superstructure
favors adsorption of the molecules in the pores. In denser layers the electronic structure of the molecule
is altered based on its lateral position on the Moiré pattern, as evidenced by a change of the STM
contrast.27 Very recently, the h-BN/Cu heterostructure was also utilized to control the formation of
extended networks resembling 2D MOFs.167
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Experimental Results
Figure 3.9|Molecular
structure of free-base
porphine, 2H–P. Atom
colors: N, blue; C,
black; H, white.
Free-base porphine (2H–P, Fig. 3.9) is the simplest member of the porphyrin fam-
ily, a very common class of compounds in biological systems.168 Numerous re-
ports of adsorbed porphyrins as arrays, chains, and supramolecules have been
published.169–174 2H–P itself has been studied less extensively. Some studies have
reported about the adsorption of 2H–P on Cu(110)174 and Cu(111),175 as well
as on Ag(111).176 The adsorbed molecules undergo significant electronic changes
induced by the metallic substrate and tend to repel each other, preventing the for-
mation of islands or even networks (Fig. 3.10(a),(b)).176
Auwärter and co-workers studied 2H–P adsorbed on the h-BN/Cu Moiré sys-
tem described previously.14 The molecules were deposited using organic molecu-
lar beam epitaxy at elevated temperatures and then analyzed by STM and STS at
6 K. Fig. 3.10(c) shows individual 2H–P molecules and the underlying corrugated
surface. At low coverage the porphines preferentially adsorb on the hills of the
Moiré pattern, forming small aggregates. The trapping of the molecules was confirmed by inducing the
2H–P to jump by injecting electrons from the stationary STM tip. They remained within the hill area
throughout.14
Fig. 3.11(a) shows dI/dV spectra of 2H–P on various substrates, as well as of bare h-BN/Cu. When
the molecule is in direct contact with a metal substrate (Ag, Cu), the spectrum appears featureless,
without obvious resonances. In contrast, two sharp peaks are observed for 2H–P on h-BN/Cu, at bias
voltages -2.4 and 1.45 V, indicating a HOMO-LUMO gap of ∼3.5 eV. The smaller features within the gap
can be attributed to the substrate. This leads to the conclusion that the porphine is largely decoupled
from the metal by the h-BN layer. The 2H–P molecules show a certain amount of intramolecular con-
trast, depending on the bias voltage (Fig. 3.11(b)). At biases below the gap resonance, the molecule
exhibits a fourfold symmetry, analogous to the HOMO of isolated porphine as calculated with DFT.
Figure 3.10|(a) STM image of 2H–P on Ag(111), Vb=-0.8V. (b) STM image of 2H–P on Ag(111),
Vb=-0.1V. The molecules repel each other, preventing aggregation and island formation. (c) Trapping
of 2H–P on the hills of h-BN/Cu(111), formation of small aggregates. Image adapted from ref. 14.
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Figure 3.11|(a) dI/dV spectra of adsorbed 2H–P on Cu(111) (black), Ag(111) (green), h-BN/Cu and of bare h-BN/Cu (red).
An electronic gap is only seen for 2H–P on h-BN/Cu, indicated by dashed line. (b) STM images of a 2H–P monomer on
h-BN/Cu at -2.45V, 1.0 V, 1.25V and HOMO and LUMO of 2H–P from our DFT calculations. Image adapted from ref. 14.
With bias voltages within the gap, the molecule looks like a square, without intramolecular features.
At higher bias, the molecule is characterized by two-fold symmetry, in agreement with the calculated
LUMO. One can thus identify the resonances in panel (a) with the HOMO and LUMO of adsorbed 2H–P.
Besides the pronounced trapping of the molecules (which in turn led to cluster formation on the hill
areas of the surbstrate), it was also observed that the molecules appear differently, depending on their
lateral position. In a range of bias voltages between 0.9 and 1.65 V, the apparent height of porphine
molecules varied with their distance from the center of the hill area. From dI/dV spectra of porphins at
different lateral positions, it was observed that the LUMO-related peak appeared at different energies.
For 2H–P at the center of the hill, the LUMO is found at a 0.3 eV lower energy than for 2H–P on a
“bridge” site. The position-dependent apparent height of the molecules could thus be rationalized with
this LUMO shift, which is induced by the modulation of the surface potential of h-BN/Cu.14
Adsorption Properties from DFT
Using commensurate adsorption models in the NtopBfcc and NfccBhcp registries as well as the compu-
tational model of the h-BN/Cu Moiré system described before, we simulate the position-dependent
adsorption of 2H–P on h-BN/Cu. Of particular interest were the adsorption and interaction energies of
the molecule on h-BN/Cu, the structure of the system, as well as the effect of the adsorption position
(i.e. the registry of the underlying h-BN) on the porphine’s electronic properties.
Isolated 2H–P is optimized in the gas phase, in order to characterize its electronic structure. The
HOMO-LUMO gap of the molecule is found to be 1.93 eV, significantly smaller than the reference values
of 5.2 and 5.3 eV from high-accuracy calculations.177 This quantity is generally underestimated by GGA
methods, such as the one used here. The experimental gap of 3.5 eV on the h-BN/Cu substrate was
rationalized to be smaller due to interactions with the support.14 As discussed above, the calculated
HOMO and LUMO wavefunctions of 2H–P are in good agreement with the STM results in terms of
symmetry and appearance.
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Figure 3.12|(a) Map of the local work function Φ, i.e. a slice of the local ESP - Ef 3.4Å above the h-BN surface (at the height
of the porphine molecules). Continuous lines indicate the unit cell of the substrate, dashed line indicates the surface diagonal,
with points I–VI on which the porphine molecule is placed. (b) Site types and interaction energy of 2H–P on points I–VI along
the Moiré diagonal. Data published in ref. 14.
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Figure 3.13|Electron density difference for 2H–P on h-BN/Cu Moiré. Isosurfaces of positive
(i.e. electron accumulation) and negative (electron depletion) differences shown in blue and
orange, respectively. Isovalues at ±0.001 e/Bohr3 and ±0.0005 e/Bohr3. (a) Top view. (b)
Side view. Atom colors: B, green; N, blue; Cu, brown; C, black; H, white.
2H–P is placed atop commensurate h-BN/Cu(111) in the NtopBfcc and NfccBhcp registries, with the
porphine N atoms laterally close to underlying B atoms and the structure fully optimized. The molecule
remains flat, at a distance of 3.20 Å above the h-BN layer. ∆Eads for both adsorption registries are
nearly indistinguishable: -1.932 eV for NtopBfcc and -1.933 eV for NfccBhcp. The major contribution to
these values is the van der Waals energy, amounting to -3.349 eV (NtopBfcc) and -3.196 eV (NfccBhcp).
At this optimized geometry, the electronic contribution to ∆Eads is positive, and exactly compensates
the difference in ∆EvdW. Thus, the trapping of 2H–P on specific areas of the Moiré pattern cannot
be rationalized with differing ∆Eads (for the small commensurate models). The variation of the h-BN
registry also has a negligible effect on the peak positions in the PDOS on the porphine atoms.
Based on the optimized geometry of 2H–P on commensurate h-BN/Cu, the molecule is then placed
at various positions (I–VI, Fig. 3.12(a)) atop the large Moiré cell. Vertically, the molecule is kept at
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Figure 3.14|(a) PDOS on C (positive y axis) and N (negative y axis) atoms of 2H–P placed at points I–VI on the Moiré surface.
PDOS of free 2H–P plotted for comparison (curve “P”). Insets show zooms around HOMO peak. (b) Position of LUMO peak
of 2H–P at points I–VI (right vertical axis), superimposed on the ESP-derived work function at the height of the porphine
molecule (continuous line, left vertical axis). Data published in ref. 14.
the optimized distance. Due to the prohibitive computational cost, full geometry optimizations were
not performed for this system. However, in all but two cases the residual average forces on the 2H–P
molecule are less than 10-4 hartree/bohr. When they exceed that threshold, the molecule is vertically
moved by at most 0.1 Å to manually reduce the forces. This manual approach can be considered an
adequate optimization for this system.
The table in Fig. 3.12(b) presents the interaction energies ∆Eint for 2H–P at the different points of
the surface, as well as an approximate identification of the adsorption site as hill, valley, rim or bridge
site. The variation in ∆Eint with the lateral placement of the molecule is very small, with only 0.027 eV
separating the most and least stable positions. The van der Waals energy dominates the interaction.
An electron density difference plot for this system is shown in Fig. 3.13. The amount of charge
redistribution upon adsorption of the molecule is small, with all changes confined to the porphine
and the h-BN sheet. A small accumulation of charge occurs in the space between the substrate and
adsorbate, while 2H–P is polarized vertically, with excess charge pointing to the vacuum and charge
depletion on the underside. Placement of the molecule at different lateral positions on the Moiré does
not result in significant changes of the electron density difference.
Electronic Properties from DFT
While DFT calculations cannot confidently reproduce the trapping effect observed experimentally on h-
BN/Cu, they show the effect of the molecule’s lateral position on its electronic structure. The adsorption
positions I–VI are placed on the diagonal of the Moiré cell, where the electronic corrugation, i.e. the
variation of the local work function Φ, is the strongest (Fig. 3.12(a)). Φ varies from 3.64 eV on the hill
area to 3.77 eV in the valley, a range of 0.13 eV, approximately 43% of the experimental value (0.3 eV).
The resulting curves in the region of the band gap are plotted in Fig. 3.14(a) with the PDOS of the
gas phase molecule for comparison. Depending on the position of the molecule, the HOMO and LUMO
peaks are shifted over a range of about 0.1 eV. In particular, the HOMO and LUMO at point IV are at the
highest energies, while at point I they are the lowest.
Fig. 3.14(b) shows Φ along the cell diagonal, with the LUMO positions superimposed. The LUMO
energy is strongly correlated with Φ at the height of the 2H–P molecule, i.e. with its lateral position
on the electronically corrugated surface. In positions with low Φ, the LUMO peak is found at lower
energies, and in positions with high Φ at higher energies. The variation of LUMO energies is a factor of
3 smaller than experimentally observed, but qualitatively reproduces the trend well. Also spatially the
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calculations agree well with the points sampled by STS, as the lowest LUMO is found on the hills, and
is shown to increase in the direction away from them.
Summary: The Electronic Corrugation of h-BN on Cu(111)
h-BN binds weakly to Cu(111) via predominantly dispersive interactions. The small lattice constant
mismatch of 2% combined with a rotation of the overlayer leads to Moiré superstructures with long
periodicities. DFT calculations of a 24-on-23 superstructure reveal a lateral modulation of the local
work function in the absence of structural buckling in agreement with STM experiments. We
rationalize this with the varying lateral distance of B and N atoms to the top metal layer, which leads
to local modifications of the electronic structure (as seen in the PDOS) that, in turn, alter the local
work function. The electrostatic potential modulation is also reflected in the orbital energies of
porphine adsorbed on h-BN/Cu, which vary by 0.1 eV depending on the lateral position of 2H–P.
3.3 The Oxygen Reduction Reaction on h-BN/Metal
Based on reference 86.
In the final part of the preceding section, we presented evidence, that h-BN/Cu(111) can successfully
be used as an substrate for molecules. We now explore the potential of metal-supported h-BN beyond
simple adsorption, namely for small-molecule activation and catalysis. For this study we choose the O2
molecule and its reduction to water, which is briefly introduced in the following.
Sustainable power generation beyond fossil fuels is a critical necessity for the future, particularly in
the transportation sector. Fuel cells that produce electricity from the reaction of hydrogen and oxygen
constitute one of the most promising options for this purpose.178 The overall reaction for this process is
2H2 + O2 → 2H2O + 4.92 eV.
A schematic of a fuel cell is shown in Fig. 3.15. The set-up consists of an anode and a cathode, separated
by an electrolyte membrane. Gaseous H2 enters the cell at the anode where it is oxidized to protons.178
H2 O2
H+
H+ H2O
catalyst
e-
anode cathode
ORR
Figure 3.15|Schematic of a hydrogen/oxygen fuel
cell. See text for details.
They migrate through the electrolyte layer, while the elec-
trons pass through an external circuit (at a potential of
1.23 V) and power an electrical appliance. At the cathode,
both protons and electrons then react with gaseous O2 to
yield water. Overall, the fuel cell consumes H2 and O2, and
emits water, electricity and heat.178
H2 oxidation at the anode is comparatively fast and
straightforward.179 The key process occurring at the cath-
ode is the electrochemical reduction of O2 to H2O, the so-
called oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). This 4-electron, 4-
proton process is slow and impeded by high electrode over-
potentials. In order to make it practically viable, suitable
catalysts have to be employed that are efficient, stable, and
cost-effective.180 Scarce metals such as palladium and platinum are currently most often used, leading
to a high overall cost that prevents widespread adoption.178,181,182 While Pd and Pt can be alloyed with
other metals to reduce cost and increase efficiency,183–185 alternative catalysts based on non-precious
metals or metal-free materials are still highly desirable.
Research into advanced ORR catalysts is on-going. Catalysts based on doped carbon materials such
as nanotubes and graphene have been experimentally186–188 and computationally189 shown to be par-
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ticularly promising. Metal-supported h-BN is also a good candidate for O2 activation and ORR catal-
ysis. It was found that h-BN has to be supported on a (transition) metal to show catalytic activity,
as free-standing h-BN is inactive.190 In particular, h-BN/Ni has been predicted to favorably adsorb
and activate52 O2, and has also been investigated for the ORR.54 Moreover, h-BN/Au(111) has been
investigated experimentally, and shown to significantly reduce the ORR overpotential compared to un-
functionalized Au.191 h-BN/metal heterostructures thus have the potential to serve as alternatives to
current precious-metal ORR catalysts.
The computational hydrogen electrode (CHE) is a model to compute electrochemical potentials
from calculated free energies (from DFT).192 The CHE has been successfully applied to the ORR on
transition metals,192 transition-metal oxides,193 and doped carbon materials189 as well as for other
electrochemical processes like CO2 and N2 reduction.194,195 Within this model, zero voltage is defined
based on the reversible hydrogen electrode, where the protons and electrons are in equilibrium with
gas-phase H2 so that the chemical potential of a proton/electron pair equals 1/2 H2(g). The influence
of the applied potential can then be calculated from
∆G = −eU , (3.1)
where e is the number of transferred electrons and U is the applied potential.192 The ideal ORR catalyst
should exhibit a free energy difference as close as possible to the reversible potential (-1.23 V) of the
ORR between each intermediate step. Deviations from this optimal behaviour lead to an undesired
overpotential for the reaction.
This section describes the adsorption of molecular O2 on h-BN/Ni, h-BN/Co, and h-BN/Cu. The
free energy profiles of the ORR on these materials are presented. Using the CHE, we calculate the
overpotentials necessary to drive the ORR. We then analyze the available data to investigate trends and
correlations that might be exploited to optimize the design of h-BN-based catalysts.
Adsorption and Activation of O2
For the ORR to proceed, O2 has to be adsorbed on the h-BN/metal surface, and be activated. Assuming
a side-on binding of O2 on BN, four adsorption configurations are possible in high-symmetry positions:
The O2 molecule can bridge two B atoms (denoted O2-BB), two N atoms (O2-NN), or a B-N pair, either
adjacent (O2-BN) or across a hexagon (O2-BN’) of the BN honeycomb. Fig. 3.16 shows these adsorption
configurations schematically.
All calculations presented in this section are carried out with the BEEF-vdW set-up described in
Section 2.3. O2 was placed in the four configurations, 2 Å above the h-BN surface and the structure was
subsequently fully relaxed. The adsorption energy of the molecule is defined as Eads = EO2/BN/M −
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.16|Four binding configurations of O2 on h-BN/Ni(111): (a) O2-BB, (b) O2-NN, (c) O2-BN, (d) O2-BN’. Atom colors:
B, green; N, blue; metal, grey-green.
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Table 3.8|Adsorption Energy Eads (eV) of O2 in various binding configurations on free-standing h-BN and h-BN/metal stub-
strates. See Fig. 3.17 for sketches of the optimized positions of the molecule.
h-BN h-BN/Ni(111) h-BN/Cu(111) h-BN/Co(0001)
BB -0.960 -2.043 -0.559 -1.971
NN -0.954 -1.016 +0.058 -0.760
BN +1.657 -1.278 +1.308 -1.288
BN’ -0.960 -1.451 +0.047 -1.342
EBN/M−EO2 , where EO2/BN/M is the total energy of the optimized system, EO2 is the gas-phase energy
of O2, and EBN/M is the energy of the optimized bare h-BN/metal heterostructure (or free-standing h-
BN).
Table 3.8 presents an overview of the adsorption energies of O2 in the 4 configurations on a free-
standing h-BN sheet, h-BN/Ni(111), h-BN/Cu(111), and h-BN/Co(0001). O2 binds weakly on free-
standing h-BN, the value of ∆Eads being around -0.95 eV for all adsorption configurations, except O2-
BN. ∆Eads is almost +1.7 eV in the latter case, indicating a thermodynamically unbound state. The
interaction of O2 with free h-BN is thus weak and unlikely to lead to favorable activation of the molecule.
On all metallic substrates, the O2 molecule binds most strongly in the BB configuration, with a dif-
ference of at least 0.5 eV to the nearest other ∆Eads. h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co show rather similar ∆Eads
values for all configurations. NN is the weakest, while the two BN configurations exhibit intermediate
binding energies, around -1.2– -1.4 eV. In the case of h-BN/Cu, all configurations except O2-BB lead
to positive ∆Eads, i.e. thermodynamically unfavorable interaction. ∆Eads(O2-BB) is also considerably
weaker than for the other substrates.
Fig. 3.17 shows the optimized structures of O2 on all substrates. On free-standing h-BN, O2 typically
is not adsorbed but remains far from the substrate at a distance of 3.3 Å from the nearest atom, and
a bond length dO,O practically unchanged from its gas-phase value (1.22 Å). The h-BN layer remains
unperturbed by the O2 molecule in its proximity. The O2-BN configuration is the exception to this trend.
In this case, O2 is close to the substrate, with the O atoms at a distance of 1.52 Å to B and N and a bond
length dO,O = 1.48 Å. The large positive ∆Eads (vide infra), indicates that this is not a stable structure,
but rather a shallow local minimum.
On h-BN/Ni, the four starting configurations converge to rather different final structures. In the
BB configuration, both O atoms remain close to the BN surface, which undergoes some distortion (vide
infra). In contrast, the O2 that was initially placed in the NN configuration detaches from the surface
and comes to reside at a distance of 3.25 Å from the closest N atom. The molecule remains parallel to
the surface, which stays flat and unperturbed. In the BN and BN’ configurations, one O atom is attracted
to the closest B atom, while the other points away from the surface at a small angle. The B–O distance
is about 1.55 Å for both configurations, and the second O is either parallel to a B–N bond or oriented
towards the middle of the B3N3 hexagon.
The optimized structures of O2 on h-BN/Co(0001) are very similar to those on h-BN/Ni, as expected
from the similar properties of the free heterostructures.
O2 adsorption on h-BN/Cu(111) shows characteristics of both the adsorbed structures on free h-BN
and h-BN/Ni. The NN and BN’ configurations converge to weakly bound O2 at a large distance (3.30 Å)
from the surface. Similar to free-standing h-BN, O2 binds differently in the BN configuration, with O
atop N and B atoms and short bond lengths. Also in this case the adsorbed structure is not a stable
minimum. The BB configuration, in contrast, resembles the situation on h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co. The
oxygen molecule is stretched and the substrate distorted as described below.
Only the BB configuration is considered for further analysis, as it is the most stable one. Table 3.9
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Table 3.9|Adsorption energetics (∆Eads, ∆Gads at 298K, in eV), structural properties (O–O, O–B, B–B distances, d, in Å)
and (average) Bader charges q for O2 adsorbed on h-BN/metal substrates (OO-BB configuration). Data published in ref. 86.
h-BN/Ni(111) h-BN/Cu(111) h-BN/Co(0001)
∆Eads -2.043 -0.559 -1.971
∆Gads -1.252 +0.243 -1.184
dO,O 1.51 1.51 1.50
dB,O 1.48 1.49 1.48
dB,B 2.33 2.33 2.30
qO2 -1.15 -1.16 -1.13
qB +2.93 +2.94 +2.87
qN -2.60 -2.53 -2.56
shows the properties of O2 on the three substrates in greater detail, giving the adsorption free energy
∆Gads, bond lengths, and the Bader charges of the involved elements. ∆Gads on both h-BN/Ni and
h-BN/Co is approximately 1.2 eV, while it is slightly positive (∼0.2 eV) on h-BN/Cu. In the latter, case
entropic contributions to ∆G outweigh the enthalpic binding attraction. The energy cost of distorting
the substrate upon adsorption is 3.41 eV for h-BN/Ni, and 3.37 eV for h-BN/Co, but 4.62 eV for h-BN/Cu.
This accounts for most of the difference in ∆Eads between Cu and the other substrates, providing an
indication for the weaker binding in this case.
The partial charges on B and N nearly compensate each other, B loses about 2.6 e to N. The O2
molecule is rather strongly reduced upon adsorption to a total partial charge of almost -1.2 e, receiving
0.3–0.4 e from B and 0.8–0.9 e from the metal slab. dO,O and dB,O are nearly identical for all three
substrates. A closeup of adsorbed O2 on h-BN/Ni with annotated bond lengths is shown in Fig. 3.18(a).
The O–O bond is stretched by about 0.3 Å compared to its gas-phase value, corresponding to a 24%
elongation. The two oxygen atoms are closer to the surface B atoms than to each other, forming a
5-membered B–O–O–B–N ring across the BN honeycomb (highlighted). The situation is very similar for
O2 on h-BN/Co and h-BN/Cu. The exothermic binding of O2 with the large accompanying bond stretch
and charge transfer is a first indication that O2 can be activated by adsorption on metal-supported h-BN.
Fig. 3.18(b) shows the electron density difference map of O2 on h-BN/Ni. A fairly large amount of
electron density redistribution can be observed upon binding of the molecule. The O atoms accumulate
negative charge, in accordance with the Bader charge analysis. Electron density is also found between
the O and B atoms, indicating the formation of a bond. In contrast, the O–O bond loses electrons, as
does the region within the B–O–O–B–N pentagon. Electron density depletion is observed also along the
B–N bonds. The neighboring N atoms become somewhat polarized.
We have shown that free h-BN is unsuitable for O2 activation, but metal-supported h-BN shows
promise. The question remains, whether one could dispense with h-BN altogether, and activate O2
directly on the transition metal surface. We answered this for the case of Ni(111) with some exploratory
calculations. Molecular O2 is bound on Ni with ∆Gads = -0.84 eV with a 12% bond stretch and a partial
charge of -0.27 e. However, O2 is much more stable on Ni(111) as two dissociated O atoms, with
∆Gads = -3.78 eV and qO2 = -1.17 e. This is indicative of a surface oxidation, as it commonly occurs on
transition metals. Rather than activation of O2, a deactivation of the catalyst surface occurs. It appears,
therefore, that the combination of h-BN with a transition metal is crucial to achieve catalytic activity.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
(i) (j) (k) (l)
(m) (n) (o) (p)
Figure 3.17|Optimized structures of O2 in configurations O2-BB (first column), O2-NN (second column), O2-BN (third column),
O2-BN’ (fourth column) on free-standing h-BN (first row), and h-BN/Ni(111) (second row), h-BN/Co(0001) (third row), and
h-BN/Cu(111) (fourth row). Atom colors: B, green; N, blue; O, red; Ni, grey-green; Co, blue; Cu, beige.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.18|Optimized structure of O2 on h-BN/Ni(111): (a) O–O, O–B, and B–B bond lengths in
Å and highlighted B–O–O–B–N pentagon (orange). (b) Electron density difference map of O2 on
h-BN/Ni(111). Isosurfaces of positive (i.e. electron accumulation) and negative (electron depletion)
differences shown in blue and orange, respectively. Atom colors: B, green; N, blue; O, red; Ni, grey-
green.
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Thermodynamics of the ORR on h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co
We now employ DFT calculations to elucidate the reaction mechanism of the ORR. The ORR proceeds
through four consecutive proton/electron transfer steps
4H+ + 4e− + 2O2 → 2H2O
via the intermediates OOH*, O*, OH*. The * indicates adsorbed species. We calculate the free energies
at 298 K for the adsorbates on all 3 h-BN/metal substrates to determine overpotentials according to the
CHE model.
Free-standing h-BN is rather unreactive towards O2, as shown above.190,196 Its activity for the ORR is
also very low, as indicated by the very low binding energies of OOH*, O*, and OH* (shown in Fig. 3.19).
The ORR intermediates are located at distances far exceeding those expected of covalent bonds, and
leave the monolayer unperturbed. The interactions between adsorbate and substrate are very small, or
in fact thermodynamically non-binding. If entropic contributions were added to the binding enthalpies,
the ORR intermediates are expected to be unbound. Unsupported h-BN is therefore not a suitable ORR
catalyst.
These results agree with the conclusions by Lyalin et al.,190 who find, e.g., a similarly large value
of dB,O ≈ 3 Å for OOH* and ∼1.5 Å for O*.54 On the other hand, their adsorption energies differ from
the values presented here, in particular for O* (∆Eads = -1.67 eV).54 They also note that defects in
free-standing h-BN can increase its reactivity enough to show potential for catalytic applications.190
When supported on transition metals, however, h-BN becomes much more active. The optimized
structures of the three intermediates for the ORR on h-BN/Ni(111) and h-BN/Co(0001) are shown in
Fig. 3.20. On h-BN/Ni(111), the first intermediate, OOH*, is bound to a B atom with a bond length
of 1.48 Å. The O-O bond points away from the surface plane at an angle of about 39◦. The bond is
stretched (dO,O = 1.49 Å), staying at essentially the same length as in adsorbed O2, resembling a peroxo
species. For comparison, the gas phase O–O bond length in H2O2 is 1.47 Å. The B atom bound to O is
displaced from the h-BN plane by about 0.5 Å, stretching the corresponding B–N bonds by about 0.07 Å
(4.8%). The rest of the h-BN sheet, further away from the binding position of OOH*, remains largely
unperturbed. The second intermediate, O*, is located directly above a surface B atom, at a distance
somewhat shorter than for OOH*. As in O* there is no more O–O covalent bond, this reduction of dB,O
can be rationalized with the formation of a (partial) double bond to B. The binding B atom is slightly
buckled outward from the BN layer (0.6 Å). Lastly, the OH* species exhibits dB,O and dO,H bond lengths
similar to those in OOH*. Due to the single bond to H, the double bond character of B–O is lost and
dB,O elongates again.
(a) ∆Eads =-0.854 eV (b) ∆Eads =+1.755 eV (c) ∆Eads =-0.194 eV
Figure 3.19|(a)–(c) ORR intermediates on free-standing h-BN. Numbers indicate bond lengths in Å,
panels labelled with the species’ adsorption energies. Atom colors: B, green; N, blue; O, red; H, white.
Data published in ref. 86.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.20|ORR intermediates on h-BN/Ni(111), (a)–(c), and h-BN/Co(0001), (d)–(f). Numbers
indicate bond lengths in Å. Atom colors: B, green; N, blue; Ni, grey-green; Co, dark blue; O, red; H,
white. Data published in ref. 86.
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Figure 3.21|Free energy profile of the ORR on (a) h-BN/Ni and (b) h-BN/Co. ∆G in eV, error bars indicate standard deviation
obtained from the BEEF-vdW ensemble. Dashed line shows the profile for an ideal ORR catalyst. Data published in ref. 86.
These structural results are in good agreement with previous theoretical analyses.54 On h-BN/Ni
dB,O is reported as 1.47 Å, 1.36 Å and 1.45 Å for OOH*, O*, and OH*, respectively. The authors note
a similar deformation of the h-BN sheet around the bound species. In addition to the on-top binding
configuration of O*, their study also identified a bridging configuration between 2 B atoms, with almost
the same binding energy.54
The free energy profile of the ORR on these two substrates is shown in Fig. 3.21, along with the
energetics of an ideal catalyst. The first step, O2(g) + 1/2 H2 → OOH*, is downhill in free energy
by -1.95 eV, noticeably more than for the ideal ORR catalyst (see dashed line in Fig. 3.21(a)). The
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Table 3.10|Entropy contributions to the free energy of ORR steps on metal-supported h-BN, relative to h-BN/metal + O2 +
2 H2, in analogy to the free energy profiles (Figures 3.21 and 3.23). Data published in ref. 86.
h-BN/Ni(111) h-BN/Co(0001) h-BN/Cu(111)
∆S(OOH*), eV -0.694 -0.704 -0.737
∆S(O*), eV -0.450 -0.401 -0.404
∆S(OH*), eV -0.587 -0.587 -0.593
∆S(2H2O), eV -0.272 -0.272 -0.272
following reduction of OOH* to O* (while releasing an H2O molecule) is exothermic by -1.34 eV. The
third step, O* + 1/2 H2→ OH*, is downhill by -1.94 eV, reaching a minimum of -5.03 eV relative to gas-
phase O2, lower than the overall free energy of the ORR. Adsorbed OH* on h-BN/Ni thus constitutes
a thermodynamic sink that would prevent the reaction from continuing. This result is in line with
previous findings that indicate a too strong adsorption of OH* on h-BN/Ni.54
The ORR intermediates on h-BN/Co(0001) is very similar to h-BN/Ni(111) (see Fig. 3.20(d)–(f)).
The interatomic distances of the adsorbed species are comparable to those on h-BN/Ni in terms of bond
lengths and structure. The reaction profile (Fig. 3.21(b)) is qualitatively the same as that observed on
h-BN/Ni(111). The first step is downhill in free energy by -2.06 eV, followed by the O* intermediate
at -3.16 eV and OH* at -5.14 eV. As for h-BN/Ni, the OH* species is bound too strongly for the ORR
to proceed. Generally, it appears that h-BN/Co is comparable to h-BN/Ni as an ORR catalyst, with
only minor quantitative differences in the thermodynamics. The Co(0001) substrate is equally able to
activate the boron nitride overlayer, but also results in overall too strong adsorption relative to the ideal
behavior of an ORR catalyst.
The confidence intervals indicated by the error estimates from the BEEF-vdW ensemble are of an
acceptable magnitude, typically around ±0.3 eV. They are somewhat larger than the errors found for
commensurate h-BN adsorption on metals in absolute terms, but smaller relative to the much larger ∆G
values. It should be noted that the error estimates are only computed for the enthalpic contributions to
∆G, and not the entropic corrections (which are a significant, but not dominant contribution).
Table 3.10 lists the entropic contributions to ∆G presented in the energy profiles. The values are
very similar for all substrates, indicating a significant entropic decrease of 0.4 – 0.7 eV per reaction step.
One can expect the thermodynamics of the ORR to improve at lower temperatures (more negative ∆G),
while they will worsen as temperatures are increased. To a first approximation, the overall reaction
would cease to be exergonic at a temperature of T ≈ 1000 K on h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co (assuming S to
be independent of temperature).
The effect of lateral strain on the ORR on h-BN/Ni
In order to elucidate the influence of the metal–metal bonding on the ORR, we artificially expanded the
Ni surface and adsorbed h-BN laterally by a strain factor α= 2, 4, and 6%. Applying compressive strain
(as small as 1%) led to the detachment of the h-BN layer from the metal surface, i.e. breakdown of the
chemisorbed heterostructure. Table 3.11 lists the free energies of the ORR intermediates at the different
degrees of strain. ∆G(OOH*) is largely independent of the strain, remaining near the value for α= 0
(-1.95 eV). ∆G(OH*) also shows little variation with α, decreasing slightly from -5.03 to -5.12 eV as
α is increased to 2%, then remaining the same. We find the stretching of the lattice constant to have
the greatest effect on ∆G(O*), which is stabilized by 0.16 eV at α= 6%, following an approximately
linear trend. However, also this effect is rather minor, considering that a strain of 6% corresponds to an
increase of the in-plane interatomic distances by 0.15 Å. The approach of stretching the material allows
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Table 3.11|Free energies ∆G of ORR intermediates adsorbed on h-BN/Ni(111) at various magnitudes of lateral expansion (α)
of the substrate. Data published in ref. 86.
Strain, α, % ∆G(OOH*) ∆G(O*) ∆G(OH*)
0.0 -1.949 -3.287 -5.031
2.0 -1.990 -3.372 -5.116
4.0 -1.969 -3.391 -5.104
6.0 -1.965 -3.451 -5.101
for some control over the intermediates’ binding energies, but tends to stabilize rather than destabilize
them as would be desirable for improving the ORR.
Thermodynamics of the ORR on h-BN/Cu
Fig. 3.22 shows the optimized structures of ORR intermediates on h-BN/Cu. In all cases, the bond
lengths and adsorption distances are very similar to those found on h-BN/Ni(111) and h-BN/Co(0001).
The O* species is adsorbed noticeably closer to the surface (1.35 Å) than the others and the O-O bond
length in OOH* is equally long as the O-B bond length in the same species. The B atom binding the
adsorbate is slightly displaced out of the h-BN plane in all cases.
Fig. 3.23 shows the free energy diagram for the ORR on h-BN/Cu(111). In addition to the free
energy profile (at U = 0) we also show the maximum potential at which all steps of this reaction are
still downhill in energy, which is 0.89 V, computed according to the CHE model. Without an external
potential, the OOH* species is bound with a ∆G of -0.99 eV, O* with -1.89 eV and OH* with -3.95 eV.
Compared to h-BN/Ni(111) and h-BN/Co(0001), all intermediates are bound less strongly by at least
1 eV, which significantly changes the overall profile of the reaction. The free energy differences between
each step are -0.99 eV, -0.90 eV, -2.06 eV, and -0.97 eV. These energy differences are fairly close to the
ideal -1.23 eV. The O* → OH* transformation deviates most strongly from this value, by 0.83 eV. The
free energy of the last step is comparable to the value of -0.80 eV on Pt(111),192 and constitutes a major
improvement compared to the overbinding noted above.
The weaker adsorption of all the intermediates compared to h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co improves the
usability of h-BN/Cu as an ORR catalyst. Since the profile is relatively smoothly downhill in energy for
all 4 steps, the reaction proceeds easily from a thermodynamic point of view. The binding of OOH* and
O* is somewhat weaker than it should be on an ideal catalyst, while is OH* bound more strongly.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.22|(a)–(c) ORR intermediates on h-BN/Cu(111). Numbers indicate bond lengths in Å. Atom
colors: B, green; N, blue; Cu, beige; O, red; H, white. Data published in ref. 86.
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Figure 3.23|Free energy profile of the ORR on h-BN/Cu(111).
∆G in eV, error bars indicate standard deviation obtained from
the BEEF-vdW ensemble. Dashed line shows the profile for an
ideal ORR catalyst. Green line shows the reaction profile at
an external potential of U =0.89 eV, the highest at which all
steps are still exothermic. Data published in ref. 86.
The external potential U can be increased up to a value of 0.89 V, until the reduction of OOH* to O*
ceases to be exothermic. The energy profile at this value of U is shown in Fig. 3.23 in green. It is a mea-
sure of the lost energy and thus of the quality of the catalyst. The calculated overpotential of the ORR
on h-BN/Cu is 0.34 V, which is somewhat lower than the theoretical192 (0.45 V) and experimental197
(0.40 V) values on Pt(111).† For the ORR on Pt, the reduction of OH* determines the overpotential and
weakening OH binding has been proposed to improve catalytic activity. In contrast, on h-BN/Cu the
reduction of OOH* is the limiting step, which could be alleviated by increasing the catalyst’s affinity to
O*.
The free energy difference between OOH* and OH* is about 3 eV which is close to values found
for transition metals151 and transition metal oxides.198 This value is substantially above the theoretical
minimum of 2.46 eV, but among the best reported so far. ∆G(OOH*)-∆G(OH*) serves as an instructive
descriptor in oxygen electrocatalysis and is found to be approximately 3.2 eV across a broad range of
materials. We analyze this quantity in greater detail below.
The error bars computed with BEEF-vdW are larger than those for the other h-BN/TM substrates.
Using the entire set of energies in the ensemble, we calculated a derived ensemble of overpotentials for
the reaction (see Section 2.3). This provides a distribution of values characterizing the confidence in
the predicted ORR activity of h-BN/Cu(111). The distribution of overpotentials for the ORR is shown
in Fig. 3.24(a). Each bar represents the probability with which h-BN/Cu(111) is predicted to have an
ORR overpotential in a particular voltage interval. Due to the uncertainty of the DFT calculations, the
overpotentials show a certain spread. And since each individual overpotential is a “worst-case” value
derived from four energy quantities, the distribution is wider than the error bars on the individual ∆G
values. There is an almost 50% probability that the ORR overpotential is smaller than 0.5 V, and 84%
probability that it is smaller than 0.7 V. This gives us high confidence that h-BN/Cu is a viable catalyst
also after accounting for potential calculation errors.
As mentioned above, the binding free energies and overpotentials do not take into account solva-
tion effects at the electrode–water interface. Previous calculations have shown that ∆G may have to
be corrected by 0.25 eV for OH* and 0.50 eV for O*.192 When these corrections are applied, the theo-
retical overpotential would increase to 0.59 V and the difference ∆G(OOH*)-∆G(OH*) would increase
to ∼3.21 eV. The ensemble of solvation-corrected binding energies then yields a distribution of overpo-
†For the cases of h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co examined above, the overpotential is in fact negative, implying that one would have
to “drive” the fuel cell with external voltage, rather than utilize its voltage output.
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Figure 3.24|Histogram of ORR overpotentials on h-BN/Cu determined with the BEEF-vdW ensemble: (a) Overpotentials
calculated directly from free energies. (b) Overpotentials calculated from free energies where ∆G(OOH*) and ∆G (OH*)
were shifted by 0.25 and 0.50 eV, respectively, in order to account for solvation effects. The red line indicates the integrated
histogram, i.e. the cumulated probability up to a given overpotential (right vertical axis). Data published in ref. 86.
tentials as shown in Fig. 3.24(b). Solvation effects may thus be significant enough to partially offset
the catalytic activity of the h-BN/Cu(111) surface, but accurate quantification is needed before these
conclusions can be drawn.
Trends and Correlations in ORR catalysis on supported h-BN
Looking at the complete data set of ORR intermediates, we identify trends that might allow one to
optimize the catalyst materials.
In the context of the O2 evolution reaction, it was found that materials generally obey the re-
lation ∆G(OOH*)-∆G(OH*) = 3.2 eV.198 When comparing our data, we find an average difference
∆G(OOH*)-∆G(OH*) of 3.09 eV for the various materials, largely in line with what is observed for
transition metals151 and oxides198 and slightly closer to the ideal value of 2.46 eV.
2.0 1.5 1.0
5.0
4.5
4.0
∆G(OOH ∗ ), eV
∆G(OH ∗ ), eV
1.15∆G(OOH ∗ )−2.81 eV
Figure 3.25|∆G(OH*) plotted as a function of ∆G(OOH*) for all substrate
materials. Dashed line is a linear fit to the data points, labelled with the cor-
responding equation. Solid lines indicate the point on the fitted curve where
the overall deviation of ∆G(OH*) and ∆G(OOH*) from their respective
ideal values is minimal.
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We observe a linear relationship between ∆G(OH*) and ∆G(OOH*), as shown in Fig. 3.25. h-
BN/Cu lies in the top right corner of the plot, with small (in absolute value) free energies, and h-BN/Co
and (strained) h-BN/Ni reside at the left side with larger adsorption free energies. An ideal ORR
catalyst with ∆G(O0H*) = -1.23 eV can be interpolated to have ∆G(OH*) = -4.23 eV, which is about
0.54 eV too low compared to the ideal value. The ideal ∆G(OH*) corresponds to a ∆G(OOH*) of
-0.76 eV – significant underbinding compared to the ORR catalyst. The ideal catalyst material as given
by the fitted function (with minimal overall deviation from both ideal binding energies) has values of
∆G(OOH*) = -0.96 and ∆G(OH*) = -3.92 eV (shown by the black lines in Fig. 3.25). According to the
correlation identified here, h-BN/Cu is essentially an optimal ORR material, where any improvement of
one ∆G value would worsen the other. The fairly large gap between h-BN/Cu and the other data points
would suggest that a number of materials with intermediate values of ∆G may still be found.
Summary: Oxygen Activation and Reduction on h-BN/Metal
The heterostructures h-BN/Ni(111), h-BN/Co(0001), and h-BN/Cu(111) can adsorb molecular O2
with ∆Gads up to -1.25 eV. This activates the molecule as indicated by a 24% elongation of the O–O
bond. Crucially, neither free h-BN nor the bare metal can cause this on their own. A promising
application for such a catalytic material is the oxygen reduction reaction. Our results indicate that
h-BN/Ni and h-BN/Co bind the final ORR intermediate, OH* too strongly to be viable, but h-BN/Cu
shows promise. We calculate an ORR overpotential of 0.34 V, comparable to that of the ORR on
platinum.
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4Two-Dimensional Metal-Organic Frameworks
As outlined in Chapter 1, well-defined two-dimensional materials are of prime importance for applica-
tions in nanoscience and technology. In this chapter we discuss one example of 2D materials beyond the
purely sp2-bonded covalent sheets like graphene and h-BN: 2D MOFs, obtained by interlinking suitable
multifunctional ligands with metal ions.
4.1 Introduction
TTPB and Metal-supported Networks
Using solid surfaces as a substrate to adsorb and prepare self-assembled networks is one of the major
research areas in surface science. Experimental characterization techniques such as STM and AFM
offer partial atomic-scale insight into the structure of these materials and are often complemented by
computational investigations.
TTPB has a sufficiently low molecular weight to be evaporated and deposited onto surfaces in situ
in an ultra-high vacuum STM chamber. Dienel et al. applied this technique to deposit TTPB on metallic
substrates (Au and Cu) in various conditions with different results. Fig. 4.1(a) shows individual TTPB
molecules adsorbed on an Au(111) surface at low coverage, evaporated at 385◦ C onto the room-
temperature substrate. Under these conditions the molecules do not aggregate and show no preferential
orientation. On the other hand, on Cu(111), most (>95%) TTPB molecules adsorb with the same
rotational orientation relative to the surface. Well-defined and selective adsorption is highly desirable
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.1|STM Images of: (a) Isolated TTPB molecules on a terraced Au(111) surface. (b) A small network of TTPB
molecules co-deposited with Fe atoms on Au(111) (c) A larger network of TTPB on Cu(111), achieved through co-deposition
of NaCl.
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to control the formation of ordered structures. Therefore, the alignment of TTPB on Cu(111) merits
further investigation.
As shown in Fig. 4.1(b), TTPB can form small porous aggregates on Au(111) when co-deposited
with Fe atoms. The observed islands are limited to lateral dimensions of a few repeat units. The STM
image faintly shows bridging metal atoms in the space between the terpyridyl groups, although the
metal could not be confirmed to be Fe. In contrast, when TTPB is co-deposited with NaCl on Cu(111),
large extended networks with lateral dimensions of 10s of nm are formed (Fig. 4.1(c)). The aggregates
appear to be bridged by metal atoms, forming a hexagonal lattice with pores of 2 nm diameter and 2 nm
distances between the centers of adjacent molecules. The number of bridging atoms, as well as their
identity and coordination number could not be determined experimentally.
The first part of this chapter explores the adsorption of TTPB on Au(111) and Cu(111), both with
and without metal atoms. Different lateral and rotational positions are considered, in order to inves-
tigate the site-selectivity of the adsorption. Furthermore, the effect of adsorption on the electronic
structure of the molecule is thoroughly investigated, as is the preference for and impact of cis and trans
conformations of TTPB.
Assembly of 2D Networks on a Water Surface
A popular method to synthesize extended 2D sheets is through the decomposition and/or assembly of
precursor molecules on suitable surfaces.199,200 However, some aspects of this approach limit its useful-
ness. Firstly, substrates are typically only reactive at the surface, leaving the bulk of the solid unutilized
for the reaction. Secondly, the solid with its rigidly placed binding sites limits the conformational flex-
ibility of adsorbed species and thus the range of accessible reaction products.201,202 Thirdly, removing
the final extended sheet from the support may be challenging.203 Alternative approaches to prepare 2D
sheets are thus highly desirable.
A promising route to prepare extended 2D coordination polymers or 2D MOFs using liquid water
as a substrate has recently been presented.15,204–206 The monomeric precursors are confined on the
surface of water, induced to form a dense layer by increasing lateral pressure, and linked with metal
ions present in the liquid phase to form large sheets.15,205 This way the liquid-vapor interface of water
is used as a “surface” on which the reaction occurs, while metal ions can be supplied from the bulk of
the solution and used to assemble an extended sheet. Such a substrate provides reactants from the bulk
liquid by diffusion, lightly and dynamically stabilize adsorbates, and allows easy removal of the sheet
by drying. Therefore all three issues mentioned above are overcome.
Fig. 4.2 shows a sketch of the steps involved in the formation of an extended network on a water
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.2|Assembly of a 2D MOF on a water surface: (a) Individual molecule confined at the surface. (b) Disordered film of
multiple molecules. (c) Metal ions from the liquid phase bound to ligand sites of the molecules. (d) Aggregation of monomers
into an ion-bridged extended network.
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surface. Molecules are spread on the surface, where they remain due to their insolubility (panel (a)).
As the lateral pressure is increased, molecules loosely aggregate into a disordered film (panel (b)).
After a solution of a metal salt has been added to the mixture, the ions diffuse to the surface and are
coordinated by the ligands (panel (c)). Finally, since the monomers are multifunctional, they are cross-
linked by the ions into a dense, topologically two-dimensional sheet supported by the water surface
(panel (d)).
Makiura et al. first used this technique for the layer-by-layer fabrication of MOFs with Co-porpyhrin
and pyridine building units, linked by Cu2+ ions.206 They were able to obtain a highly crystalline MOF
on a quartz substrate with exact control over the thickness (by repeating the reaction on water, a single
layer is deposited at each iteration). They also examined the structure and properties of this material
using various spectroscopic and x-ray techniques, finding that the 2D layers are laterally dense aggre-
gates whose optical adsorption increases linearly with the number of deposited layers.205 Schlüter et
al. made use of different precursor molecules, containing up to 6 terpyridyl units as ligands, inter-
connected with metal ions (Co2+, Ru2+, Zn2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, Fe2+).15 They were able to obtain large
two-dimensional monolayer sheets of sizes > 500×500 µm2 and to transfer them onto solid substrates
for characterization by TEM and AFM. The sheets were found to be of uniform single-layer thickness
and mechanically stable to span over 20×20 µm2 large holes of a TEM grid. Subsequent characteriza-
tion of these terpyridine-based sheets indicated that between 60 and 80% of ligand sites are occupied by
ions, depending on the specific monomer and metal.207 The linking ions can be easily exchanged (Zn2+
to Fe2+) also after the synthesis by exploiting the dynamic equilibrium between ions in the sheet and
in solution. This transmetalation can be targeted to specific parts of the sheet by applying lithographic
techniques.207 Related DFT studies were able to rationalize the partial metalation of the sheet with
the fact that only part of the counterions can be incorporated into the sheet, making it energetically
unfavorable to occupy more than 66% of ligand sites with ions. Furthermore, the elastic modulus of the
sheet could be computed in good agreement with AFM nanoindentation results.207 More recently, also
other types of networks assembled on water have been reported. In particular, Schlüter et al. were able
to produce a covalently linked sheet by photochemically polymerizing anthracene-based monomers at
an air/water interface.208
In order to understand the properties and assembly of terpyridine-based 2D MOFs from the on-water
polymerization described in here, detailed knowledge is needed at the molecular scale. This chapter
presents detailed studies of several aspects of this material. We perform MD simulations of free and Zn-
coordinated TTPB in the gas phase and on a substrate of liquid water, in order to elucidate the dynamic
properties of the monomer. Subsequently, we use MTD to quantify the free energy and the details of
Zn2+ uptake from the bulk water phase. The next step towards the assembly of extended 2D networks
is the formation of a TTPB-Zn-TTPB dimer, which we also study with MD and MTD methods. Finally,
we investigate the dynamics of a fully periodic (TTPB-Zn3)n polymer.
4.2 TTPB in the Gas Phase
As a preliminary study of the possible binding of metal atoms and ions to TTPB, we considered isolated
molecules in the gas phase. All stoichiometries of TTPB-Mn are computed for n= 1,2,3, with M = Fe2+,
Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, and the molecules were optimized, constrained to be planar, as expected for
adsorbed molecules.∗ The employed computational set-up is described in Section 2.3, with the revPBE
functional replaced by the canonical PBE96 formulation.
∗This constraint considerably facilitates convergence of the geometry optimization and simplifies the selection of an energy
reference for free TTPB. As will be seen in later sections, TTPB has a very high conformational flexibility with soft torsional
modes, leading to strong deformation of the molecule unless it is forced to remain planar.
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Ion Binding: Structure and Energetics
Table 4.1 shows the ion binding energy, ∆Ebnd, and the distances between N and the clos-
est metal (dN,M) and between the uncoordinated (dN,N) and coordinated N atoms (dMN,N) of
terpy units (sketched in Fig. 4.3). Depending on the number and species of bound metal
ions, the properties of the resulting coordination compounds vary to a considerable degree.
Figure 4.3|Sketch of 1,3,5-tris(4’(2,2’:6’2”-
terpyridyl))benzene (TTPB). Two metal atoms
bound by terpyridyl groups. N–metal (dN,M)
and N–N distances (dN,N, dMN,N) in bound and
unbound ligands indicated by black lines. Atom
colors: H, white; C, black; N, blue; Metal, yellow.
Without any bound metal, the terpy units are widest,
i.e. their dN,N is maximal. The pyridyl nitrogen atoms tend
to repel each other and the terpy site is thus spread wide.
If allowed, the pyridyl arms would likely turn to assume a
(partial) trans conformation in order to reduce this repul-
sive energy (this is explored further in the next section).
Bonding to a metal ion strongly compresses the involved
ligand moieties. The N atoms are about 0.6–0.8 Å closer
to each other than without a metal. This compression is
strongest for Ni, and least pronounced for Zn and Cu. dN,M
is on the order of 1.9 Å for all metal species.
When a metal is bound somewhere in the molecule, also
those terpy groups that are not coordinated adopt narrower
dN,N. Largely independent of the identity of the metal, dN,N
is about 4.33–4.39 Å in the case of n= 1, and somewhat
shorter for n= 2. This corresponds to a reduction by 0.2 Å
compared to unbound TTPB. The coordination of a metal
to one terpy unit thus seems to have a long-reaching effect
also on the others.
The distances dN,M compare well with available struc-
tural data, but tend to be shorter by about 0.1–0.2 Å, likely
due to the fact that Zn is only coordinated by 1 ligand rather than 2. The corresponding value from
an x-ray structure of Zn(terpy)2 is dN,M ≈ 2.15 Å.209 The Ni bis-terpy analog has dN,M = 2.08 Å.210
Similarly, dN,M for a bis-terpy Fe compound is reported as ∼1.96 Å211 and 2.25 Å for a derivative with
similar ligand group but bulkier substituents.212 For a Co(terpy)2 derivative, the experimental dN,M is
reported as 2.01 Å213 and 2.11 Å for a related Cu analog.214
The values of ∆Ebnd show a substantial variation with the coordinated metal ion. The absolute
values of ∆Ebnd are difficult to quantify accurately due to the challenge of computing an accurate
energy reference for a free ion. However, we can determine a hierarachy of relative binding strengths
for the ions (considering ∆Ebnd for n= 1):
Ni2+ > Co2+ > Fe2+ > Cu2+ > Zn2+
with Ni bound about twice as strongly to TTPB as Zn. This is somewhat at odds with an experimental
dataset on the binding enthalpies78 of M(terpy)2, that suggests the order
Cu2+ > Fe2+ > Ni2+ > Co2+ > Zn2+.
Here, the Cu > Fe group is transposed to the beginning of the hierarchy and Cu and Fe exchange
places. It should be noted, however, that only rough comparisons can be made from this data, since
the experimental values are determined at ambient temperature, in solution, for somewhat different
ligands bound in a 2:1, rather than 1:1 ratio.
It is also instructive to compare ∆Ebnd of a specific ion for different values of n. The higher the
loading of TTPB with metal ions, the weaker is each ion bound. The effect can be as large as 200–
300 kJ·mol-1 per bound ion between n= 1 and n= 3. This is further evidence of a long range influence
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Table 4.1|Properties of flat TTPB with n coordinated metal cations M in the gas phase: Binding energy per ion (∆Ebnd),
N–ion distance (dN,M), N–N distance in terpyridyl groups with (dMN,N) and without (dN,N) ions as shown in Fig. 1.6.
M n ∆Ebnd/n, kJ·mol-1 dN,M, Å dN,N, Å dMN,N, Å
0 — — 4.559, 4.544, 4.562 —
Fe
1 -548.5 1.877 4.340, 4.326 3.832
2 -461.6 1.886, 1.884 4.058 3.833, 3.829
3 -347.1 1.878, 1.881, 1.881 — 3.815, 3.811, 3.816
Co
1 -580.6 1.848 4.340, 4.333 3.748
2 -445.5 1.851, 1.851 4.296 3.763, 3.762
3 -278.1 1.921, 1.857, 1.892 — 3.807, 3.846, 3.769
Ni
1 -607.0 1.903 4.321, 4.332 3.826
2 -482.4 1.865, 1.865 4.363 3.770, 3.768
3 -390.5 1.849, 1.851, 1.851 — 3.738, 3.737, 3.738
Cu
1 -473.6 1.991 4.340, 4.349 3.956
2 -367.9 1.968, 1.966 4.193 3.923, 3.923
3 -251.1 1.937, 1.935, 1.935 — 3.867, 3.873, 3.870
Zn
1 -292.3 1.962 4.393, 4.395 3.943
2 -232.6 1.973, 1.973 4.225 3.947, 3.951
3 -169.7 1.980, 1.982, 1.984 — 3.947, 3.945, 3.944
among the binding sites, a type of inverse cooperative effect that disfavors binding of an ion, if other
binding sites are already occupied.
We also quantify the energy cost of bending the terpy ligand in-plane upon coordination of the metal.
For M = Zn, the energy cost of rearrangement of TTPB is 53.1 kJ·mol-1 for n= 1, 99.8 kJ·mol-1 for n= 2,
and 131.6 kJ·mol-1 for n= 3. This trend is not quite linear, as the average distortion energy per terpy
decreases with rising n. However, the mutual repulsion of the terpy-N atoms is significant in terms of
energetic cost associated with the reduction of dN,N.
Ion Binding: Inter-Site Effects
In order to elucidate the nature of the influence that an ion in one binding site has on the structure of
the other binding site, and on the binding of the subsequent ions, we examine the charge distribution in
TTPB with different degrees of metal loading. Table 4.2 lists the Hirshfeld charges of the N (averaged
for each terpy unit) and metal atoms for various degrees of metal binding. As would be expected, in
the absence of any bound ions, all pyridyl N atoms carry a negative partial charge of equal magnitude
(-0.35 e). Upon binding of 1 ion, the average N partial charge of that ligand group is reduced to a
value close to zero (-0.11–0.08 e), as electron density is redistributed to form coordinative bonds to
the ion. Furthermore, the partial charge on the other remaining (unbound) terpy groups decreases,
typically by about 15%. Binding of the second ion again significantly diminishes the partial charges of
the corresponding group, as well as that of the remaining unbound ligand. As the negative charge on
the free pyridyl groups is reduced, they repel each other less and the terpy unit contracts (as seen by
the decrease of dN,N with increasing n).
With increasing metal loading, less negative charge becomes available for each coordinative bond.
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Table 4.2|Average charges on N and metal atoms of the three terpy units in TTPB with different number of ions bound. Charges
determined according to Hirshfeld partititioning.
M n 0 1 2 3
Fe
qN -0.350 0.033 0.030 0.043
qN -0.351 -0.304 0.031 0.042
qN -0.351 -0.304 -0.257 0.043
qM — -0.663 -0.482 -0.419
Co
qN -0.350 0.081 0.087 0.040
qN -0.351 -0.306 0.087 0.087
qN -0.351 -0.305 -0.265 0.061
qM — -0.799 -0.733 -0.502
Ni
qN -0.350 0.061 0.099 -0.118
qN -0.351 -0.304 0.099 -0.117
qN -0.351 -0.303 -0.278 -0.117
qM — -0.822 -0.766 -0.694
Cu
qN -0.350 -0.113 -0.099 -0.079
qN -0.351 -0.306 -0.098 -0.078
qN -0.351 -0.306 -0.260 -0.078
qM — -0.257 -0.149 -0.039
Zn
qN -0.350 -0.056 -0.050 -0.042
qN -0.351 -0.317 -0.050 -0.043
qN -0.351 -0.316 -0.285 -0.044
qM — -0.265 -0.195 -0.137
The average partial charge on the bound metal decreases with growing n. Therefore, the terpy-metal
bonding per ion becomes weaker. Those metals where the change in binding energy with loading is
most pronounced also exhibit the greatest reduction in qM.
We therefore conclude that the long-range influence among the 3 terpy sites on TTPB is due to the
redistribution of partial charge and electron density. An incoming ion draws electrons away from the
entire molecule, thus reducing the binding capability of the remaining sites. Conceivably, this could be
ameliorated by augmenting TTPB with additional electron-rich groups that offset the charge lost due to
ion binding.
4.3 TTPB on Metal Substrates
As outlined above, experiments have focused on TTPB and its aggregates on Au(111) and Cu(111).
Particularly the function of Fe atoms for binding TTPB on Au(111) and the preferential orientation of
the molecule on Cu(111) can be further elucidated with calculations. This section presents adsorption
studies of TTPB on Au(111) and Cu(111), focusing on adsorption energetics, structural parameters and
the electronic structure of the adsorbate.
Laterally, the TTPB molecule can be placed in three high-symmetry adsorption positions, defined by
the center of the central phenyl ring: top, hcp, fcc. When the center is placed on an hcp site, the six
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C atoms of the phenyl ring alternate between fcc and top positions. Conversely, with the center in a
top position, the phenyl ring occupies hcp and fcc sites, and when the center is in the fcc position, the
adjacent C atoms are in hcp and top sites (for an illustration see Fig. 4.6).
TTPB on Au(111)
As observed with STM, TTPB readily adsorbs on Au(111), forming an unordered arrangement of
molecules at low coverage and small Fe-bridged networks. We model this by placing a single TTPB
molecule on Au(111) in the top, hcp, fcc positions, both with and without coordinated iron atoms.
The computational parameters are identical to the revPBE+D3 set-up described in Section 2.3, but the
standard PBE approximation96 is employed. Fig. 4.4 shows side and top views of optimized structures
of TTPBhcp/Au and TTPBhcp-Fe3/Au. In the former case, the molecule drifts from its starting position
to a nearly top configuration, during the geometry optimization and the pyridyl groups rotate slightly
towards the metal. For the latter, TTPB-Fe3 remains laterally in the initial hcp position and the pyridyl
groups also rotate slightly towards the metal surface. A similar lateral movement as for TTPBhcp/Au also
occurs for TTPBfcc-Fe3/Au, but in all other cases TTPB remains in its starting position. We rationalize the
movement of the molecule with the tendency to minimize the distance between N and surface atoms.
Table 4.3 summarizes the adsorption energies of TTPB (∆Eads), intramolecular N–N distances
(dN,N) and N–Au and Fe–Au distances for TTPB and TTPB-Fe3 in the three lateral positions. ∆Eads
ranges between -470 and -500 kJ·mol-1 for free TTPB and is around -1100 kJ·mol-1 for TTPB-Fe3. When
adsorbed without coordinated metal atoms, TTPB is most stable in the top position, which is preferred
by 30 kJ·mol-1 compared to fcc, the least stable one. The geometry optimization started from the hcp
position converges to an intermediate configuration between hcp and top (Fig. 4.4(a)), indicating that
the hcp configuration is not a (local) minimum. The major contribution to the binding of free TTPB
to Au is due to dispersion interactions (for the top configuration, the vdW part of ∆Eads amounts to
-539.1 kJ·mol-1).
Energy differences between the various lateral positions are less pronounced for TTPB-Fe3, but the
top position is again preferred. The three added Fe atoms more than double the ∆Eads of TTPB, due to
the strong binding of Fe to the surface, and the stable coordination of Fe to TTPB. Additional calculations
show that the binding energy of a single Fe atom on Au is between -638 kJ·mol-1 (in a top position) and
-502 kJ·mol-1 (on a bridge site). In the TTPB-Fe3 system (hcp configuration), the Au atoms are found in
intermediate positions, laterally about 0.7 Å from the closest high-symmetry site (top). With TTPB-Fe3
in the top configuration, the Au atoms come to reside about 0.5 ang from fcc sites, and for the molecule
in the fcc position, the metal atoms are closest to the hcp sites. The large energy differences between
(a) hcp (b) hcp, side view (c) hcp, Fe3 (d) hcp, Fe3, side view
Figure 4.4|Examples of optimized structures of TTPB and TTPB-Fe3 on Au(111). Atom colors: H, white; C, black; N, blue;
Fe, green.
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Table 4.3|Properties of TTPB and TTPB-Fe3 on Au(111) in several lateral positions: Adsorption energy (∆Eads), average
N–Fe distance (dN,M), average N–N distance in terpyridyl groups with (dMN,N) or without (dN,N) ions as shown in Fig. 1.6.,
distance of N to closest Au, dN,Au (min/avg/max), height difference ∆z between N atoms and central phenyl ring of TTPB.
Adsorbate Position ∆Eads, kJ·mol-1 dN,M, Å dN,N/dMN,N, Å dN,Au, Å ∆z, Å
TTPB hcp -487.1 — 4.624 2.687 / 3.260 / 3.667 -0.189
TTPB top -500.3 — 4.589 2.941 / 3.101 / 3.360 -0.295
TTPB fcc -470.5 — 4.508 3.515 / 3.620 / 3.750 -0.001
TTPB-Fe3 hcp -1128.2 1.885 3.775 3.189 / 3.247 / 3.323 -0.400
TTPB-Fe3 top -1138.8 1.908 3.707 2.941 / 2.990 / 3.084 -0.636
TTPB-Fe3 fcc -1134.7 1.891 3.753 3.050 / 3.214 / 3.469 -0.482
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Figure 4.5|Elevation map of top layer Au atoms for TTPB and TTPB-Fe3 in various lateral positions on Au(111).
various placements of the Fe atoms are not reflected in the ∆Eads differences between the various
placements of TTPB-Fe3.
As noted above for gas-phase TTPB, coordination to a Fe brings the outer N atoms of the pyridyl
groups closer together by∼0.8 Å also when TTPB is adsorbed on Au. For TTPB-Fe3, the variation of dMN,N
with the lateral position is slightly less pronounced than for TTPB, presumably because binding to the
metal restricts the conformational freedom of the pyridyl groups. The lateral position of TTPB strongly
influences the magnitude and variation of dN,Au in the optimized structures. The minimum dN,Au is
smallest for TTPBhcp, and largest for TTPBfcc. The latter is characterized by a small spread of dN,Au
(0.24 Å), while the former exhibits a fourfold larger spread of about 1 Å. The average dN,Au is typically
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somewhat above 3 Å, spanning a range of 0.52 Å for TTPB and 0.26 Å for TTPB-Fe3. This compares to
N–Au distances in Au terpy complexes (1.99 Å215) and for adsorbed pyridine on Au (2.46 Å216). The
average dN,Au correlates with ∆Eads, which is strongest for the lateral configuration with the smallest
dN,Au. dN,M is around 1.9 Å, largely independent of the lateral position of TTPB-Fe3, and is in the range
measured for Fe–terpy complexes.211
Upon adsorption, TTPB is distorted by rotating the pyridyl N atoms towards the surface to a varying
extent. This is captured by ∆z, the average difference in z coordinate between the central phenyl
ring of TTPB and the pyridyl N atoms. Without coordinated Fe atoms, TTPB is somewhat distorted
(∆z ≈ 0−−0.3 Å) or almost undistorted, depending on its lateral position. The most strongly adsorbed
configuration exhibits the highest ∆z, while the most weakly bound configuration is characterized by
an almost undistorted adsorbate. This trend is also observed for TTPB-Fe3, with a noticeably higher
magnitude of ∆z.
The different lateral positions of TTPB allow for a variation of N–Au distances and a different degree
of “bending” of the pyridyl groups towards the metal. As the N atoms are “active” for coordinative bonds
to the metal, the adsorption energies are thus modulated.
While there is a significant distortion of the flat molecule upon adsorption, the Au surface is also
deformed as TTPB interacts with it. Fig. 4.5 shows the z coordinate of the surface atoms optimized
structures with TTPB in several positions. In the case of TTPBhcp, the surface distortion is rather asym-
metric, as one surface atom near the top-left terpy unit is “pulled out” of the surface by ∼0.2 Å, due
to a strong interaction with the pyridyl nitrogen (cf. the atomic positions in Fig. 4.4 (a)). Gold atoms
around the one pulled out recede back below the level of the surface. For the other cases, the heightmap
approximately visualizes the “footprint” of TTPB, as the distortion preserves the general shape and sym-
metry of the molecule (Fig. 4.5(b)–(d)). The overall effect on the surface is stronger for TTPB-Fe3, as
the coordinated iron atoms strongly interact with their direct Au neighbors, and displace them from the
surface. TTPBfcc causes the smallest distortion of the surface (about 50% of the magnitude of TTPBtop,
not shown), presumably due to the weaker interaction, and significantly larger N–Au distances.
In conclusion, our results show that TTPB can adsorb rather strongly on Au(111), with some lateral
selectivity, as shown by the differences in ∆Eads. Coordination of Fe atoms significantly improves the
binding of TTPB to the surface, since the molecule strongly coordinates Fe, and Fe provides additional
interactions with surface atoms. ∆z and dN,Au indicate a deformation of the molecule, as N atoms tend
toward the surface where sterically possible. At the same time, depending on the interaction strength,
TTPB also distorts the topmost metal layer by pulling out and depressing Au atoms.
TTPB on Cu(111)
The second substrate studied for TTPB adsorption is Cu(111). The in-plane lattice constant of Cu
(2.55 Å) is significantly smaller than that of Au (2.88 Å), providing a better match with the interatomic
length scales in TTPB and thus the periodicity of a possible network. For example, the distance between
C1 and C3 in the TTPB-phenyl is 2.41 Å, so that both atoms can adopt an optimal adsorption position,
nearly commensurate with the surface lattice. This better match with the underlying lattice may serve
as a rationalization for the observed preferential orientation of TTPB on Cu(111).
Structures and Energetics
In order to elucidate the selectivity of the adsorption of TTPB on Cu, we placed the molecule in the
3 different lateral positions on the surface (Fig. 4.6), and rotated it by a varying angle. The center of
the central benzene ring was placed atop fcc, top, and hcp positions, and the molecule turned by Θ = 0,
30, 60, 90◦ relative to the (01) axis of the surface. The adsorption energies of TTPB in these various
configurations, ∆Eads are given in Fig. 4.7(a). The most stable configuration is that with the center
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(a) hcp (b) top (c) fcc
Figure 4.6|Optimized structures of TTPB in 3 different lateral positions on a Cu(111) surface. The adsorption position is
defined by the center of the central benzene ring relative to the surface metal atoms. For all molecules Θ=0◦. Atom colors:
H, white; C, black; N, blue; Cu, pink.
Φ, ◦ hcp top fcc
0 -556.6 -464.0 -534.0
30 -527.6 -524.0 -540.3
60 -538.0 -512.7 -541.5
90 -542.3 -522.9 -542.5
(a)
3.0 3.2 3.4
580
540
500
460
272.2d−1399.0
Eads,kJ ·mol−1
dCN,Cu
(b)
Figure 4.7|(a) Adsorption energies (∆Eads, kJ·mol-1) of TTPB on Cu(111) as a function of adsorption registry (of the central
benzene ring) and rotation angle of the molecule. (b) ∆Eads (TTPB) as a function of the average distance of C and N atoms
to substrate Cu. Dotted line shows linear fit. Markers indicate registry: crosses, top; circles, hcp; diamonds, fcc.
of the molecule atop an hcp site and Θ = 0◦, with ∆Eads = -556.6 kJ·mol-1, while a lateral shift to the
fcc position leads to the lowest ∆Eads of -464.0 kJ·mol-1. The other investigated configurations exhibit
intermediate values of ∆Eads, in the range -512– -542 eV. These differences in ∆Eads can rationalize
the preferential orientation of TTPB on Cu(111), since at low temperatures the hcp/0◦ configuration
should be most strongly populated.
In the search for an explanation of the different ∆Eads, the different adsorbate-substrate distances
due to the variation in position and rotation, may play a role. In Fig. 4.7(b) we plot ∆Eads as a function
of the average distance of C and N atoms (dCN,Cu) to the closest substrate Cu atom. The trend is not
perfectly linear, as the points at intermediate dCN,Cu show some variation in ∆Eads, but a correlation
is still rather apparent. The hcp/0◦ configuration is set apart from the others by a 0.05 Å smaller
adsorbate-surface distance, while top/0◦ has about 0.2 Å longer dCN,Cu than any other configuration.
From this we infer that for particular position/rotation combinations, the distances between TTPB and
“active” binding atoms on the surface are optimal and for others badly matching. Given the structure
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Figure 4.8|Elevation map of top layer Cu atoms for TTPB at 4 rotation angles in the hcp position on Cu(111).
of TTPB and the surface, this can rationalize the preferential orientation observed in the experiment.
In analogy to the presented results for TTPB/Au, Fig. 4.8 shows elevation maps for the series of
rotation angles with TTPB in the hcp position. The molecule leaves a footprint on the Cu surface, as
various surface atoms are displaced from their equilibrium positions. At Θ = 0◦, the height map reflects
the symmetry of the molecule very well, with six Cu atoms slightly depressed into the plane of the
surface. These displaced atoms are located under the C atoms with which the arms of terpy are attached
to the central pyridyl group. At 30◦, one particular Cu atom is pulled out from the surface rather far by
a pyridyl N, while two others also move upward somewhat. Comparing 0◦ and 60◦, the latter exhibits a
similar magnitude of distortion, but with a different symmetry. Here, the atoms underneath the central
pyridyl of terpy are slightly depressed, since there the molecule is closest to the surface. Finally, for
the case of Θ = 90◦, three Cu atoms are significantly pulled out of the substrate, partially conforming
to the symmetry of TTPB. One of the pyridyl arms rotates toward the surface, forming a ∼2.3 Å bond
with the closest metal atom. This is is the same observation as for the 30◦ case, now occurring on all
three terpy arms. As ∆Eads is significantly lower for Θ = 90◦, it is likely that the 30◦ system is in a
metastable configuration, and would energetically benefit from forming the full set of 3 N–Cu bonds.
However, the energetic cost of displacing atoms from the surface apparently (partially) compensates
the gain from forming stronger bonds, since the most stable system hcp/0◦ does not exhibit any such
bonds or signifcant distortions of the surface.
We conclude that the interaction between TTPB and Cu is governed by subtle variations of the “fit”
of the atoms of TTPB onto the Cu surface due to the lateral position and rotation. Configurations with a
good fit exhibit strong ∆Eads, and vice versa. This effect is especially pronounced as the surface lattice
constant of Cu matches the dimensions of TTPB well, leading to large effects of the molecule placement.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9|Top (a) and side (b) views of the electron density difference for TTPBhcp at 0◦ rotation. Blue isosurface indicates
accumulation of e-density, orange indicates depletion. Isovalues at ±0.005 and ±0.001 e/Bohr3
Electron Density Difference
While the interaction of TTPB with Cu is largely of a physisorptive nature (indicated by the ∼3 Å
separation between the molecule and metal, and the modest ∆Eads of -5– -6 kJ·mol-1 per atom), some
electron redistribution occurs upon adsorption. Fig. 4.9 shows an electron density difference map for
the TTPBhcp 0◦ system. Particularly, one observes a polarization of the pyridyl-N atoms, which lose some
electron density upon binding. This may indicate a partial coordinative bond of these N to the metal,
which would provide some additional chemisorptive contribution to the adsorbate-substrate interaction.
At the same time some electron accumulation is found around the central phenyl ring, and the C atoms
of the pyridyl groups. The side view of the electron density difference (panel (b)) shows the vertical
polarization of the molecule, with some electron accumulation between the surface and TTPB. The
overall magnitude of these effects is rather minor.
Projected Density of States
In order to examine the effects of adsorption on the electronic structure of TTPB, we plot the PDOS on
the pyridyl N atoms in Fig. 4.10 in the hcp and top positions for all considered rotation angles Θ. In
general, the molecular HOMO-LUMO gap is on the order of 1.8 eV, the highest occupied states having
predominantly px and py character and the lowest unoccupied states pz. The most stable configuration,
TTPBhcp/0◦, is characterized by a PDOS with three approximately equally spaced peaks between -1.8
and -2.8 eV, originating from px and py states.
As the molecule is rotated at this lateral position, the structure of this feature of the PDOS changes
markedly. At Θ = 30◦, the two deeper peaks largely merge into a single peak at an intermediate posi-
tion. Upon further rotation to Θ = 60◦, the three-peak structure of the initial configuration is restored.
Finally, at Θ = 90◦ the feature once again collapses to two peaks. The same behavior can be observed
for the s states, while the pz-DOS remains mostly unaffected by the rotation of the molecule.
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Figure 4.10|PDOS on N atoms and separated by angular momentum components for TTPB/Cu(111) in (a) hcp, (b) top
position as a function of rotation angle Θ.
Fig. 4.10(b) shows the same data for TTPB in a different lateral position, top. The rotation-
dependent structure of the occupied states close to the Fermi level is largely absent, and the three-peak
structure of the s and px, py feature is conserved for all rotation angles. A small exception to this is the
PDOS at Θ = 60◦, where the shape of these peaks slightly changes and the degeneracy of px and py is
not preserved.
Conformation of the Pyridyl Groups
An additional structural property of adsorbed TTPB that is not readily accessible experimentally is the
conformation of terpy. STM imaging cannot distinguish between the cis and trans conformations of the
pyridyl arms. In order to form extended networks, terpy has to adopt an all-cis conformation, which
is what the study above exclusively focused on. However, isolated monomers may also be present in
full or partial trans conformations, making it instructive to see the different properties and adsorption
characteristics of these species.
Alongside all-cis TTPBhcp, we prepared conformations with 1, 2, 3 and 6 of the pyridyl arms in trans
conformations, and optimized their structures. The relative energies of these species are plotted in
Fig. 4.11(a). As the graphic shows, an increasing number of trans pyridyl groups (ntrans) proportionally
reduces the total energy of the system. The increase very closely follows a linear trend, where each
flipping of a pyridyl group contributes ∼30 kJ·mol-1 of conformational stabilization energy. This is
evidence that TTPB will likely be present in (partial) trans conformations at finite temperatures. Since
the magnitude of the stabilization is rather substantial, relative to the overall variation in ∆Eads, trans-
TTPB will likely be more stable also as an adsorbed monomer.
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Figure 4.11|(a) Relative energies of TTPB as a function of the number of trans pyridyl groups. (b) Overlay of optimized
geometries of TTPB on Cu(111) with different pyridyl conformations: all-cis (purple), 1-trans (light green), 2-trans (orange).
Spheres indicate N atoms.
Fig. 4.11(b) shows optimized structures of all-cis , 1-trans and 2-trans TTPB superimposed onto each
other. It is evident that the changes due to the flipping of the pyridyl groups are localized only on that
group, and the rest of the molecule remains essentially unaltered.
The effect of the pyridyl conformation is also apparent in the electronic structure of the molecule.
As in the previous section, Fig. 4.12 shows the PDOS projected on TTPB N atoms, for all flipped confor-
mations. The top panel shows the all-cis conformation, with the 3-peak structure as described above.
When one pyridyl group is switched, the overall symmetry of the molecule is broken, affecting the de-
generacy of the px and pz states, altering chiefly the px peak shape. This effect is larger still for the
2-trans TTPB, where now also the py peak changes, compared to the top and second panels. When
three pyridyl groups are flipped (each on one of the terpy arms), the overall symmetry of the molecule
is restored – each terpy arm now has 1 cis and 1 trans pyridyl rest. Thus the px and py states become
indistinguishable once more, and the 3-peak shape of the PDOS resembles that shown in the top panel,
with somewhat changed amplitudes.
Summary: TTPB on Metal Substrates
Experimental evidence indicates that TTPB readily adsorbs on noble metal surfaces, with the
possibility to form networks by co-adsorption with Fe or NaCl. Our calculations of TTPB on Au(111)
indicate a preferred lateral position, with the center of the molecule in a top position. The addition of
Fe atoms significantly strengthens the binding to the metal. On Cu(111), TTPB is found to adsorb
with a preferential orientation. Our calculations confirm this observation, rationalizing it with a
significantly reduced N–Cu distance when TTPB is in the hcp position, oriented along the (01) axis of
the surface. The rotation of the molecules also influences their electronic structure, as seen in the
PDOS. The conformation of TTPB (cis or trans) influences its stability, each trans pyridyl group
stabilizes the molecule by ∼30 kJ·mol-1.
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Figure 4.12|PDOS on N atoms and by angular momentum com-
ponents for TTPB/Cu(111) in hcp position (Θ=0◦) for differ-
ent numbers of trans pyridyl groups.
4.4 TTPB Confined on a Water Surface
Based on reference 16.
Aside from metallic substrates, molecular networks of TTPB-like molecules have also been realized on
the surface of liquid water, by interlinking confined monomers.15 Also in this case, simulations can
provide valuable atomic-scale insight into processes that are not observable experimentally, and thus
complement the available results.
Before interlinking the monomers with metal ions, they are confined on the water surface as outlined
in Section 4.1. In this section we examine the dynamic properties of TTPB on H2O and the influence
of the adsorbate on the water surface. We then use MTD simulate the migration from the water bulk
to the ligand pocket of TTPB, quantify the free energy surface of the Zn2+ and study the diffusion and
binding process in detail. These results then provide the basis for the final section of this chapter, which
examines the properties and energetics of Zn-bridged TTPB dimers and networks on water.
Model
We carry out DFT-based MD and MTD simulations of an individual TTPB molecule adsorbed on a wa-
ter surface. The latter is modelled as a periodic slab of 482 H2O molecules occupying a volume of
30×30×16 Å3, with a vacuum region of ∼60 Å in the direction perpendicular to the surface. The di-
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ameter of the TTPB molecule is approximately 19 Å, which allows for a sufficient distance to decouple
the periodic replicas of the molecule. Fig. 4.13 shows the simulation cell with water and TTPB atop
it. The entire system is treated quantum-mechanically, using DFT with a dispersion-corrected PBE XC
functional, as introduced in Section 2.3.
Figure 4.13|Simulation cell with TTPB supported by 482
water molecules (shaded in blue). Vacuum region not to
scale. Atom colors: O, red; H, white; C, black; N, blue.
We simulate three different systems: A TTPB
molecule adsorbed on the water slab (“TTPBw”), a
TTPB molecule with 3 Zn2+ ions coordinated to the
terpy groups and Cl- counterions in the liquid phase
(“TTPBw-Zn3”), and, for comparison, a free TTPB
molecule in the gas phase (“TTPBg”). The TTPBw sys-
tem consists of one molecule in close proximity to the
water surface and we use MD to examine its dynamic
properties. In order to study the effect of the coordi-
nated Zn ion, we carry out the same simulation for the
TTPBw-Zn3 system, which is expected to show some-
what different dynamics on the water surface. We also
simulate a trajectory of TTPBg, which we then compare
to the water-supported systems in order to quantify the
influence of the liquid substrate. For each system, we
obtain NVT trajectories of at least 15 ps length, starting
from a pre-equilibrated water slab and statically opti-
mized TTPB.
Because of the dynamics of the liquid and the lack
of rigid adsorption sites, we expect a milder influence
of the surface than, e.g., on a metal or semiconductor
substrate. The confined molecule is larger and heavier
than water and can be expected to have an effect on the
structure of the water surface. In the first part of this section, we examine the properties of adsorbed
TTPB and H2O, respectively.
Besides the dynamics of TTPB, we also investigate the reaction of the molecule with Zn2+ taken
up from the liquid phase. As this reaction is a “rare event” on the timescale of our simulations, we
employ MTD.136 Here, an adaptive bias potential is applied in the reduced phase space of two CVs to
energetically discourage already explored regions of the configurational space and thus accelerate the
sampling (see Section 2.2). As CVs we choose the Zn–TTPB distance and Zn–N coordination number.
They are expected to span a configurational space in which the processes of interest here are well
described. The MTD trajectory is computed for a total of 60 ps, with deposition of hills every 50 steps,
beginning after 7.3 ps of unbiased MD. A quadratic wall potential is used to limit the distance between
Zn and TTPB to less than about 13 Å. The deposited hills are subsequently integrated to reconstruct the
underlying free energy surface (FES).
Dynamic Properties of TTPB
We monitor two structural parameters describing water-supported TTPB: intramolecular dihedral an-
gles and the out-of-plane distortion of the molecule.
The rotation of the pyridine rings of TTPB makes up a large part of its structural flexibility. The
“outer” pyridyl groups of TTPB can rotate around the C–C single bond connecting them to the central
pyridine, as shown by the yellow arrow in Fig. 4.14 (a). There are six such N–C–C–N dihedral angles per
TTPB molecule, which we collectively refer to as Φ. Furthermore, each terpy unit can rotate around the
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.14|(a) Rotation of a pyridyl unit around its C–C bond, described by the N–C–C–N dihedral angle Φ. (b) Rotation of
an entire terpyridyl unit around the central C–C bond, described by the C–C–C–C dihedral angle Θ. (c) Out-of-plane distortion
of TTPB, described by the perpendicular distances of atoms (red) to a best-fit plane (yellow) defined by the central benzene
ring. Atom colors: H, white; C, black; N, blue.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.15|Rotation of a pyridyl group (yellow highlight) of TTPB around its C–C bond. (a)–(d) 4 snapshots from MD
trajectory, with Φ ≈ 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦, respectively. Atom colors: O, red; H, white; C, black; N, blue.
single bond to the central benzene unit, giving rise to three equivalent C–C–C–C angles, Θ, indicated
by the green arrow in Fig. 4.14 (b). As there are no other single bonds in the molecule (besides those
to hydrogen), Φ and Θ together describe the entire intramolecular rotational flexibility of TTPB.
Another way to quantify the dynamics of the structure of TTPB is based on the deviation from the
molecule’s equilibrium shape. In the absence of external influences such as temperature, TTPB remains
flat, and is stable with the pyridyl units in both all-cis and all-trans conformations. We define the
distortion of the molecule, ∆d, as the mean distance over all atoms from a plane of best fit through the
central benzene ring,
∆d =
N∑
i=1
|ri − r0,i|
N
, (4.1)
where ri is the position of atom i, and r0,i is its projection on the plane (Fig. 4.14(c)). In the limit of a
perfectly flat molecule, ∆d is zero and rises as the molecule is distorted and loses planarity.
The two quantities, Φ and ∆d, are complementary, as various conformations of the molecule may
give rise to identical Φ or Θ, while having different values for ∆d, and vice versa. E.g., as long as the
molecule remains flat, Φ = 0◦ and Φ = 180◦ are characterized by the same ∆d = 0. Conversely, an
upward “bulging” of TTPB gives rise to nonzero ∆d, while preserving Φ = Θ = 0.
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Figure 4.16|Inner (Θ) dihedral angles of TTPB (C-C-C-C and N-C-C-N) for the (a) TTPBg, (b) TTPBw, and (c) TTPBw-Zn3
systems, respectively, as a function of time. Data published in ref. 16.
Dihedral Angles
Fig. 4.15 shows four snapshots from the MD trajectory of TTPBw, highlighting the rotation of a pyridyl
group around the single bond. This occurs rather rapidly, as TTPB is not stable in the all-cis con-
formation at the temperature of the simulation. Instead, some pyridyls adopt and remain in a trans
conformation, as the one shown in Fig. 4.15(c). In this case Φ has a value of 180◦. Typically, each terpy
remains with one pyridyl group in a cis and one in a trans conformation relative to the central pyridine.
Fig. 4.16(a)-(c) show the six angles Φ in TTPBg, TTPBw, and TTPBw-Zn3 as a function of time. In
TTPBg, most pyridine rings rotate outward within 1 ps, maximizing the distance between the N atoms.
This partial trans conformation then remains largely stable, with sizable fluctuations around the mean
dihedral angles and even 180◦ flips of some pyridyl groups. The TTPBw system is also characterized by
a similar number of trans pyridyl units, one of which in fact undergoes a 360◦ turn and only thereafter
adopts the trans conformation (shown in the sequence in Fig. 4.15). Compared to TTPBg, however,
the fluctuations around the equilibrium angles are significantly smaller in amplitude. In TTPBw-Zn3,
the coordination of the Zn ion by the 3 ligands leads to stable bonds that prevent large rotations.
Fluctuations of Φ are centered around zero for all six angles. Evidently, all pyridyls remain in the cis
conformation, held there by the bound ions. Metal coordination can thus successfully and selectively
restrain the torsional flexibility of the molecule.
The angles Θ show slightly different behavior (not pictured). In TTPBg, the terpyrdine units rotate
almost freely around the single bonds, without settling into a stable conformation on the timescale of
the simulation. In contrast, in both TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3, the terpy moieties adopt a mean Θ ≤ ±30◦
and fluctuate around it with a small amplitude. As for the case of Φ, the dominating stabilizing influence
is the presence of the water substrate, whereas the coordination of Zn ions to terpy does not significantly
affect rotation of the whole unit.
After the pyridyl and terpy groups have adopted a stable conformation (cis or trans for the pyridyls),
they fluctuate around an average dihedral angle Φavg. Similarly, the terpy units fluctuate around Θavg,
determined from the overall trajectory, excluding the first 2 ps. In Fig. 4.17(b) and (c) we plot the
distributions of the deviations ∆Φ = Φ − Φavg and ∆Θ = Θ − Θavg, aggregrated for all equivalent
angles in the molecule, for TTPBg, TTPBw, and TTPBw-Zn3. The distributions follow a clear trend in the
first instance, obvious from the shape of the curves, and well-represented also by the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the peaks. The greatest fluctuation of angles occurs in the gas phase. The distri-
bution significantly narrows once the molecule is brought into contact with the water surface. The peak
width is reduced by almost 60% for ∆Φ. Coordination of Zn additionally increases the conformational
rigidity of the molecule, keeping all fluctuations within 30◦ of the equilibrium angles, further reducing
the FWHM by 28%.
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Figure 4.17|Histograms of deviation of dihedral angles from equilibrium value for TTPBg, TTPBw, and TTPBw-Zn3: (a) Outer
dihedral angles (∆Φ). (b) Inner dihedral angles (∆Θ). Data updated based on ref. 16, where the distribution of one angle Θ
in TTPBw-Zn3 included an error that made the histogram appear narrower.
For the dihedral angles Θ, the distribution narrows by 47% with adsorption. Subsequent metal
coordination has little influence on the distribution of ∆Φ, reducing the FWHM by only 2◦. This is
consistent with the intuition that ion binding in the terpy pocket should not influence the rotation
around the central benzene. Overall, the ∆Θ distributions are narrower than those of ∆Φ, because the
rotation of the whole terpyridine unit is sterically hindered compared to that of an invidiual pyridyl
group. The terpyridine moiety is significantly larger and heavier, and thus rotates more slowly, and is
more strongly impeded by the water substrate.
These data indicate that the liquid substrate exerts a stabilizing and confining influence on the
TTPB molecule. Intramolecular rotations of TTPB are restricted and reduced, as shown by both the
distributions of ∆Φ and ∆Θ.
Distortion of the Molecule
In Fig. 4.18(a) we plot the time dependence of ∆d for all three simulations. It rapidly increases from
its initial value of zero in the first ps. At equilibrium, the distortion fluctuates around ∆d ≈ 2 Å for
TTPBg, and ∆d ≈ 1 Å for TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3. The molecule in the gas phase reaches a much higher
distortion, and exhibits stronger variations. TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3 fluctuate with a smaller amplitude
around a mean ∆d only about half as large as that of free TTPB. Fig. 4.18(b) shows distributions of ∆d.
TTPBg shows the highest FWHM (0.47 Å), while the distributions for TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3 are rather
similar, with FWHM 0.353 and 0.408 Å, respectively.
In contrast to the fluctuation of the dihedral angles Φ, the coordination of the metal ion has little
effect on the molecule’s out-of-plane distortion. This is an indication that the predominant contributions
to the distortion of the molecule are the rotation and deformation of the entire terpy units, rather
than of the individual pyridyl groups. In fact, fixing these groups with Zn does not reduce ∆d. The
rotation of the terpy unit has a greater contribution to ∆d, as the atoms far from the axis of rotation are
further away from the best-fit plane (Fig. 4.14(c)). Additionally, this quantity also captures “vertical”
displacement of the atoms, due to bending of the molecule, which is presumably greater in TTPBw-Zn3,
due to the greater torsional rigidity of the terpy units.
The influence of the substrate on the out-of-plane distortion of TTPB is evident. The water surface
confines the molecule while still allowing a certain degree of structural freedom. In this respect the liq-
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Figure 4.18|Distortion of the adsorbate (a) Distortion ∆d of TTPBg, TTPBw, and TTPBw-Zn3 as a function of time. (b)
Distribution of molecular distortions. Horizontal bars indicate estimates of the FWHM. Data published in ref. 16.
uid surface acts as an intermediate-strength support, between a rigid solid surface and the unrestrained
gas phase molecule.
Influence of TTPB on the Water Support
Having quantified the influence of the support on TTPB, we now examine the reverse, i.e. the adsor-
bate’s impact on the structure and properties of H2O. It has been shown that structural and dynamic
properties of water change near an interface with air or vacuum.153,217,218 In our simulation, roughly
30% of one side of the water slab is covered by the TTPB molecule, while the opposite side is a bare
water surface. It is thus possible that the presence of the adsorbate changes the interface properties,
compared to those of the bare interface. We compare the two sides in order to characterize the effect
of the adsorbate.
For this purpose we monitor the liquid density as a function of depth and the internal structure of
the liquid as characterized by the hydrogen bonding network.
Density Profile
We compute the density of the water slab as a function of depth (z) in intervals of 2 Å. By fitting the
expression
ρ(z) =
ρ0
2
(
1 + tanh
(
−z − zG
δ
))
(4.2)
to the density data (from both sides), we obtain values for the bulk density ρ0 = (1.05 ± 0.01) g·cm-3,
the interface thickness δ= (1.46 ± 0.20) Å and the location of the Gibbs’ dividing surface, zG, at val-
ues of -16.34 Å and -1.01 Å (averages for217tpw and TTPBw-Zn3 simulations). The presented ±values
correspond to standard deviations for the four independently obtained fitted quantities. ρ0 and δ are
nearly identical on both sides of the slab for TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3, and the averages agree well with
previously reported data (δ= 1.1,153 1.71 Å,217 ρ0 = 0.98,153 1.01 g·cm-3 217).
Fig. 4.19 shows the density profiles and fitted functions for TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3. The right-hand
side of the plots (values around z= 0 Å) are those in contact with the TTPB molecule. In general, the
curves fit the points very well and converge essentially to the same bulk densities from left and right.
Both visually and quantitatively, the TTPB-exposed sides show no difference to the bare surfaces. The
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Figure 4.19|Density profile of water slabs along the direction perpendicular to the surface. Points fitted to Eq. 4.2. (a) TTPBw,
(b) TTPBw-Zn3. Data published in ref. 16.
slightly lower bulk density found for TTPBw-Zn3 (left curve), is likely due to the presence of counterions
in the liquid, which displace water molecules and thus lower the density.
Based on the density profiles, we observe no significant effect of the adsorbate on the overall struc-
ture of the water slab.
Hydrogen Bond Populations
We subdivide the water slab into 4 vertical regions with a thickness of 4 Å (Fig. 4.20), and investi-
gate differences between the hydrogen bonding (H-bonding) network in the bulk and near the free
and covered surfaces. An H-bond is defined by two H2O molecules, for which dOO < 3.5 Å and
6 OHO > 140◦.153 In the H-bond network, water molecules can be categorized based on the num-
ber of donor (D) and acceptor (A) H-bonds. Most are bound by 2–4 H-bonds: 1 donor/1 accep-
tor (DA), 2 donors/1 acceptor (DDA), 1 donor/2 acceptors (DAA), 2 donors/2 acceptors (DDAA).153
Figure 4.20|Vertical subdivision of H2O
slab into regions I–IV. Data published in
ref. 16.
Fig. 4.21(a) and (b) show the probabilities for the various
donor/acceptor combinations as a function of depth for TTPBw and
TTPBw-Zn3, respectively. In both simulations, the two middle re-
gions contain predominantly DDAA species, as expected in bulk
water. The probability of DDAA bonding in the regions II and
III ranges from 0.62 to 0.67, with slightly higher values found
in the TTPBw simulation. This value is in line with previous
reports. Using the BLYP functional, Baer et al.153 determine a
value around 0.5 using the same H-bond definition as this work,
while other studies find 0.40218 and 0.84,217 using different def-
initions and methods. The free surface is characterized by an in-
creased incidence of the other three species, reducing the num-
ber of DDAA by approximately one third (TTPBw) to one quar-
ter (TTPBw-Zn3). Qualitatively this agrees well with previous re-
ports,217 but it should be noted that we use a rather coarse vertical
partitioning of the water slab, which may not fully capture the rapid change in the species’ distribution.
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Figure 4.21|Hydrogen bond patterns in the water slab. Populations of H2O molecules in particular H-bond envrionments in the
4 vertical regions for (a) TTPBw, (b) TTPBw-Zn3. The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the H-bond population
over 2 ps sub-blocks of the trajectories. Data published in ref. 16.
For the case of TTPBw the surface covered by the adsorbate exhibits a distribution of H-bonds roughly
half-way between those of the free surface and the bulk regions. Compared to the free surface, the
fraction of DDAA species increases from 0.41 to 0.54, while the fraction of DA species decreases by
approximately 50%. Compared to the bulk-like region, the fraction of DDAA species decreases from
0.65 and the occurrence of DA molecules roughly doubles. On the other hand, the DAA and DDA
water molecules are approximately equally common on the free and covered surface sides, exhibiting
increased probabilities compared to the bulk. In the TTPBw-Zn3 simulations, the differences in DDAA
frequencies between the covered and free surfaces are less pronounced. The fraction of DA species is
about 40% lower on the TTPB-covered side and the occurrence of DAA species is somewhat higher. Fur-
thermore, we note a small number of double-acceptor (AA) species on the TTPB-covered side, that are
almost completely absent from all other vertical regions. Generally, the TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3 systems
exhibit quite similar depth-dependencies of their H-bond distributions. It should be noted that in the
TTPBw-Zn3 simulation, a total of 6 Cl– ions are present in the bulk liquid, which may account for some
of the differences in H-bonding patterns between the two simulations.
Our results agree with previous conclusions about the distributions of H-bonds near the air-water
interface. Furthermore, they suggest that the adsorbate has a subtle influence on the H-bonding pattern
of near-surface water molecules, reordering them to affect the frequencies of different donor/acceptor
combinations.
Zn2+ Ion Insertion from the Liquid Phase
Once the TTPB monomer is confined at the water surface, the next step in the formation of a MOF is the
coordination of metal ions, which serve as linkers between molecules. This process involves diffusion
of the ions from the liquid phase to the surface and subsequent formation of 3 coordinative Nterpy–Zn
bonds. Having established that Zn2+ binds to the terpy moieties of TTPB in a stable way (vide supra),
we now examine the transition
TTPB(ads) + Zn2+(aq) ⇀↽ TTPB−Zn(ads)
in detail, focusing on one isolated ion uptake rather than the saturation of all three ligand sites.
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Figure 4.22|Collective variables in MTD run as a function of time: (a) nZn,N and (b) dZn,TTPB. Data published in ref. 16.
We use MTD to accelerate the simulation of the process. As CVs, we choose the distance from Zn to
the center of TTPB, dZn,TTPB and the Zn–N coordination number, nZn,N. Starting from a configuration
with Zn2+ rather far away from the molecule, along the metadynamics trajectory we expect dZn,TTPB
to decrease and eventually nZn,N to increase from 0 to 3, i. e. full coordination of Zn by terpyridine. As
the simulation goes on, the bias potential should drive Zn2+ out of the complex back into the solution.
We can thus elucidate the molecular details of ion binding and describe the energy landscape of the
process.
Fig. 4.22 shows the 2 CVs as a function of time. After the bias potential is activated (t ≈ 7.3 ps) and
some hills have been deposited, the coordination number rapidly increases to full binding at nZn,N = 3,
concurrently with a drop of dZn,TTPB from 12 to 8 Å. The bias potential then partially breaks the N–
Zn bonds again, leading to intermittently decreased n (at a constant distance d), until Zn eventually
leaves the ligand completely and reaches a position under the center of mass of TTPB (dZn,TTPB ≈
0 Å). Subsequently, the ion oscillates between partially bound and unbound configurations, reaching a
situation of full coordination again after ∼55 ps. This indicates that the space spanned by the CVs has
been sampled to a sufficient degree.
Ion Insertion: Free Energy and Mechanism
We plot the free energy data as a function of the two CVs, as well as a minimum-energy path for the
first Zn2+ uptake event in Fig. 4.23(a). The free energy profile along this path is shown in Fig. 4.23(b),
with minima and barriers labelled for comparison. Starting from bulk water (point 1) the ion has
to escape a minimum of 430 kJ·mol-1 due to the solvation free energy, overcomes a barrier of about
165 kJ·mol-1 (point 2) and settles into a wider and deeper minimum somewhat closer to TTPB (-
520 kJ·mol-1, point 3). The ion then traverses a second barrier (point 4) until it is bound by the first
pyridyl group (nZn,N = 1). After a final, smaller barrier (127 kJ·mol-1, point 6), TTPBw-Zn3 is formed,
characterized by a very narrow minimum with a depth of -388 kJ·mol-1 (point 7).
The FES exihibits a number of minima. Most notable is a broad and deep “valley” with uncoordi-
nated Zn (nZn,N ≈ 0) at the center of mass of TTPB up to dZn,TTPB ≈ 8 Å with Zn solvated by H2O in a
bulk-like environment. There is also a broad minimum for nZn,N between 1 and 2 (point 5), where the
ion is partially coordinated by TTPB and still has substantial freedom of movement.
Among the configurations with coordinated Zn, full binding to the terpyridine unit has the narrowest
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Figure 4.23|(a) Reconstructed free energy surface (FES) of Zn2+ uptake from solution, as a function of Zn–N coordination
number, nZn,N, and distance from Zn to the center of the TTPB molecule, dZn,TTPB. Minimum energy path representing the
first Zn2+ uptake event from bulk water (black). Significant points (minima, barriers) numbered 1–7. (b) Free energy profile
along the minimum energy path shown in (a). Data published in ref. 16.
Figure 4.24|Path of Zn2+ ion from the bulk liquid to
TTPB until the first ion binding occurs. Atom colors:
O, red; H, white; C, black; N, blue; Zn, yellow.
and steepest minimum. We rationalize this situation with the competition between entropy and binding
enthalpy. While configurations with a higher number of Zn–N bonds are energetically more stable, they
also increasingly restrict the conformational freedom of TTPB and the movement of Zn, making these
microstates entropically disfavored. Furthermore, the vastly larger number of configurations with Zn
in solution increases the statistical probability of the unbound state, thus leading to deeper free energy
minima for dissolved Zn. The unbound states are sampled more frequently by the MTD trajectory,
producing the corresponding minima in the MTD representation of the free energy surface.
The fact that the TTPBw-Zn3 complex is thermodynamically higher in energy than the unbound
state does not preclude the formation of larger clusters and extended networks. In the single metal-
linker complex Zn is coordinated by three pyridyl groups and the binding interaction is exceeded by the
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Figure 4.25|Snapshots of MTD trajectory illustrating the first Zn2+ binding event to TTPB. (a) Ion approach; Formation of
(b) first, (c) second, and (d) third N–Zn bonds. Atom colors: O, red; H, white; C, black; N, blue; Zn, yellow. Data published
in ref. 16.
entropic contributions described above. When the Zn ion bridges two TTPB molecules, it is coordinated
by six pyridyls, which should approximately double the binding enthalpy. Furthermore, when fully
coordinated by pyridyls, Zn is shielded from water molecules, and less likely to re-enter the aqueous
phase. Thus, the lower thermodynamic stability of TTPBw-Zn3 is due to the conditions imposed in the
simulation, but should not adversely affect our conclusions on the mechanism of ion insertion as such.
Ion insertion is a necessary first step towards the formation of 2D sheets, which will be discussed further
in the last section of this chapter.
Fig. 4.24 shows the path of the Zn ion through the liquid from the start of MTD hill deposition up
to the first full binding to TTPB. The ion spends some time at its initial position in the bulk of the liquid
and then follows a straight line to a point roughly halfway to the terpy group (corresponding to point
3 in Fig. 4.23). It spends some time there, as the bias potential increases to overcome the barrier (at
point 4 of the MEP). From there, Zn again follows a straight line, all the way up to the terpy group. In
terms of free energy, this step goes downhill, approaching the wide minimum around point 5. Once the
ion has traversed most of the distance to the pyridyl ligands, it begins to bind.
The 4 snapshots shown in in Fig. 4.25 illustrate the relevant steps of the binding process. Zn ap-
proaches the binding site (panel (a)), and the first pyridyl group coordinates the ion (panel (b)), effec-
tively pulling it farther out from solution. Then the central ligand forms the second bond to Zn (panel
(c)). The final pyridine ring, taking advantage of the conformational flexibility allowed by the liquid
substrate, rotates by 180◦ (between panels (b) and (d)) and completes the 3-fold coordination.
Solvation and Coordination of Zn2+
In order to bind to the molecule at the surface, Zn diffuses from the bulk towards the surface. We
define the first solvation shell of Zn2+ as containing all water molecules whose oxygen atoms are within
2.2 Å of the ion. Conceivably, the ion can either move independently of its solvation shell and tran-
siently bind different H2O molecules along the diffusion path, or move along with its first solvation
shell, coordinated by the same H2O over extended time and distance. The barriers for each of these
mechanisms should determine the preferred one. As a first step towards answering this question, we
plot the distribution of Zn–OH2O (nZn,O) versus the Zn–Nterpy coordination (Fig. 4.26(a)). As expected,
there is an inverse relationship between the two quantities. In bulk-like situations with a 4- to 5-fold
solvation of Zn, the ion is not coordinated by the Nterpy atoms. Conversely, the bound Zn retains on
average two solvating water molecules that coordinate axially from below and at the fourth equatorial
position on the open side of the terpyridine.
Between the limits of full solvation and full complexation, the two coordination numbers are in-
versely correlated, with several spots of particularly high occurrence. The combinations of integer
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Figure 4.26|(a) Correlation of Zn solvation (O coordination, nZn,O) with Zn binding (N coordination, nZn,N) to TTPB,
throughout the MTD simulation. Color bar shows frequency per x/y bin times 1000. (b) Time-resolved structure of the Zn
solvation shell. Each horizontal bar represents one H2O molecule in the vicinity of the metal. Colors indicate the O–Zn distance
of that molecule over time. An estimate of the number of solvating molecules can be calculated by counting the number of
black spots at a particular time. Data published in ref. 16.
numbers 4/0, 3/0, 4/1, 3/1, 3/2, 2/2, 2/3 (nZn,O/nZn,N) can be recognized in the plot. Thus, Zn
maintains an environment of 4 to 5 ligands at all times. Particularly, while the ion is partially bound to
1 or 2 Nterpy, it remains coordinated by 3 water molecules.
The structure of the bulk solvation shell of Zn2+ has not been unambiguously determined, 4-, 5-,
and 6-fold coordination by water are all possible. Our results point to a solvation shell consisting of 4
H2O molecules, with additional solvent located in close proximity (partially contributing to the counting
function we use to determine n). This is consistent with a recent study that determined the free energy
minimum for Zn(H2O)42+ to be the lowest of the three solvation modes by a narrow margin, and found
low barriers of interconversion.219
Over the course of the entire simulation, 16 water molecules come to reside within 2.2 Å of Zn, and
thus make up a part of the ion’s solvation shell. The O–Zn distance of each of those molecules is plotted
as a function of time in Fig. 4.26(b). Each row represents one H2O molecule, and the color indicates
dZn,H2O. Yellow to orange shows varying degrees of proximity, while black signifies solvation of the
ion. Some molecules only solvate Zn very briefly, but others remain attached to the ion for most of the
simulation.
At the start of the trajectory, 4 molecules surround Zn, moving upward through the solution with
the ion until it is fully bound by TTPB (at approx. 10 ps). Subsequently, it is other molecules that
partially solvate the complexated ion. As the metal then leaves the ligand, it “picks up” three of the
water molecules that initially solvated it in the bulk, and maintains a transient attachment to a fourth
molecule that is replaced multiple times. After some time in a bulk-like solvation environment, Zn is
once again taken up by terpyridine, reducing its solvation to two and three water molecules. At the
end of the simulation, half of the initial solvation shell has been exchanged, while the other half is still
comprised of molecules that solvated Zn at the outset.
This behavior leads us to conclude that instead of overcoming the solvation free energy and reat-
taching in a different solvation environment, Zn can move with its first solvent shell largely intact as
it diffuses through the solution. Apparently, it is energetically preferable to move a large Zn(H2O)4
quasiparticle through loosely bound water, rather than to break the comparatively stronger Zn–OH2
bonds while moving the Zn ion by itself. Water exchange in the ion’s solvation shell appears to be
independent of the diffusional movement of Zn, occurring on longer timescales. Eventually, assisted
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by the intermittent binding to the ligand, the solvent shell would be fully exchanged for “other” H2O
molecules.
Summary: TTPB Confined on a Water Surface
The liquid-gas interface of water can be used as a dynamic surface on which to adsorb/confine TTPB.
This substrate mildly stabilizes the molecule, while maintaining a certain degree of conformational
flexibility. TTPB’s freely rotatable bond angles fluctuate considerably less than in the gas phase and
the pyridine ligands can coordinate Zn2+ ions in a stable way. Due to the liquid nature of the
substrate, solutes in the aqueous phase can diffuse upward to the surface and react with the
adsorbate. For the prototypical case of Zn2+ uptake and coordination from water, a stepwise reaction
with the three pyridine moieties leads to an energetically stable but entropically unfavorable bound
state. Remarkably, as the metal ion migrates, it largely retains its first solvation shell and is also
coordinated by the same water molecules after temporarily binding to TTPB.
4.5 TTPB Dimers and Networks on Water
Having exhaustively characterized an individual TTPB molecule on water and its ability to bind Zn, the
focus now shifts to the Zn-bridged TTPB dimer and to fully periodic networks. As above, the section
begins with an overview and comparison of the properties of the free and water-supported dimers,
TTPB2g-Zn and TTPB2w-Zn, from MD simulations. Further, we use MTD to quantify the binding free
energy of TTPB2w-Zn, in order to assess the stability of the 2D MOF. Emphasis is also placed on the
mechanism of breaking the dimer. The last part of this section introduces a model of a fully periodic 2D
MOF based on a TTPB2 unit cell, where all terpy units are bridged by Zn2+ to form the network.
Dynamic Properties of the TTPB Dimer
As an extension of the detailed characterization of the dynamic structure of TTPBw and TTPBw-Zn3
above, we examine a number of structural properties that are unique to TTPB2g-Zn and TTPB2w-Zn.
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Figure 4.27|(a) Overview of distinct N–Zn distances in the binding region of a supported TTPB dimer: axial, daxN,Zn, water-
exposed, dsuppN,Zn and vacuum-exposed, d
vac
N,Zn and inter-terpy angle ΦT,T. (b) Distributions of ΦT,T.
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Figure 4.28|Distributions of N–Zn distances (Å): axial: daxN,Zn, water-exposed: d
supp
N,Zn and vacuum-exposed: d
vac
N,Zn for (a)
TTPB2g-Zn and (b) TTPB2w-Zn.
The Zn binding site, with the ion coordinated by two terpy units from different TTPB, is schematically
shown in Fig. 4.27(a). The two terpy units form an interplanar angle ΦT,T, modeled here as the angle
between two best-fit planes through the central pyridine and the two adjacent carbon atoms to the
pyridyl arms. Overall the binding site has six N–Zn distances: Two of them are “axial” bonds, to the
central pyridyl groups of each terpy, referred to as daxN,Zn. Two of the “equatorial” bonds point “up”, i.e.
are exposed to the vacuum side of the dimer, dvacN,Zn, while two bonds face the water-supported side,
dsuppN,Zn.
Fig. 4.27 (b) shows the distribution of ΦT,T for TTPB2g-Zn and TTPB2w-Zn. In the absence of the
supporting water, ΦT,T is approximately evenly distributed around a mean of 91.8◦ with a FWHM of
20.75◦. For TTPB2w-Zn, on the other hand, the angle is considerably sharper, with a mean value of ΦT,T
= 68.7◦. The distribution is also significantly narrower, characterized by an FWHM of 13.42◦.
Several conclusions about the dynamic structure of TTPB2-Zn can be drawn from these data. Un-
supported TTPB2-Zn essentially maintains the octahedral environment expected around a sixfold coor-
dinated metal ion, as there is no substrate that would make the system asymmetric and “flatten” the
octahedron equatorially. On the other hand, TTPB2w-Zn appears to lie flatter on the water substrate, as
shown by the reduction of ΦT,T in comparison to the value for TTPB2g-Zn. Furthermore, the flattened
binding site of TTPB2w-Zn fluctuates considerably less than that of TTPB2g-Zn. Evidently the water sup-
port exerts a similar conformational stabilization onto the dimer as noted above for TTPBw. Without
this support, it is only the N–Zn bonds and repulsion of terpy units that stabilize ΦT,T, giving rise to
much larger fluctuations at 300 K around an expected angle of 90◦.
The various interatomic distances found in the dimer binding site allow for further characterization.
Fig. 4.28 (a) shows the distributions of Zn–N distances in TTPB2g-Zn. The curves are slightly skewed
towards greater distances, with mean values of 2.10 Å for daxN,Zn, and 2.26 Å for d
supp
N,Zn and d
vac
N,Zn.
† The
distributions of dsuppN,Zn and d
vac
N,Zn are essentially identical, as all involved pyridyl arms are equivalent in
the absence of the water surface. The same distributions are plotted in Fig. 4.28 (b) for TTPB2w-Zn.
Here, the mean values for daxN,Zn, d
supp
N,Zn, and d
vac
N,Zn are 2.10 Å, 2.18 Å, and 2.37 Å, respectively. Due to
the water support, dsuppN,Zn and d
vac
N,Zn now differ significantly in their behavior. d
vac
N,Zn has a much broader
distribution, shifted to a larger mean value.
†The shapes of the distance distributions are reminiscent of upside-down Lennard-Jones or Morse potential curves, with their
steeper decay of the repulsive contributions compared to the attractive ones.
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Figure 4.29|Distribution of Θ for the 2 bound and 4 unbound terpy groups in (a) TTPB2g-Zn and (b)TTPB2w-Zn.
Comparing TTPB2w-Zn and TTPB2g-Zn, the influence of the water substrate becomes obvious. The
axial Zn–N bonds are essentially unaffected, whereas those exposed to water shorten and those near
the vacuum region elongate. Evidently, besides flattening the binding site, H2O also exerts a certain
pressure onto the closest pyridyl groups, pushing them towards the metal. Equivalently, it may be
argued that the charged Zn ion is attracted to the liquid, a question to be examined below. The vacuum-
exposed pyridyl groups, on the other hand, are characterized by increased flexibility (i.e. fluctuations)
and increased mean distance. Remarkably, the overall average N–Zn distance in the binding site is
essentially the same for both TTPB2w-Zn and TTPB2g-Zn, 2.21 Å. This may be an indication that the
water substrate changes the shape of the binding site, but not the overall energetics of the dimer
binding.
A final parameter describing the dynamic structure of the TTPB2-Zn dimer is the inclination of the
terpy groups relative to the plane of the dimer. We define Θ as the C-C-C-C dihedral angle between the
central phenyl ring and a terpy group, as shown in Fig. 4.14 (b). In TTPB2-Zn, there are 2 Θ angles for
terpy units that are part of the binding site, and 4 for free terpy units. Fig. 4.29 (a) shows distributions
of these angles for TTPB2g-Zn, and panel (b) shows the same for TTPB2w-Zn. In TTPB2g-Zn, Θ of
the free terpy groups is spread around a mean value of -2.67◦ and 24.4◦ for the bound ones. Θ is
very broadly spread for free terpy groups, as several of the groups undergo multiple rotations around
the bond axis, and fluctuate strongly (cf. fig. 4.16(a) where, however, the deviation from the mean is
plotted directly). The distribution of Θ is not well characterized by the mean in this case, which is
rather sensitive to the very large outlier angles; the median of the distribution is -24.6◦, and the peak
of the histogram (i.e. the mode of the distribution) is at -36.6◦. The two bound terpy groups making up
the binding site are somewhat more stable with respect to rotation around the central benzene‡, as they
are bound from two sides, resulting in a heavier and less flexible unit. Both sets of terpy groups exhibit
a preference for a particular conformation relative to the phenyl ring, rather than fully free rotation.
For TTPB2w-Zn, the mean angles Θ of the free and bound terpy groups are -13.5◦ and 35.9◦, respec-
tively. The distribution of Θ for the free terpy groups is not symmetric, but characterized by a broad
shoulder towards positive angles. These groups do not oscillate around an average of zero (requiring
on average a planar conformation), but around a finite equilibrium value, indicating a nonplanar equi-
librium conformation. In contrast, Θbound is highly symmetrically distributed around its mean value.
In terms of absolute values, the free terpy groups tend to be “flatter” to the plane of the dimer, as the
‡Arguably, this should be more accurately classified as the rotation of the central benzene with two attached terpyridyl groups
around the binding site.
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geometry of the binding site imposes a larger rotation of the involved ligand group.
Comparing Θ for TTPB2g-Zn and TTPB2w-Zn, it is evident that the H2O substrate has a similar
stabilizing influence on the dimer as noted above for the monomer. The fluctuations of both the free
and bound terpy groups are significantly restrained by the support, as shown by the FWHM of the
distributions. The overall conformation of the binding site seems little affected by the water substrate,
having approximately the same mean Θ. Θ is also centered around similar values for the free terpy
groups, noting however, the much stronger fluctuations in the absence of the water support.
The above characterization of TTPB2-Zn in terms of ΦT,T, dN,Zn, and Θ, leads to the following
picture of the dimer and its binding site. In the gas phase, the terpy2-Zn binding moiety resembles a
square bipyramid, which is slightly wider than tall. The diagonals of the base of the bipyramid form
an approximately right angle ΦT,T as noted above. The binding site fluctuates rather strongly in shape
and dimensions, and is slightly rotated relative to the plane of the dimer (Θ). In contrast, the binding
site in TTPB2w-Zn is best described as a rectangular bipyramid, with the longer edge of the rectangle
approximately parallel to the water surface. As noted above, the presence of the substrate introduces
an asymmetry in the system and distorts the binding site.
Coupling and Decoupling Mechanism
In order to quantify the binding strength of the 2D MOF assembled on water, we rely on the binding
free energy of the dimer as a model. We use MTD in a similar fashion as above, to reconstruct the FES
of the reaction
TTPB2−Zn ⇀↽ TTPB + TTPB−Zn
as described by the following three collective variables:
• nZn,N, the Zn–N coordination number, expected to transition from 6 to 3 in the course of the
reaction.
• daxN,N, the distance between the two axial N of the binding site, expected to sharply increase from
the average value of 4.15 Å for the bound dimer.
• nZn,O, the Zn–O coordination number, which may slightly increase, as some pyridyl groups coor-
dinating Zn are replaced by water. This CV is later integrated out.
The series of images in Fig. 4.30 shows snapshots extracted from the MTD trajectory, depicting the
breaking and reassembly of TTPB2-Zn.
(a) Fully bound TTPB2-Zn (nZn,N = 5.84, daxN,N = 4.21 Å, nZn,O = 0.09).
(b) Partial break of the binding site, with 2 terpy groups temporarily rotating into a trans conforma-
tion (nZn,N = 3.96, daxN,N = 4.53 Å, nZn,O = 0.39).
(c)–(e) Progressively increasing separation between the monomers.
(f) Dimer fully broken into constituents, TTPB-Zn and TTPB (nZn,N = 2.93, daxN,N = 8.94 Å, nZn,O
= 1.43).
(g) Transient rotation of one pyridyl group into the trans conformation (nZn,N = 2.03, daxN,N = 8.04 Å,
nZn,O = 2.98).
(h) Re-formation of a Zn–N bond with the second TTPB (nZn,N = 3.75, daxN,N = 4.82 Å, nZn,O = 1.21).
(i) Two bonds from Zn to the second TTPB (nZn,N = 4.81, daxN,N = 4.22 Å, nZn,O = 0.75).
(j) Quasi fully re-assembled dimer (nZn,N = 5.11, daxN,N = 4.38 Å, nZn,O = 1.01).
(k) Fully re-assembled dimer (nZn,N = 5.75, daxN,N = 3.95 Å, nZn,O = 0.56).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 4.30|Snapshots from the MTD trajectory simulating the breaking of TTPB2-Zn. See text for details. Atom colors: H,
white; C, black; N, blue; Zn, yellow.
As can be seen from the snapshots, the breaking of the dimer follows a similar stepwise mechanism
as the uptake of the Zn2+ from solution. The bias potential causes individual TTPB-Zn bonds to break
and the monomers to separate until the dimer has fully broken. This is accompanied by the rotation
of individual pyridyl groups, that intermittently reduce the Zn–N coordination (similar behavior was
noted above during Zn insertion). The successful re-formation of the full dimer indicates that the bias
potential covers the FES sufficiently well, having filled up all relevant minima.
Fig. 4.31 shows the time evolution of the 3 CVs throughout the simulation. Before the MTD potential
is activated, the values remain constant around the equilibrium of nZn,N ≈ 5.8, daxN,N ≈ 4.15 Å, and nZn,O
≈ 0. When MTD is enabled after ∼10 ps, nZn,N decreases in a roughly stepwise fashion to a minimum
around 2, before increasing again to the equilibrium value. It then decreases again, to as low as 3. daxN,N
reaches a maximum at approximately the same moment as nZn,N reaches its minimum, then assumes
the equilibrium values again, and does not deviate from it significantly any more. This may be an
indication that the “second” decrease of nZn,N beyond 40 ps is not due to a breaking of the dimer, but
rotation and deformation of the pyridyl groups, while keeping the inter-monomer distance constant.
The behavior of nZn,O indicates that part of the coordination environment of Zn is replaced by H2O
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Figure 4.31|Time evolution of CVs during breaking and reassembly of TTPB2-Zn dimer: (a) nZn,N, (b) daxN−N, and (c) nZn,O.
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Figure 4.32|(a) Reconstructed MTD free energy surface of splitting TTPB2w-Zn, as a function of CVs dN,N, nZn,N. The third
CV, nZn,O, is integrated over its range. Black line indicates minimum energy path for dimer breaking. (b) Free energy profile
along the MEP.
upon breaking of the dimer. This is consistent with the observation that Zn typically remains partially
solvated when bound to a single TTPB, as shown in the previous section.
The reconstructed FES of the TTPB2-Zn breaking process is shown in Fig. 4.32(a) as a function
of nZn,N and daxN,N. The system is characterized by two minima, one for the bound state (top left,
nZn,N ≈ 5.8, daxN,N ≈ 4.0 Å) and one for the unbound state (bottom right, nZn,N ≈ 3.0, daxN,N ≈ 8.0 Å).
Additionally, some smaller basins can also be seen. At reduced nZn,N and small daxN,N, a bound dimer
with undercoordinated Zn2+ is evident. Furthermore, at the distance of separated TTPB, Zn can also be
undercoordinated, missing one bond to a pyridyl group.
The free energy difference between the bound and unbound dimer is ∆G = -143.1 kJ·mol-1. Taking
into account the higher entropy of TTPB + TTPB-Zn relative to TTPB2-Zn, due to the higher num-
ber of particles and higher conformational flexibility, the binding enthalpy of the dimer should be
appreciably larger than this. In comparison, the experimental binding enthalpy ∆H of Zn(terpy)22+
is -60.7 kJ·mol-1,78 somewhat smaller.
The highest saddle point of the FES is indicated in Fig. 4.32(a) with ∆G = -34.1 kJ·mol-1. Panel
(b) shows the free energy profile along the MEP. The breaking of the dimer is rather steeply uphill
in energy, with a shallow local minimum of the undercoordinated dimer. A barrier of 185 kJ·mol-1 is
crossed before reaching the shallow minimum of TTPB + TTPB-Zn.
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These results indicate that the Zn-bridged TTPB dimer is stable on the surface of water. The sig-
nificant barrier and low relative stability of the unbound state prove that these aggregates can persist
and that stable networks are likely formed. Since Zn is the weakest-binding of all examined ions (see
gas-phase results in Section 4.1), other ions such as Fe2+ should form significantly more stable dimers
and networks.
Extended Networks
The extended Zn bridged TTPB network, (TTPBw-Zn3)n, modeled based on a TTPB2 unit cell, can be
structurally characterized with similar quantities as TTPB2w-Zn. Fig. 4.33 compares the distributions of
N–Zn distances, daxN,Zn, d
supp
N,Zn, d
vac
N,Zn in (TTPBg-Zn3)n and (TTPBw-Zn3)n. These quantities are essentially
identical to those observed for TTPB2g-Zn and TTPB2w-Zn, respectively. The FWHM of the distributions
are also not significantly different.
This is an indication that the binding site of the dimer represents the situation in the extended
network very well, and that the dimer can be taken as a good model of the 2D MOF as a whole.
One aspect of the network structure that is not reflected in the dimer is the out-of-plane displacement
of the metal ions relative to the network. This quantity is an indication of the overall “flatness” of the
MOF and the short-range curvature of the surface. We model this by measuring the distance of Zn to the
plane through the central benzene rings of the networks, dZn,net, as shown by the red bar in Fig. 4.34(a).
As the system contains 3 Zn atoms, there are 3 equivalent such distances, carrying a positive or negative
sign, depending on the position of Zn above or below the plane.
Fig. 4.33 (b) depicts the individual and aggregated distributions of dZn,net for (TTPBw-Zn3)n and
(TTPBg-Zn3)n. For (TTPBw-Zn3)n the overall distribution is fairly symmetric, centered around the value
of dZn,net = 0. The Zn atoms thus reside in the same plane as the rest of the network, on average.
The fluctuations, indicated by an FWHM of 0.86 Å and fairly broad tails of the distribution up to 2 Å,
indicate, however, that Zn is still relatively mobile in its binding site and can move up and down with
a rather large amplitude. The residence time of the atoms is, however, essentially split evenly between
positions above and below the network plane. The individual nZn,N distributions of the Zn ions differ
somewhat, in that one is centered around zero, while one peaks at nZn,N ≈ -0.6 and the other one at
nZn,N ≈ 0.8 Å.
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Figure 4.33|Distributions of N–Zn distances (Å): axial: daxN,Zn, water-exposed: d
supp
N,Zn and vacuum-exposed: d
vac
N,Zn for (a)
(TTPBg-Zn3)n and (b) (TTPBw-Zn3)n.
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Figure 4.34|(a) Schematic of a best-fit plane through the central phenyl rings (i.e. the network plane) in (TTPBw-Zn3)n and the
distance of Zn to that plane (red bar). (b) Distribution of dZn,net in (TTPBg-Zn3)n and (TTPBw-Zn3)n. Individual distances
for the three Zn ions represented by thin lines; thick lines show aggregated distribution. Arrow indicates an estimate of the
FWHM, percentages give the positive fraction of dZn,net relative to the total distribution (shaded areas).
The distribution of dZn,net is less well defined for (TTPBg-Zn3)n. It is much broader than that for
(TTPBw-Zn3)n and exhibits two peaks, at ∼-1 Å and 1.6 Å, making it overall unsymmetric. It appears
that the ion frequently resides substantially above or below the plane of the network, giving rise to an
out-of-plane distortion. There appears to be a barrier between those two extremes, so that positions
near the plane of the network are less populated. It should be noted that the left peak of this distribution
is composed primarily of the nZn,N distances of two Zn atoms in the network, while the third is due to
one Zn ion that predominantly occupies positions with large positive nZn,N. This strongly supports the
existence of a barrier to interconversion, since each individual Zn ion largely remains on one side of the
network plane.
In general it appears that the water substrate has a “flattening” effect on the network, as the overall
distribution width is significantly reduced, and the individual Zn atoms remain closer to the network
plane. The Zn2+ ion evidently does not experience a significant attraction to the liquid.We rationalize
this with shielding of the ion from the liquid, by the hydrophobic terpy groups.
Summary: TTPB Dimers and Networks on Water
TTPB forms a stable dimer, TTPB2-Zn, both in the gas phase and on the water substrate. The
binding site is based on 6-fold coordination of Zn, in a bipyramidal geometry, which is flattened on one
side by adsorption on water. The breaking and re-formation of the dimer is characterized by stepwise
bond breaking, due to the high flexibility of the pyridyl groups, and associated with a binding free
energy of -143.1 kJ·mol-1. An extended network based on Zn bridged TTPB preserves the structural
properties of the dimer, with the Zn ion remaining in-plane with the network with a high amplitude of
fluctuation.
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Step by step, the preceding chapters have provided answers to the research questions posed at the
beginning of this thesis. We found that h-BN, despite its alleged chemical inertness, readily forms stable
heterostructures on transition metals. We rationalized the electronic corrugation of h-BN on Cu with the
periodically modulated lateral BN–metal distances. We saw how this corrugation becomes manifest also
in the electronic properties of adsorbed porphin. We observed metal-supported h-BN to be surprisingly
reactive towards molecular O2, able to substantially activate the adsorbate. We explored h-BN on Ni,
Co, and Cu as oxidation catalysts, and predict the latter to be a promising competitor to platinum.
We studied the adsorption behavior of TTPB on Au and Cu, finding preferred adsorption sites and
orientations. We quantified the dynamic structure of water-supported TTPB, observing the significant
stabilizing and confining effect of the substrate. We watched a Zn ion make its way from the liquid
phase to the surface to be bound by tridentate terpyridyl ligand. We surveyed the free energy landscape
of this process. We studied dimers and aggregates of TTPB and how the liquid substrate influences their
shape and dimensions. We let a Zn-bridged dimer break in order to see how strongly it was bound.
A goal of this work was to confirm and rationalize experimental observations using computational
methods. This could be achieved in many instances throughout the study. Our computational models
of metal-supported h-BN are in agreement with the available experimental evidence. Using DFT calcu-
lations of hitherto rarely seen system size, we could reproduce a large-scale Moiré pattern on h-BN/Cu
and provide an explanation of the phenomena observed with STM. While there are few experimental
results related to water-supported 2D MOFs that can directly be compared to our simulations, we can
provide a level of atomistic detail far beyond conventional experimental techniques. The AIMD studies
of water-supported TTPB characterize the dynamic properties of the MOF building blocks at the level
of bond distances and distortion angles. Similarly, the mechanisms of ion insertion and dimer break-
ing could be quantified down to the details of metal-ligand bonds and individual solvent molecules,
including the free energy landscapes of the processes.
A second goal was to use simulations to predict and improve the functionality of 2D materials. The
study of catalysis on metal-supported h-BN was particularly promising in this respect. All of the studied
materials activate molecular O2, but h-BN/Cu also catalyzes its reduction to H2O, as needed in a fuel
cell. We predict overpotentials in the range of those found otherwise only for Pt, making h-BN/Cu
a potential alternative. These are predictions in the absence of prior experimental evidence, but the
promising results and high confidence in them may encourage more detailed explorations.
Doubtlessly, research can proceed in many directions based on the results presented here. The prop-
erties of metal-supported h-BN deserve further study from several points of view: 2D networks could
recently be produced on h-BN/Cu167 using linker ions, and on h-BN/Ni by catalyzed covalent polymer-
ization.220 The structure and properties of these materials as well as the details of their formation merit
further computational investigation. Particularly, catalysis on h-BN/metal beyond oxygen activation
may bring crucial new knowledge.
In the context of the ORR on h-BN/Cu we noted that potentially important solvation effects at the
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electrode surface are typically neglected or approximated. Yet, from the MD study of MOFs on water
it is obvious that the liquid plays an important role for chemical reactions. It would be instructive to
apply MD and MTD techniques to the problem of the ORR. With the availability of large and fast su-
percomputers, ab initio simulation of an entire ORR cycle at an electrode with explicit solvation should
be within reach. Such a simulation would go far beyond the currently dominating static calculations in
terms of complexity and information gain.
As far as (2D) MOFs are concerned, obvious directions of further research include examining dif-
ferent ligands and ions, up to the extent of screening studies,221 or perhaps different liquid substrates.
Beyond that, it may be instructive to examine 2D MOFs at different interfaces, e.g., between water
and an organic solvent. In such a system the MOF constitutes a tunable, covalent membrane, possibly
suitable for separation applications, or a type of phase-transfer catalysis.
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